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MEW MEXICO STATE RECORD
SUBSCRIPTION

SANTA

$1.50

ORDER YOUR YEARS
SUPPLY OF COAL NOW
DELAY IS DANGEROUS

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL IMPROVES IN EVERY
DEPARTMENT UNDER NEW

MANAGEMENT-GE-

TIES TELEGRAPH AND

FE, NEW UEXICO

TS

LOCOMOTIVES

VALLEY DECLARED PROSPEROUS, WILL REQUIRE FOUR NEW ELEVATORS FOR HANDLING THE
PINTOS, EXPECTING CROP INCREASE OF FIFTY PER
CENT; CENTRAL REFIN1SHING THE COACHES AND
FREIGHT CARS, NEW EQUIPMENT FOR ROAD BED

ESTANCIA

WITH ACTIVITIES OF

DRAFT CASES ON
LONGEST

PROMINENT CATTLE MEN ON PAGEANT ON LAWN OF HIGH
SCHOOL AND EXERCISES
TRIAL HERE, JURY DISBY EIGHTH GRADE, ATHAGREES IN WALKER CASE
BUT FINDS BLUMLEIN TO
LETICS, CLASS PLAY AND
EXHIBITS
BE A PRO-HUN
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COMMENCEMENT

DOCKET

The longest term of the federal
Twelve carloads of new ties for the THRIFT STAMP DRIVE
district court ever held here is in
ALL
TIME
IS ON
THE
New Mexico Central railroad were
session in Santa Fe now. Forty
DON'T OVERLOOK IT
received in the city this week. Ties
criminal cases and a half a dozen
are being delivered over the D. &
legal cases are on the docket. Judge
War Savings work in New Mexico
R. G. from northern part of tlie
Colin Neblctt will sit throughout the
stute besides from Cleofes Romero is to take on new life and will he
term.
at Estancia, and many are being pushed to a successful stage at conEipionag e Cases Tried
hauled in by team from the moun- ferences of War Savings workers
T,
During this week William
to be held at Santa Fc and Roswell
tains surrounding Santa Fe.
was tried on a
Walker of La
The road is rebuilding its tele- on May 28th. Hallctt Raynolds, ed.
to
charge of having attempted
graph line from this point and (in- State Director of War Savings work
Production is steadily increasing,
Roy T. Bevins of that place,
completed setting in new poles and w'll preside at the Santa Fe con but it must be further
not to register in the draft, He was
if
incereascd
Herman
ifer
and
10
ence
C.
Ilfeld.
for
wire
stringing heavy copper
a man who
will preside at the Roswell the country's coal needs for the alleged to have said that same
miles. A paint crew has been set
as a
to be filled.
joins the army is the
to work this week at Estancia, re- meeting. At these meeting detailed year are in
d
murderer and to have declared the
many communities
Already
will
be
worked
for
in
out
a
station
shade
of
the
plans
present
painting
of the coal orders have been United States troops would conduct
yellow and brown, the color scheme ing the Nebraska plan and carrying placed by both industrial ajid domes- themselves
just as the Huns did in
which has been adopted for all sta- it through in New Mexico to the tic consumers
In the eastern part Belgium if placed in similar circumThe storehouse and end and that every man, woman and of the
tion buildings.
been
The jury went out on
stances.
country the dealers have
engine house have been painted red. child in the state shall become ar practically overwhelmed with early Tuesday afternoon
and it was nearly
owner of a War Savings Stamp bv orders for anthracite, but west of 24 hours later when
Two New Engine
they reported
Two engines capable of hauling June 28th, when the big campaign the Mississippi the orders have been
could
not agree. Attorney
they
twice the tonnage of the old ones will reach its climax.
so slow in coming on as to lend no Harry Bowman in his defense of
have been bought and delivered from
stimulus to increased production and Walker sought to show that he was
Denver. All cars are being rcfinish-ed- . ALBUQUEROUE ORGANIZES
as a matter of fact, there has been not at I.ande but at Taiban eight
painted and lettered including
"TWO-BIT- "
some shutting down of mines for miles away, on Oct. 21, 1917, the
CLUB FOR
freight cars. Three thousand dolRED CROSS COLLECTIONS lack of orders for the product.
dav he is alleged to have made the
lars worth of bridge material is on
In every State of the Union pre- seditious utterances.
He will be
the ground and concrete pipes for One thousand people of Alburpcr- - parations have been made to bring tried
again.
culverts are being made, more bridge
coal
the
message
have
call
the
of
to
ordering
early
responded
Former Militia Man Cited
timbers have been ordered with a ipie
.
the local Red Cross. One thousand squarely before the people.
Frank Bltimlien formerly captain of
view of rebuilding all bridges on the envelopes with twenty-fiv- e
cents en-- I
the New Mexico National company
lfne.
closed have been collected from the FINE CHANCES FOR THREE
at Clovis, was on trial Tuesday and
rlu!-SPANISH SPCAKING MEN Wednesday.
Equipment costing. $15,000 has been various boxes of the "two-bi- t
He was accused of
out
cuts
for
and
bought
cleaning
Although that many persons have
said that "a man is a d n
like having
This .answered the rail 3.000 more are
wiping fills alonpr the line.
Three jobs paying someth-nfool to go to war" and that the
will be operated from flat cars and needed to contribute a quarter every 5 400(1 a year should appeal especially
were using cannibals on
month so the local chapter mav be to the Spanish speaking residents of Englishmen
by team, according to conditions.
line against the Gerthe
Estancia Valley Prospers
enabled to continue their splendid this state. The positions are those mans.fighting
Blumlien was defended by
An increase of at least 50
in work that is rendering so much re- ;ui special agents for the United.
and Mabry of Albuquerque.
the output of pinto beans is ex- lief to the men fighting in war ISt .tes bureau of foreign and demos-- j Parth
Blumlien is said to be a veteran of
pected in the valley this year, and stricken Europe. It is necessary to tic commerce of the department of the P.orr war and one of the best
General Manager Ten Eyck has
collect $1,000 monthly in order to cinniercial and economic conditions rifle shots in the State, His comfor four bean for sewing and knitting supplies. T'in Latin America.
applications
made a good showing while
elevator sites along the rigfit of Red Cross workers here hoped 4 000
The places designated are: one at! pany
he was
At that time his
way. The Central is booming an-- will enroll in the "two bit club." Mexico, one at Columbia and Vene-- l left arm captain.
was shattered bv a rifle buldoing more fireght business than Enrollments will be received any time ucla. and one at Bolivia and Para-- 1 let while he was in the rifle pit
ever besides operating a through All that is necessary is to write your jguay. Examinations will be held in
during practice, though he has retrain each way daily, under the ag- name and address on an envelope ifliis city and other towns to find, covered
the use of it now.
cents enclosed and suitrble men for the positions.
gressive management of the capital- with twenty-fiv- e
State Senator on Stand
ists Represented by D. C. Collier deposit in the boxes placed in various
credit will ' given for the
Ftra
Former State Senator Tames Baird
and S. C. Munoz. Whether it con- stores.
knowledge of Portuguese or French.
also to be tried
Mrs. Alfred Grunsfeld has been ap- 1 hncn rfcc,,T 111, mfillpo ..vanillic. and his son were the
tinues under government or private
on Wednesday on
charge of imcontrol will be decided by June 1. pointed chairman of the collection '.to.: most satisfactorily will be giv-- n
attesting to thr tafters
In any case the Central will continue bov committee of the club Albu- an oral test at Washington.
I his properly
questionaire. It is said the father
to be one of the big assets of New querque Herald.
compensation is about $10.00 per day, chimed exemption for his boy on
Mexico.
in addition to transportation and
the ground that he was foreman of
?400 a day allowance for living ex- the latters bigi cattle ranch near
ATTORNEY GENERAL FINDS
penses.
NATIVE
CITY
ON
HUSTLE
A FEW NEW MEXICO
when such was not the
case. Their defense is in the hands
PROMOTIONS AND NEW
OF
ALL
GROWERS
TO
reGeneral
Patton
of Tom I.ea of El Paso and A. B
ARMY ENLISTMENTS
Harry
Attorney
THE PINTO BEANS Rcnehan of this
turned this week from a trip to
city. In these and
Thomas L. Onatiavia, of this. city, Clovis where he went to look after
other cases of a similar kind AsfollowWe
have
received
the
just
District AtUnited
has distinguished himself in France, his law practice for a few days. He
U. sistant Seth hasStates
and has been recommended by Gen- rightfully believes the Curry county ing definite instructions from theCortorney
represented the
Administration
Grain
S.
Food
eral Pershing for first lieutenant of metropolis is one of the most hustlgovernment.
regarding the Two other cases alleging violation
the aviation section of the signal ing communities in the southwest poration, New York,
1917
of
of
the
Pinto
delivery
crop
of the selective service act, or conservice. He will return to take his and recited, for tht Pccord a few of
final training with the officer's re- their achiefments in proof of his beans:
spiracy under Sec. 37 of the Penal
1
of
all
beans
Pinto
the
That
contention.
serve corps at Plattsburg, N. Y.
Code are set this week. W. H.
1917 crop in growers hands must be
Gun
Before
Over
William E. Carroon. also of this
Top
et. al., and Thomas Jones, et.
Starting
On Sunday before the Red Cross delivered to shippers by June 1, 1918! a!., are the accused. Edwin Gilbert
city, has been commissioned first
contract agreement.
Mares comes up on the same charge
lieutenant in the aviation section uf drive began a number of business t2 nerAfter
June I, 1918, the U. S. on June 6.
the signal reserve corps at Elington men met to discuss the quota of$5,-00- 0 Food Administration
Grain Corporawhich had been set for Clovis,
Field Texa.
Two Homestead Cases
will not receive Pinto beans of
Donald G- - Hart, East Las Vegas, and after a little talk began to set tion 1917
Alleging perjury and conspiracy in
from
the
at
crop
growers
any the matter of making final proof on
has been promoted a second lieuten- down the subscriptions they thought
a homestead four people are to be
ant at Camp Travis, Texas, and Rob. could be made. They went out price.
on
We
heartiest
are
counting
your
for
and
few
a
S. Fletcher, of Buchanan, and Walter around town
more,
tried on June 4. and three on June
in this matter.
7 The first trial involves J. D. MeB Taylor, of Elida, have been com- found that they had raised $5,500
Yours,
truly,
very
in
drive
the
otli
or
before
missioned to the same rank in the
dina. Fetiberto Espinosa y Medina,
started,
O. H. LIEBERS.
words over the top with ten per
I.audente Quintana, and Daniel Meinfantry at Camp Bowie.
U. S. Food Adm.,
Charles Russell and Dalfaan W cent to, spare.
dina. The other case is against
Bean
Division.
Pinto
The construction of a fine $75,000
Francisco P. Martinez. Estevan
Lovett, of Albuquerque, have enlisted ai apprentice seaman, and Joseph high school, second only in size and Denver, Colo., May 20, 1918.
and Juan C. Martinez.
E McCanaa
Bad Behavior Alleged
of the 'same city as equipment to the big high
DRY
FORCE
AGAIN
at Albuquerque has begun. Main
P. S. LeNoir, Juan Rivera, E. J.
second class teaman.
WIN
VICTOR
GOOD
MB. Herely Jr., of Roswell, has street is being paved. An injunction
Massindge, and Delia Brock, are to
has
been
this uo.'k
be tried June 16 for alleged disturbhalting
joined the navy reserve.
23. Dry forces
May
Washington,
of
law
firm
thr
ance near Camp Cody in which illby
di:ppsed
1 atton
in
Mr.
a in the house today won a second icit liquor is said to have figured.
is
which
PRODUCTION BOARD AND
in
skirmish
of
favor
national prohibiIn
is charged against John
pa'.dner while he wis there.
MILITARY AERONAUTICS
the war when on a pre- Bootlegging
of a drauth which has set crop tion during
Mattivi and John Grisente who will
SEPARATED BY PRESIDENT spite
amendment
an
vote
was
apback to some extent, liminary
be tried on the 27th. They are supproduction
of the $ll,J4o-40- 0
everyone in that region is reported proved refusing any
posed to have taken whiskey into
in
food
the
Washington, May 20 President optimistic,
producappropriation
new settlers are coming
Colorado. On May 30, Emilio RomeWilson today signed an executive or- in
until
bill
Wilson
President
tion
ro is to be tried under the white
every day, there is considerable
der establishing: as distinct and sepa
the
proclamation
prohibiting
going on in the city, inJ use of food in the manufacture of slave act.
arate bureaus the air production building
are
One June 3, Grady and Linden Wilup on there toes
people
boadr and the bureau of military Clovis
and boosing tor anythng and everyson answer the charge of robbing
aeronauticsfcr
4
of
a
that
the
their
good
post office, and a number of other
As his first act under the new law thing
TOWN OF LA BAJADA MAY
trials based on alleged perjury and
IN
SANTA
FE
COUNTY
BE
permitting consolidation of the de- community.
It looks as though the general is
other offenses such as jumping a
partments, President Wilson today somewhat
bail bond are set for later dates.
fritted by the fart that
took production of air craft from the
beWalker
John
County
Surveyor
official duties keep him away
Six suits based in the claim of.dama-e- s
army signal corps and established as his
La
lieves
town
the
that
at
Bajada
for personal injury will be heard
a separate organization production so much of the t:me from this garden the foot of the famous La Bajada
and
.
at the "end of the term, which will
progress. tr'tt ;
c
m,t;i
board headed by John Ryan of New spot of of
aama
re
in
is
nut
wnuci
couniy.
:
politics, Mr. Patton
Speaking
probably last until the end of June.
York.
"if I coubi t'.st make, mine enemies examining some old field notes this
love me, I would be perfectly h ppy week, establishing the county line ARMY
CAPITAN ENDORSES
with what is now bandoval county
EIGHT NEW MEXICANS
CLUB
almost a half century ago, he found
TO BE COMMISSIONED
that the line runs through a section
FROM CAMP KEARNY KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
Let me say I am most heartily in
CONFER DEGREES SUNDAY corner set in a bian field. As the
Announcement is made from Washonly cultivation in the vicinity is favor of the Club and its aim- - PeoSanta Fe Council No. 1707 will vest of the village, this places all of ple of Carlbad and community, line
ington of the successful candidates
for officers' commissions from the have the honor, on Sunday May 26th, the houses in Santa Fe county. He up for the big job. Let every man
to confer the honors of the first, will verify this later by running a and woman feel the personal restraining camp at Linda Vista, Calif- second
and third degrees to a large new line along the old boundary.
ponsibility for a definite share in
ornia. Among these recommended
for the promotion are eight soldiers class of candidates, from various La Bajada people have voted and the war.
If I had but one message, that will
frc-this state.
parts of its jurisdiction.
paid taxes in Sandoval county since
The first degree of the order will its creation, and their schools have be that you plan and work speedily
The following list gives the names
and been supported by the ceunty funds. I congratulate you on your splendid
and home address and the arm of begin at the hour of
efforts and your patriotism- - I shall
all candidates and brothers must be
service for which they qualified :
go to other New Mexico towns with
Robert G Bible, Silver City, in- in readiness at ten o'clock in the B. P. K. WILL CELEB RATS
FLAG DAY JLNE 11th great courage for the splendid spirit
morning.
fantry.
I found here.
Cubia V. Clayton, Tularosa, infan- The second and third degrees of
Go to it, now, every one of you,
the order will begin at two o'clock
The Elks rill celebrate Fla Day
Touis S. Jones. Carlsbad. Infantry. sharp and all officers, brothers and which is June 14th, by holding a pa- and we all together will Lick the
Gerald OTC Hendricks, Silver City, members must be at the place of triotic sext'oi at their building and Kaiser.
Truly.
initiation, which unless otherwise vith a street rrade in- which various
infantry.
Capt- - E. H. Lougher. Carlsbad
Temple J. Molinari, Portales, In- ordered will take place at the K. organizations will be invited to take
C. Hall on Water Street.
fantry.
part, incl'icbrg several school groups Current.
Santa Fe Council extends a hearty in costume to represent different
invitation to all outside and neighbor Allied na'io:. Boy Scouts. Girt TOLAR HAS RUMMAGE
Mn of 21 Regbter
ft
SALE FOR RED CROSS
June 5th has been fixed as regis- Councils to assist us in conferring Scouts, Red Cross, etc Musis, aiu'
public patriot c addresses will also
tration day for all young men who these degrees.
Last Saturday the ladies of the Red
be features of the occasion.
have become 21 years of age since
Cross circle had a rummage sale and
Fans Lata Bosd Sal
Jane 5, last year. The young men
served
Rail
read
Wheat
coffee, pies and sanwiches-Theof this etas may select the branch of The Federal Farm Loan Board
Qit
The dining car services of 59 railtook in $71, and had 17 loaves
service they desire by enlisting be- announces that it will resume, after
fore that date, after which they will the close of the liberty loan cam- roads in the country have cut out all of bread left, which were sold to the
.become subject to call and assign- paign, the sale of farm loan bonds wheat from their bills of fare, the highest bidder, one loaf bringing
to the Red Cross
ment without reference to their per- for account of the Federal land Santa Fe railroad being one of the $'0.00. All went
Taiban 'News- first to take this patriotic action.
banks-sonal references.
-

TOTAL ECLIPSE OF THE
SUN JUNE 8TH ABOUT
M PER CENT IN N. M,

SANTA FE OCCUPIED

FEDERAL COORT HAS

The week of June 3rd to 8th has
been designated as "Coal Week" by
the United States Fuel Administrator. While for several weeks special
efforts have been made throughout
the United States to urge the early
ordering of coal, there will be a
special intensive drive on early ordering during "Coal Week "
With the bulk of the year's supply of coal ordered well in advance,
the distribution agencies of the government will be in a position to adjust equitably and properly the decommands as between different
munities. It will be possible to guage
accurately the increased demand and
properly apportion the available supply.
Together with the urgent appeal to
the industries as well as to domestic
consumers to order their coal early,
there goes the request that those
who get their orders in wait patiently for deliveries. Course the entire
coal output of the country cannot
be delivered within a few months.
But those orders first in the hands of
the dealers will be the first deliver-

NUMBER

24, 1918

FRIDAY MAY

In the First Presbyterian church
artistically decorated with quantities
of fragrant spring, blossoms Rev. J.

W. Hamblin, of Cass City, Michigan
delivered the eloquent baccalaureate
sermon to the graduating class of
the Santa Fe High School last Sunday morning, using as his theme
"The Source of Power."
Special selections by the choir under the direction of Mrs. Lansing
Bloom and Miss Evelyn Mcliridc,
organist, were rendered. Superintendent J- E. Roth, the graduating
elzss and faculty attended the services in a body.
The young people who pass out of
school to begin a new life in the
world are: Clara Berchtold, Wayne
Laws, Mary Cunningham, Louis
McBride, Leathe
Margaret
Stephens, Helen Walker and Gladys
Can-tclo-

Whittier.

The High School commencement
will take place in St. Francis auditorium Friday evening, with Dr.
Djvid R. Boyd, as orator, Following is the program :
Glee Club
Life's Lesson
Salutation
Wayne Laws
Dr. D. R. Boyd
Class Address
Glee Club
Nightingale's Song
Gladys Whittier
Valedictory
Presentation of Diplomas
Thomas B. Catron
"Hats Off; The Flag is Passing."
Glee Club.
May Day Festivities
"America, Yesterday and Today."
a beautiful pageant which was a
decided success, every feature clever,
and highly pleasing, was given by
the pupils of the Santa Fe school
including all glades on the grammar
school lawn Wednesday afternoon,
under the direction of Miss Helen
Winter, Mrs. G. S. Van Stone, musical
director and Mrs. Ralph M- Mender-soviolinist. It was presented in
tlnce episodes as follows:
Episode 1, Spirits of Indian Day.
The episode opens with the Spirit
of Indian days, thanking t'.e Great
Manitou for his goodness and blessings. A Harvest dance by the home
tribe interrupted by the visiting tribe
who gathered about the council fire
and smoked the pipe of peace, finally
separating and going to their hunting grounds.
Episode II. The Spirit of the
Wilderness
Enter the spirit of the wildernes
calling the daisies, roses, butterflies,
trees and mist maidens to come
forth and dance, march and ting in
the beautiful forest home. Soon,
however, the forests changed their
ways, the man becomes a factor in
tht new regeime that followed. Enter
Pioneer man and woman who hewed the trees to build their homes.
Episode III. The Spirit of Patriotism
Enter The Spirit of Patriotism
praising the pioneer group for their
strength, power and loyalty in upbuilding our country.
Enter Spirit of State followed by
Little Town Spirit, attended by
rural, town, church and school.
Enter Town Spirit followed by
education, community
Chistianity,
spirit, music, art, drama, welfare.
play, forest perservation and peace.!
r.nter New America.
Enter Four allies, French, English, Japanese and Italians.
Enter Uucle Sam's representatives, sailors, Boy Scouts, Red Cross,
nurses and Girl Scouts, following! recessional.
Industrial Exhibit
At the grammar school building
the same afternoon were excellent.
Among the numerous articles on display were neatly finished garments
by girls from the 6th grade up, work
by the junior Red Cross, two attractive convalescent robes, one made
by the 4th grade pupils. The clay
work was especially fine, some of
the articles were molded by 2nd and
3rd graders. The manual training
display was a credit to the school,
as was also the drawing, elementry
handwork, penmanship and weaving,
and last but not the least the millinery exhibit was good, the girls had
several miniature hats, pretty and
quite up to date artistically arranged,
not unlike a real millinery display.
Prof. Frank Burton, athletic director, had charge of these events, including races and jumping.
The
contests were between the 7th and
8th grades and 5th and 6th grades.
The Senior Clas Play
Entitled "At the End of the Rainbow" presented at the Elks Theatre
Wednesday night was another enjoyable and successful event. The
youngi amateur actors played their
parts exceptionally well. This was
given under the supervision of Miss
Boche, pricipal of the of the Santa
High School, Mrs. George Van Stone
Musical director and Mrs. Ralph
M. Henderson, violinist.
Eighth Grade Exercise
Were held in St. Francis auditorium last night, at which 20 students
The program was ingraduated.
tensely interesting and impressive.
Superintendent J. E. Roth and all
the teachers are to be congratulated
upon the conclusion of a very successful school year.
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SALOONS MUST CLOSE

On the afternoon of Saturday,
AT SIX O'CLOCK IS
8, 1918, the wonderful spectacle
of a total solar eclipse will be visible, weather permitting, over a track
MANDATE OF MAYOR
extending! from the Pacific (Washthe
Atlantic
to
(Florida),
ington)
This track of the moon's shadow is
70 miles wide at the western coast,
LEGAL BATTLE PRECIPITATnarrowing to 40 mites in Florida.
For about an hour the moon, will
ED BY PETITIONS ENDED
gradually encroach upon the sun's
disk, the daylight will fade, then
BY SANTA FE MAYOR WHO
the narrowing crescent of the sun
will suddenly disappear, and around
ORDERS EARLY CLOSING
ball of the moon, hangthe
WAR MEASURE
AS
in
the
northwestern
ing
sky among
the brighter stars, will be seen the
pearly radiance of the mysterious
As a war measure, Mayor E. P.
solar corona. The remarkable spectacle may be enjoyed for 122 seconds Davies yesterday brought to a sen
at the western coast, and for half sational close the contest over six
that time in Honda. Then the cres nVlijck closing which has roused
cent of the sun will appear on the Santa Fc.this week. District Judge
other (western) side of the moon, Holloman had under advisement the
and after another hour the full disk injunction ease brought by Jake Levy
of the sun will shine as usual.
against the city, when the mayor
This, event happens at any one made his peremptory order for six
lace, on the average, only three o'clock closing.
The Case in Court
times in a thousand years.
The dispute started when the city
The gaseous envelopes of the sun
ouncil at its last meeting by a vote
can be advantageously studied by as
tronomcrs during the brief interval!0' four to three passed a closing
of total eclipse, and it is then only ordinance. I he mayor voted with
that the corona can be observed. the council to suspend the rules and
It is estimated that there arc only pass the ordinance there and then.
about 90 minutes in a century for the It was contended that his vote gave
investigation of this interesting but the necessary two thirds majority
still perplexing outer appendage of for such action.
Levy was represented by A. B.
the sun. Its shape is not constant,
the city by City At
but varies with the eleven-yea- r
cycle Rcnehan. and
the point
of the sun's activity in producing torney J. .1. Kcnney.
are now about'0 constitutionality was conceded by
at their maximum and accordingly the court.
Two Petition Out
we may expect
corona with
takstreamers distributed in all directions The action of the council was them
after the presentation to
around the sun, but not so widely en
extended east and west an in 19T0. of a petition asking for 6 o'clock
The streamers issuing from near the closing signed by a large number of
sun's poles suggest somewhat cer- citizens. It was said to hatf been
tain appearances of the aurora bore-ali- cii ciliated by Judge Holloman and
Associate Justice Clarence J. Roberts
Another peti- The light of the corona is partly of the Supreme Court.
the
reflected sunlight and partly radia- tion opposingof same is said to havemen
all the business
tion due to the intense heat it re- signatures
If the mayor
in town except three.
ceives from the sun. But the most
had not taken action as he did an
interesting part is due to an unknown appeal by the losing party to the
gas, called coroninm. which has not suit was expected . .
yet been found in the earth or in
No further action is expected now,
tin spectrum of any other sun.
convivially inclined have
The eclipse will not be total in and the taken
in their belts, while
New Mexico, but the portion of the solemnly
the prohibits are iovously relchrat-wit- h
sun covered will vary from 60 to 80
many rounds of ginger ale.
per cent, thus affording a very interesting spectacle.
GOVERNOR LINDSEY'S
FOR
PROCLAMATION
ANOTHER PRACTICAL
MEMORIAL OBSERVANCE
USE FOR THE JOY BUS
Memorial day is proclaimed by
Cunous uses to which the auto.no-;overnor VV. E. Lindsey in the fol- bile is being put m these days of;,owi
-stress and economy are reported
,1C thirtieth
salesmen of The B. b Goodrich , By,'Iawnil
,
,
Jf M . cllstom,
b.
Rubber Company. Particularly
have
...
:
.:.!. ,
x'...
.
IK. ui:
HUIlUdV
j
.1- .rtlW IXlHJl.J
.1
M"UI''
HIT IJllSSIUIJIIlliCM
IIIC BUI"I11'U!1C
the living
or rather its motor and mechanism. for'The natural love of and
heroic
their companion
been grasped by the former.
In the farming communities just dead is made manifest by the placedecoeast of Colorado Springs, car own- ment of bud, and flower and monu-men- t.
tomb,
ers are using their cars to rid the rative wreaths upon the
sepulcher and burial mound.
area of a plague of prairie
'Thus the mortal is made to put on
and water have been tried,
livold automobile docs he work. Here's immortality and the soul of the
ing man is sublimated and made re
the process:
of the : impinging force Iof the
The farmers attach a hose to the ceptive
I
.
i
f
:l
OI 'USHK'
exhaust pipe from the muffler and Prmc
of
r.butes
at
sacred
a,,d
in
a
the
insert
opposite end
prairie
of the .r,,ghte?U5
dog's hole- Then the machine is set
s.
and
memorial
ThJ5 year,
going and the fumes asphyxiate the
" V'6 lV,"e humf" he,rt
Generally the destruction "on,lowcr
we.
s"ow
s great, because
prairie dog towns!'0because of added millions
of man
are connectedthe
upon
de,a1ths
One farmer said that with his forcfd
?nJ B"v"
fields of Europe,
automobile he had exterminated anba''e
' Drunk with sight of power, a
entire colony in a few hours. Thus '
h.
,,,i,r,i,;i Prussian king fouly strives toa make
set a pace for the German and his his nream ot a uerman
come true.
poison gasWhile our free sons and daughters resist and beat back the enslaved
EXPECTING CALL FOR
TRAINED WORKERS ENROLLED subjects of this presumptive kinst
across the sea by applying force
Th T iVL- - h tfnicxr rlK t,3,t. against force, force without stmt, let
I" all here at home, as a memorial.
quarterl has received news from the on
Decoration day. humbly appeal to
Federal State Director, Jonathen H.
SP. S. R., thit the God of our fathers for the speedy
Wagmer, of the U.
in
calls to triumph of the children of liberty,
Washington is sending
"Now therefore, I, W. E. Lindsey,
the state headquarters for cerain
classes of volunteers to work in the governor of the state of New
yards, and that Eddy ico, do hereby proclaim Thursday,
county may soon be called upon to May 30th, 1918, Memorial day, and a
furnish such men as have volunteer- - day for spiritual
ed in the classes needed. Director
"May each community in the state
Wagner has not stated what trades of New Mexico, on that day, not
are represented in the call. Carls- - lonly decorate the graves of the dead
in accordance with the usual custom.
bad Current.
but may they meet in public assemMAGDALENA WILL HAVF.
bly, there humbly to acknowledge
AUTO RED CROSS PARADE dependence upon the will of theGod
of our fathers and devoutly supAll auto owners are expected to plicate His guidance and protection
afso that, in this world-wabe at the Casino Theatre Sunday
liberty
ternoon at 4:30 o'clock for the Big shall triumph and be extended to alt
Red Cross Parade- Magdalena's new peoples and to all nations.
"In witness whereof, I have hereband will be on hand and some public
spirited owner of a big truck is re unto set my hand and caused the
quested to bring his truck and lead great seal of the state of New Mex
It is hoped that ico to be affixed.
the procession.
"Done at the city of Santa Fe.
every auto owner in town will be in
this parade and help the greatest this the 21st day of May, A. D..
cause of the time THE AMERICAN 1918.
RED CROSS, the Mother of Human"W. E. Lindsey,
(Seal)
Antonio Lucero,
"Attest:
ity. Magdalena News.
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RED CROSS AUXILIARY
ORGANIZED AT CLOVIS
Rev- - Chancey, C. A. Scheuric,

Mrs.

"Secretary of State."
The Economy of Victory
No matter what this war costs the
government and the people of the
United States in the way of money,
it is going to be much cheaper to
win than to lose.
The commercial and financial losses that would follow a German victory are not to be calculated. All
that we spent would be lost, indemnities beyond calculation would have
to be paid.nd along with these losses would come a continuing loss in

Scheurich and Mrs- S. S. Hall
went to Moye school house Monday-nigh- t
and assisted in the organizaIt
tion of a Red Cross Auxiliarywas a hundred per cent meeting in
that every person in the community
who attended took out a membership. Mrs. A- Struble was elected
chairman; G- D. Curry, treasurer,
and Miss Pearl Curry, secretary.
Clovis News.
,
foreign

C. A.

-

-

-

Plenty of Cornmeat

Mills in the United States ground
6.000,000 bushels of cornmeal in March and can grind 9.000.000 bushels
if. necessary. The nation's normal
consumption of wheat flour is 8.000-00- 0
bushels a month. America is

commerce

disaster.
With these

that

would spell

material losses we
Jose our national liberty and
our
power to secure
independence,
our international rights, our right to
live in a world ruled by the dictate
of humanity and civilization.
o--

lr

Last Half Taxe Dm
changing from a wheateating to a
g
The last half of taxes on the 191?
country to win the war.
will become delinquent in all counAttorney General Sims has a list ties in this state on June 1st. Get
of 30.000 New York men who have your payments to your county treasIt might be suggested that Amer- subscribed to the German and Aus- urer before that date and save penican mobs couldn't harm the enemy trian war bonds: and he may make alties for yourself and expence to tht
aliens if the latter were safely be- the names public. Syracuse
state and counties in reminding dehind iron bars.
linquents and enforcing collections
corn-eatjn-

I
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THERE" SAYS WILSON

ASKS AID FOR RED CROSS
DECLARES

NO

LIMIT

ANCE AMERICANS
FRANCE

TO ASSISTWILL

GIVE

AND RUSSIA

we have most conspicuously
in tha
work of thp Hed Cross. Not that our
men In arms do not represent our
character, for they do, and it is a char
acter which those who see and realize
appreciate mid admire; but their duty
Is thi' duly of force. The duty of tha
Hi'd Cross Is the duly of mercy and

GERMANS FACE

LOAN

STARK FAMINE

succor and friendship.
PEOPLE SICK OF WAR AND THINC
"Have you formed a picture In your
AND TALK OF NOTHING
iinuKiiiatlon of whut this war is doing
for us mid for the world? In my own
BUT BREAD.
mind I am convinced thai not a hundred yearn of peace could have knitted this nation together as this single
year of war has knitted It together; SOLDIERS' BEG FOR FOOD
and, hetter even than that, if possible,
II is
knitting the world together,
Points to Hun Ambitions.
EVERYONE CONVINCED THAT EX
"Look at the picture. In the renter
PECTED RELIEF FROM UKof the scene, four nations
engaged
RAINE IS MIRAGE.
against the world, and at every point
of vantage showing that they are seekKlelfiull
III?
iiirifrnnflhnniAtie' Ami
-

New

York, May
Opening Willi
speech here Saturday night the Hed
Cross drive for a second $leio,ooii,ouu
war fund,
anI'resideut
Wilson
nounced the purpose of Ihe I'ujicd
States to set no limits on its effort lo
win the war
The I'nited Slales, the president declared, will not be diverted from its
purpose of winning the war by insincere approaches on the subject of
peace lrom the Teutonic powers
Their proposals, he dec hired, spring
from a desire to have a free hand in
the rust. "1 intend to stand by Itiis-sias well as France," he said.
The president's speech follows:
"Mr Chairman and fellow countrymen: I should he very sorry lo think
that Mr. Davison In any degtoo curtailed his exceedingly
interesting
speech for fear that he was postponam sure you lis
ing mine, because
tuned Willi the same intimate intent
with which
listened to he extraordinarily vivid account he gave of the
things which he hud realiczd because
he had come in contact with them on
the other side of the waters.
Two Duties to Face.
"We compass them with our imagination; he compassed hem in his
personal experience, and I did not
come here to review for you the work
of the Hed Cross; I am not competent
to do so because
have not had the
time or the opportunity to follow- It In
detail.
"I have come here simply to say a
few words to you as lo what it all
seems to nie iu mean, and il means a
21.
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$4,170,019,650

Badges of Honor

rHIRD LOAN SUBSCRIBERS TOTAL
ABOUT

33

BRITISH BAG

GERMAN FLYERS

17,000,000.

All Districts

Exceeded Quota and an
Oversubscription of 39 Per Sent
Is Recorded.

KILLED AND

THIRTY-SEVE-

INJURED

IN ATTACK

OM

16S

LON-LO-

AND ESSEX COAST.
Western Newspaper

tnlon

New Service.

Washington, May 20. The total of
the Third Liberty Loan Is $4,170,019,-050- ,
an oversubscription of 39 per cent
above the $:i,ooo,ouo,ooo sought. The
number of subscribers was about
disEvery federal
trict oversubscribed, the Minneapolis
district going to 172 per cent, the highest, and Ihe New York district to 124
per cent, the lowest.
In announcing Ihese figures, the
treasury explained that the total may
be changed slightly by later reports
from federal reserve banks.
Total subscriptions to thp second
loan were $4,010,000,000 and the
amount accepted was $3,808,000,000.
pledges to the first loan ran above
but Ihe loan was limited
to $2,000,000,llOIJ.
Subscribers to the second loan numbered about 9,500,000 and to the first
loan about 4, 500,0m).
Records by districts are as follows:

RIOT IN CITY OF PRAGUE
PETAIN

ON
FORCES ADVANCE
FRONT IN DASH
NEAR L0CR2.

TWO-MIL-

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

ments reprcsenliug the greater part
"I feel confident
London, May
London, May 21. During the aerial
of the population of the world drawn Hint the time is at hand when lainiiic
Gerfighting
Saturday twenty-sevetogether Into a new sense of commu- - stark, medieval famine- - will join ties
man airplanes were destroyed, three
nity of interest, a new sense of com- entente as a political and military
were driven down out of control and
munity or purpose, a new sense of ally against (Inmany and Austria,"
three German balloons were burned,
unity of life.
Mail
of
the
j.ilie correspondent
Daily
according to the report on aerial op"Tin- secretary of war told me an
icligiai hs lrom Anneinasse, in France,
WOOL erations issued by tha war office.
PRICE FOR
interesting incident the other day. lie mar the Swiss border,
Twelve Britiuh machines are missing.
sabl when he was in Italy a member
Thu cot respondent says he draws
Thirty-sevepersons were killed
of the Italian government was explainthis conclusion fiom oral slau'iuents
FIXED AT FIGURES PREVAILING and 155 injured in the London area
ing to him the many reasons
why by an aut hemic witness whose
IN JULY, 1917
during the air raid and six persons
Italy Telt near lo the I'nited States.
extended up to t lie end of
were injured in the provinces.
"'If you want to try an interesting April. Tin- great masses
of the Ger-- j
In nharp operations around Locre
experiment, go up to any one of these nan and Austrian
A tilt. Sill).
Pet.
1ST.
infiiim-!
(Jeieetil
this
p' cplcs.
172 BODIES,
THROWN HIGH IN AIR, Growers and Dealers Promised Fair French troops made an important adso.t2fi.J!r.o
$1
Mian.
troop trains ami ask in English how nil (! clares, an- more
Ihe
of
than sick
202.30 1.050 150
Kan. city 30,iiimi,ii(iu
Profits Under Federal Ratea Set
vance on a front of more than two
many of them have been In America war.
FALL BACK INTO SEA OF
St. I..
1M.085.9no 153
j:ii,onii.iiiiii
They think and talk of nothing Atlanta
By War Board
miles and captured over 400 prisoners,
151
186.Afe8.aCO
so.onn.onei
ami see what happens.'
am
and their morale is so low I'hil
FLAMES.
3111. !i (13. 500
144
25(i. eon. nun
"He tried Ihe experiment. He went ihat bread,
according to Field Marshal Haig's re16. 395. 200
XO.Oeifl.llfMI
144
ihe governments are fearful of Dallas
in
143
425. 01,(1. a on
6(IK,S7K,(',00
port from British headquarters
Chll'Mgei
up to the troop train and said, 'How llolshevili movements.
Union
News
Service.
Western
Newspaper
143
185.96B.950
130.0(1(1,(1(10
Klehm'd
Franco. The German artillery develmany of you boys have been in Amer- 142
354 537.250
250.(100,000
War
The
Industries
he and his family HfiBtOM
Washington.
The
said
narrator
1311
S. Fran.
2SC.577.450
oped increased activity along the
210,000.1100
icaV and he said it seemed to him as
uad lived for weeks almost entirely on Clevel'd
404. )(!. 200 135 NURSES LEG BLOWN OFF Board has fixed the price of the 1918 front between
300.000,000
Albert and Bucyuoy,
of half of them sprang up; '.Me from
1.1 14.930.700
124
York '.100.0110,000
wool clip at the prices established
mushrooms gathered in a forest out- N.
the war office announces.
t S. treasury
17.915.150
San Francisco;' 'Me from New York; side tin1917, at
Atlantic
seaboard
June
30,
town in which he dwelt.
The subscriptions accredited to the
all over.
here was pari of the heart
markets on the scoured basis.
"I'eople often faint in the streets treasury were those sent direct to RED
Willi the British Army in France,
of America in the Italian army. PeoABANDON
CROSS
WOMEN
The government is to have prior
from hunger,'' he continued.
"The
21. The French troops, who are
Washington.
May
ple that had been knitted to us by
on
at
RESthe
for
AND
its
needs
can
PITTSBURG PARADE
health of many is such that they
rights
clip
ion, who knew us, who had lived
those prices and the remainder is fighting alongside the British, have
to say nothing of work, MRS. PALMER'S ESTATE $16,600,003
sland,
hardly
CUE
SURVIVORS.
'
carried another of their whirlwind atugsl us. who bad worked shoulder and things are getting worse' every
subject to allocation for other uses un- tacks to a successful conclusion in the
to shoulder with us, and now frienus
der the direction of the board. As the
Even the soldiers do not have Society Leader Bequeathed $525,000 to
day.
Flanders battlefield, and have thereby
of America, were fighting for their naneeds of the government require con
sufficient food. They are not only sick
Western Newspaper Union Nens Service.
Charity and Left Husband's
tive Italy.
Estate to Sons.
of wool close to points of jvanced their line along a
centration
of war, but thoroughly apathetic remen
.
the Locre sector.
Several
Pittsburg, May 2L Fifty-si"Friendship is the only cement that
it. It is a common sight to
Chicago. The lute Mrs. Potter Pal- are known to be dead; ninety-fou- r
uuienuuieJciuii, uibii luuiiusj ejeiuriD iiaeo hundred German
inwill ever hold the world together. And garding
prisoners have thus
wool may be
which
sec soldiers begging for food. Everyat
been
mer's will, disposing of her personal
approved
far been brought in. The prisoners
this intimate contact of the Hed Cross
jured and in hospitals, and thirty-ondistributed only.
body is convinced that the expected estate valued at $1,000,000 and her
with Ihe peoples who arp
have been sent on the happy load to
employes of the Aetna Chemical Comthe
be
will
renters
wool
fleece
For
suffering the food re lie f from I'krnine Is a mirage. dead husband's trust, valued at
terrors and deprivations of this war Is Onlv another Prussian swindle,' they
pany are missing as a result of the Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Chi- the French rear.
was filed for probate here.
wrecked
No attempt was made to push forgoing to be one or the greatest instru- say.
The society leader divided Palmer's nine explosions Saturday that
St. Louis, Detroit, Louisville,
manufactur- cago,
mentalities of friendship that the
ward lo a great depth, and all objec"The three worst months June, estate equally between their two sons. this company's explosive
Baltimore and Wheeling. W. Va.
miles
world ever knew, and the center of
For territory wool the centers will tives were gained. As a consequence
and August are yet to come. Of her own estate she left $525,000 to ing plant at Oakdale, sixteen
the heart or it all, if wo sustain il July
be Portland, Ore.; Chicago, New York, there has been a decided improvement
Last ye ar here was almost nothing to various charities, $100,000 to the Chi- from this city.
in the allied positions.
properly, will be this land that we so cat in those months but cucumbers cago Art Institute, gifts of $500 to
St. Louis, Boston and Philadelphia.
,
great deal.
Active artillery fighli::g near
Pittsburg, Pa May 20. Probably
dearly love.
and fruit. Typhus and dysentery be- $8,000 to servants, annuities to relaThe only exception is that clips of
100 men were killed Saturday when
on the front near Amiens, is rethere are two duties with which
Day of Duty at Hand.
came, epidemic. The people are shud- tives, and $100,000 each lo her sons'
1,000 pounds or more may be sold by
e are face to luce. The first duty
an explosion of T. N. T. demolished Ihe owner.
ported in the Paris official statement.
"My friends, a great day of duly has dering at the prospects of these three wives.
ComIs to win Ihe war.
Northwest of Rhelins a French
And the second
Mrs. Palmer's secretary, Mrs. Paul- Ihe plan! of the Aetna Chemical
be entitled to re-shall
The
come, ami duty finds a man's soul as months now."
grower
penetrated to the German
duty, that goes hand In hand with it, no kind of work can ever find It.
ine Furman, receives $8,000; the but- pany at Oakdale, on the Panhandle ceive an advance up to but not exceed-- ;
Is to win It greatly and worthily,
third line, taking prisoners.
division of the Pennsylvania railroad,
chaufErneBt
75
the
I
of
the
fair
ler,
estimated
$3,000;
Woods,
cent,
per
"May say this? The duty that
BRITISH GAIN IN FLANDERS.
hun- ing
London. A stale of siege has been
showing the real (iiulily of our pow- faces us all now is to serve
feur, $4,000; first footman, Arthur sixteen miles from here. Five
market value of his wool.
one andred workmen were startled at noon
er not only, but the real quality of our
at Prague, the Bohemian
proclaimed
kitchen
cook,
$3,000;
Itobus,
$1,000;
other, and no man can afford to make Huns Thrust Back in Four Sectors,
not much larger than the
purpose and of ourselves.
capital, by the police, and the military
a fortune out of this war. There are
maid, $500; housemaid, Mary North, by a report
Honor
Paid
Lane.
Hold Important
Allies
Explorer
by
and
from
the
!!crack of a pistol. It came
i mm
,iwmii-- i ..
i
garrison has been reinforced. These
"Of course, the first duly, the duty men amongst us who have
u,"ii7, null
luuiinail,
Positions.
Grand Canon, Ariz. Franklin K. counter measures, according to an Exsoda house, Vbut they knew its deadly
that we must keep In the foreground that, if they ever saw It. forgotten
Marshall of England, $3,000.
Some
of
Import, and as one man, they rushed Lane, secretary of the interior, dedi change Telegraph dispatch from Zurof our thought until it Is accomplished you are old
London, May 22. A heavy German
enough I am old enough :ounter
Before they cated at a point about a mile west of ich, followed demonstrations of an
for the nearest exit.
Is to win the war.
Russians Agree to Talk "Peace."
uttack against the Uritisli
have heard gento remember men who made forcould gain the open the very air El Tovar hotel on Maricopa point, a
character in which Czechs
tlemen recently say that we must get tunes out of the Civil
lines northwest of Merville along a
Press
from
Washington.
reports
war, and you front about
of a mile broke Stockholm, forwarded to the State De- seemed to burst into flame, the earth monument to the memory of Maj. John and
paraded through the
6,000,000 men' ready. Why limit it to know how
were
they
bv
regarded
heaved and rocked, and, with a roar Wesley Powell, first director of the streets shoutingfi,000,ilici?
their fellow citizens. That was a war down under the strong British resist- partment, say the foreign commissart.eoiogicai survey anu me explorer
Field Marshal iat In Petrograd has notified the for that was heard for miles, the long fac- lli'hn
Mng jive Wilson. Clemenceau and
to save one country
No Limit Fixed.
this is a war to ance, according lo
ll.11... 1, nil, llnnc,
tn KltQ rnntlierteri the first ovnprll.
liui'l.,! hitrl, Inin
llrillsh
hcadqiiHr-ler- s
from
report
llaig's
of
minister
L'krainia
......
save
eign
tne
,,
that
.......
,.
.
the world.
..
"I haw asked thu Congress of the
ei,i
...rtM
n
uuu
ceil'
nun
ui
.
uueiui'iuue
. ......
tiieeii.
,,iiB
IJ.
in France.
6uise..1 At a . nertormance n the Rnllenilan
Tno French also re- nupi-in. . ,,.,
kw ki iiiui'iie
...uir,
uer- .
.
"And your relation to tin Tied Cross
f
I'nited .States to name no limit be:,...
,i.1
u.
men.
scores
01
..u....,c.
i.uiau..eecis national theater speeches violently at- ,1
..,Uuo
nence ne ' "''l'l'""'"i
nrouosilion
cause the Congress intends, am sure, is one or Ihe relations which will re- pulsed an attack north of ituilleul.
f
"d s"'k" settled presenl, Including Gov. George W. P. tacking Germany were delivered and
most
the
For
the
have
Germans
wm
p
pari,
as we all intend, that every ship that lieve you of the stigma.
You can't
throi-gIts deadly Hunt and stair, tne Kt. Key. Bishop the rellewai or the alliance between
shown but little of their habitual fight- meet at Kiev
The rendition . nio, 'over the scene, and
eun curry men or supplies shall go give anything to the government of
fume's
and mangled forms Uulius W. Atwootl of the Episcopal Germany und
lorn
was de
the
in
line
Fiance.
ing
along
spirit
that couriers, experts and peace deleladen upon every voyage with every the Cnited Slales; it won't accept if.
in 111,. ..iifili num.. fli.urt 1ml church of Arizona, and Harry It. Trit- - nounced. Several
,t.rt,.n,l
'
deputies addressed
man and every .supply he can carry. Thorp Is a law of Congress against ac They have been thrust back in four gates will be allowed freely to pass,
, Heir end in the flam- - tle, son of former Gov. F. A. Trlttle.
the crowd, urging resistance to the
sectors, and the allies have succeeded and that Hussia shall have the sole
"And, we are not to he diverted cepting eve,, service without pay.
jn r (j,,,.
in winning ground which will be of
end sacrifice of wealth and blood for
to
forward
between
righl
telegrams
", of dead had no been Submit Irish Question to Neutrals. Bohemia.
from the grim purpose of winning the
A Channel for
The number
Giving.
great Importance in the future.
the two countries.
war by any insincere approaches upon
determined Saturday night, and it. is
"The only thing that the governThe attacks by the French near
The theater was then closed and
London. Signatures are being inthe subject of peace. I can say with ment will accept is a loan, and duties Lucre, on the northern
possible that It may not be known for vited in Ireland to a proposal that the rioting occurred in the streets outside.
of the Lys
Mexican
U.
S.
Shot
Kills
Sergeant.
a clear conscience that I have tested
if indeed it will ever be known. Irish
performed; but it is a
deal bet- salient, and of the Australians before
question be submitted for adju- .
McAllen, Tex. Sergi Herbert I'l- - 'days,
,..
,,,.,, ,
..
those intimations and have found ter to give than to lend great
or to pay and Amiens, appeal' to have been more rich of Kawkawlin, Mich., was killed
ulcatlon to a competent international
London, May 20. The village of
,
o
i
them Insincere. J now recognize them your great channel for
north of Morlancourt,
"
lu""
giving Is the successful than was at first undiT-stoo- by a shot from across the Mexican line
tribunal, says a dispatch to the Times
for what they ure. an opportunity to American Red Cross.
Near Locre the French have! near Hidalgo. Four .Mexicans were
Such a tribunal, adds was reraptured by tha British, the
itiiiiij ui lilt- injui uu, Buiiic- ui n nun from Dublin.
have a free hand, particularly in the
were found half a mile from the rem- the Dispatch, might consist, for exam- Australian troops making a successful
"Down in your hearts you can't take not. only taken strongly fortified
in the return fire.
Kast, to carry out purposes of con- very much satisfaction, In the last points, but they have made secure killed
nants of the factory, were brought to ple, of the United States and the neu- raid, in which Ihey took 360 prisoners
quest and exploitation.
their lines on each side of Hill No. 44,
and twenty machine guns.
Pittsburg hospitals by special trains tral powers of Europe.
analysis, in lending money to the govMISS ALCY0N ROBINSON
and in ambulances, all of them so
In aerial fighting Saturday, twenty-on- e
"Every proposal with regard to ac- ernment of the United States, because which they recaptured from the Gercommodation in the West Involves a the interest which you draw will burn mans recently. The Australians, too,
German airplanes were destroyed
badly hurt that in only a comparative- Villistas Steal Beer,
and
Cattle.
Soap
reservation with regard to Ihe Kast your pockets; it is a commercial transly few instances were physicians able
have won ground whicn is of tactical
and two disabled by British aviators.
A
Mexico.
car of soup, a car The statement on aerial
Juarez,
to hold out any hope for their re
"Now, so far as I am concerned. ;a',io and some men have even dared importance along the Amiens sector.
operations alof beer and 240 head of beef cattle
so reports continuation of the bombing
covery.
With the knowledge that the passing
iu siauci ny itiissia as well ui io cavil at the rate of interest, not
The property loss was estimated at were stolen from a Mexican Central of enemy railway stations, airdromes,
Trance."
knowing the Incidental cnmnieutary of each day brings new American lefreight train by Villa followers at munition dumps and billets, as well as
that constitutes upon their attitude.
$1,500,000.
A voice from the audience
to
the
next
German
gion:',
hel)
ciuii.i
interrupt
The thought was inspired that the Itancheria, sixty miles south of here, on the submarine base at Zeebrugge.
"Mut when you give,
ed with:
the
are
allies
of
offensive,
satis
something
finding
Red Cross worker was needed at Oak according to a report received at miliyour heart, something of your soul, faction in the fact that the German?
"God bless you!"
dale
more than at Pittsburg. Aban tary headquarters.
or
Rome,. May 20. A third attempt by
something
have
as
been
unable
with
a
to
launch
yourself
goes
the
"The helpless and the frie ndless are
yet
all thoughts of parade, the
doning
the Austrians to recapture Monte Cor-nIt
new
gift,
in
Is
when
blow
the
in
particularly
Ihe very ones that ni'eel friends and
to
struggle which Berlin
given
"War
Taft
the
Demand.
Death,"
women flocked to Ihe afflicted area
has failed, according to the official
succor; and if any man iu Germany such form that it never ran come had expected to be the decisive one ot
Philadelphia. "War to the death," communication.
by automobile and by trolley, ready
thinks we are going to sacrifice any- back by way of direct benefit to your- the war.
demanded
former
President
Taft
in
for any sacrifice or service.'
self.
Nearly three weeks "have passed
In their raid on Lcr.don Sunday
body for our own sake, I tell them
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night the Germans lost five aeroplanes.
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convention March
in bringing order and system out of
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'
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Paris.
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a
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aid
ambulances
went
pital
airplanes attempted this week will witness its renewal.
corps
st .yirLfe?
I could not be proud to fight for a vors to come in Ihis kind of giving. ibis Belgian aviator also set lit e to
of nurses and physicians from St. to bombard Paris again Friday night,
The Germans attempted a vigorous
selfish purpose, but I can be proud to inese tnings are bestowed In order three war bs.lloons.
but did not reach the city.
John's hospital.
Bombs silent raid on one of the American
that the world may be a fitter place
Turkh'h troops al Aielin, Asia Minor,
were
One of the nurses, Meryl Aschel-mafight for mankind.
on
however,
dropped
outlying combat groups within a strong point
In: that men may be succored:
have mutinied.
was acting as a stretcher bearer suburbs.
'If they wish peace, let them come tothatlivehomes
in the Luneville sector Saturday mornbe
sufmay
restored:
that
forward through accredited represencarrying a wounded man to the ambuing, but were badly beaten.
be
fering
may
relieved; that the face
lance when, In one of the explosions,
Mexican Shoots Arizona Sheriff.
tatives and lay their terms on the taScore Dead in Kansas Storm.
Japan and China have been informof
the
earth
have
dethe
may
she was thrown to the ground and the
ble. We have laid ours and they know
blight of
Ray, Ariz. Deputy Sheriff Joseph ed by the allied governments that
Hays, Kan., .May L'2. Ten persons
struction taken away from It, and that
on
the
was
killed.
what they are.
stretcher
patient
was
Donaldson
shot
woundand
fatally
they have arranged for entente
wherever force goes, there shall go were killed, Iwo probably fatally inOne of her legs was blown off.
ed by Francisco Gomez, a Mexican,
Explains Red Cross Duty,
jured and dozens of others less sericooperation to meet the dangers
mprcy and helpfulness."
whom
was
he
to
arrest for car- threatening the peace of the Far East
trying
ously Injured, in a tornado which
"But, behind all this grim purpose,
In conclusion Ihe President said:
Tornado
25.
Kills
12,
Injures
rying concealed weapons.
from German penetration.
swept across northern F.llis and southmy friends, lies the opportunity to
"I summon you to the
comradeship. ern Rooks counties. All the
Bloomfield, Neb. Tw lve persons
demonstrate not only force which will I summon you In this next
churches,
eeese, Mtcyori noutnaon, el triernovr of
week to
200
93, Knits
Pair Socks.
With the American Army In France,
be demonstrated to the utmost, but say how much and how
buildings and larger business the Denver flying squadron which la killed, mostly children, and twentyand schools,
five injured, some dangerously, is the
Ixmdon. Mrs. Margaret Wilson, 93 May 20. American aviators north of
houses and residences were
Ihe opportunity to demonstrate char- how unanimously you sincerely
organized to help Colorado orchardlsta human
sustain the
toll of the tornado that swepi years old, of Redcar, has knitted over Toul shot down two German airplanes
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acter; and It is that opportunity that heart of the world."
this portion of Nebraska Saturday.
200 pairs of socks for soldiers.
waste for lack of pickers.
Sunday in a series of engagements
June 5 Registration to Add 750.000,
the Moscow newspapers, 2,000 persons
Wilson Signs New Draft Bill.
BAKU FIRED,
DEAD have been killed and 3,000 wounded.
Would Force Germans to Wed.
Nation Orders 130 New Ships.
Washington. Estimates by Major
Lufbery Killed in Aerial Battle.
The President signed
Washington.
Various parts of the town, Including General Crowder, provost marshal
London. The German commission
tanAn
Ohio.
With Ihe American Army in France.
Cleveland,
agreement
bill
the
for military registra- appointed to examine the decline in
German Forces Seize Bjorko Island in entire streets and the Persian
Maj. Raoul Lufbery, who had been
bazaar, general, indicate that probably three- tamount to a contract to build 130 ves- tion of providing
all men who have become 21 the birth rate in Germany has reportFinland Gulf, Thirty Miles Northare b timing.
quarters of a million men will be ob- sels, to cost approximately
as the best aviator in tha
$300,000
regarded
west of Petrograd.
Turkish regulars and Kurds, ad- tained for thp army by the registra- each, and totaling about $100,000,000, since the first selective service en- ed a recommendation for the compul- American air service, was shot down
rollment.
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5
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general's
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all
who
Germans
before
of
have was reached here.
their and killed Sunday morning by a big
sory marriage
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to
last.
the Daily Express front ing. Lufbery jumped from his machine
mia, according to newspaper dispatchdispatch
Gulf of Finland south of Viborg. and es
President Signs Overtr.an Measure.
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Wilson
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Washington.
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Capital.
Wyoming Soldier Killed.
says that the
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Moscow, May 20 Musselmans and Turks objective is Enzell, which will
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Monday with full milihim power to reorganise and
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of
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press
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their
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departments of
party
deadly conflict at Baku, on the Cas- the British will be menaced in
is made for the punishment of married and French troops participated.
in the Canadian casualty list.
government.
pian ses. According to dispatches to
home was in Wa:iingford, Conn.
couples who remain childless.
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as
Usual.
Charles W. Fairbanks Is Critically III.
Day
Youths to Register June S.
Nondrinker-SmokeMartial Law Proclaimed at Odessa.
r
SEIZE 500 IN SINN FEIN PLOT.
Left $21,000. .
Five Children Burned to Death.
President Wilson
Washington.
Indianapolis, Ind. May 22. Charles
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London, May 18. Martial law has
toto
Memorial
asked
that
observed
be
Chicago.
Silver City, N. M. Five children of W. Fairbanks, former vice president as the date for
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Day
opposition
registration of youths
Most of Chief Conspirators Taken Into Thomas
been
at Odessa by the AusPinson, a ranchman living of the United States, is critically ill at who have attained 21 years since the as usual and announced that in pro- bacco and alcoholic drinks Is reflected trian proclaimed
commandant at the request of
Custody.
five miles east ot here, were burned his home here with Bright's disease. first army draft registration June S claiming May 30 a day of prayer he In the will ot Miss Louisa Spencer
did not intend to suggest a modifica- Field here, disposing of an estate of the Germans, according to advices
London. Five hundred Sinn Feiners to death in a fire which
the His condition Is better than for a few last year.
from
Street fighting in
tion of the usual memorial exercises
were arrested at various towns In Ire- Pinson home. Of six destroyed
it
is
physl-cionbut
It provides a fund for George OdessaAmsterdam.
past,
reported,
days
children alone
is reported. At Kiev, Austrian
held under the auspices of patriotic $21,000.
land May 18, according to a Dublin dis- in the house,
not
stated
he
recover.
that
Decrees
may
Soviet
Free Love.
Russian
Washington University at Washington, patrols are in the streets day and
Levi, aged 9, who had
organizations.
patch. Prof. Edward De Valera, presi- gone to the well for a drink, was the
D.
to be used in defraying expenses night and thousands ot persons are
Zurich, via Paris. The Russian so
dent of the Sinn Feins; Arthur GrifFrench Trawler Sinks Hun Diver.
viet of Bartoff has decreed the social- House Passes Bill Increasing Pensions of white persons who have never fleeing from the city.
only one to survive. Those who perfounder
CountSinn
the
of
Fein
;
fith,
Married women
ished were Bertha,
The House passed touched tobacco or strong drink and
Washington. The sinking of a Ger- ization of women.
Washington.
13; Eva, 10;
Berlin expects to receive 150,000
ess Marklevlci, Dr. Dillon and William George, 6, and Aliceaged
and Mary. 3 year- - man submarine by a French trawler is hereafter will not be obliged to ob- the annual pension bill carrying $185,- - whose parents never engaged in tha sheep and 50,000 pigs shortly from RuSinn
Fein member of Par- old twins. An
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exploding lamp is be- reported tn an official dispatch from serve the conjugal vows. Their chil- 050,000, an increase of $1,990,000 over vending of either. The student must mania and 100,000 tons of cereals in
liament for Kilkenny, were arreted.
dren will become charges of the state. the total for tbs currant year.
lieved to have caused the fire.
France.
also sign a total abstinence pledge.
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FOOD AND CAR SPACE, TOO.
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Kat steers, oh. to
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Fat ileiTl, good to prime..
choice. 15.256' 16.00
13.60$' 15.00
rui
steers, rair to good.
Id.UU Iff k.BV
Heifers, prima
Cuwa, fat, good to choice
12.00b 13.60
10.00W 11.75
Cows, fair to good
7.00C(u D.50
Cows, common to fair...
Veal calves
10.004c 15.0(1
Bulla
11.00
8.00
12.00t 13.ISC)
Feeders, good to choice.
10.S0i6ll.7f.
Feeders, fair to kooiI . . .
9.00& 10.25
Feeders, common i fair.
11. 00 ill 12.60
Htockurs, kooiI to choice.
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Stockeia, fair to Rood...
Good hogs
. .I17.00OH7.3;
Hunt

T.amliH,
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.
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1M.004

. .

Yearling
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.

.

.

15.2MflS.75

.
.

1

.

Nearlu 1,000,000

00 n 16.75
15. 75'tt 16 25

Soldiers Who

AMI I.IIAI N MAHHI'-.T-.

O. B. Denver,

(F.

8.50

.

heavy

Carload Price.)

liar.

Buying Prices per
Colo,
upland, uer ton
.
per ton
upland,
t'ruliie hay (new
Colo, and Nelir., crop),
per ton.
Tlmiiihy, p.-- ton
Alfalfa, per ton
Smith Park, per ton
(iiimiison Valley, per ton..
on aw, per ion

Ton.
$

17.

Served in Federal

20.00

S.UO

ArmuWereUnder
16 Years of Aoe

U0& 18.00

16.00
ao.oO's
0.00 it
20.00w

18.00

2l.no
8.00
21.00

18.00$ 20.00

(ralii.

oats, Nehr.. 100 1, buying
Colo. oats. bulk, buying
Corn chop, sack, s"llint;
Corn lu Hack, Helium
(flulen feed, sucked, selling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling.

2!
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speedily followed by a number of o'hers, and winHE FACT that tho draft law under
ning the approbation of Major Welch of his regiwhich the United Slates is now raisment, who was a witness of the heroic act. He
was In the front rank of the charge back upon the
its nrmles placed the minimum
ing
IlltUSSICU I'OI I.TItY.
conflict
age of men to bu included lu tlio
enemy, and In the almost
Less 10 per cent commission.
thut followed fell severely wounded through the
draft at twenty-on32
30
years has called
Turkeys, fancy d. p
1...24 0 25
generated when closely packed to- Turkeys, old loins
left hip by a mliinle hall.
attention to tlu? extreme youth of the
20 0 21
choice
gether, will cause rapid decay and Turkeys,
men who made up the forces that
"On the morning of December 13, lSf',2, while the
Hens lb
27
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30
great losses.
iiucks, young
0
Fifth corps was drawn up in line of buttle on Staffought and won the Civil war.
a&
(Jeese
,
42
Mixed carlot shipments are some Hoosters
It may truthfully be wild that tlio
ford heights waiting for orders to cross the
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4 13
times received with the produce, such
war was won by tin army of school
river and enter Fredericksburg, Colonel
TO AVOID
I.
Ire
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as potatoes and cucumbers, scattered
not
The younger generation probably
boys.
Slorkton, coinnmndlng the Third brigade, First
net F. o. B. Denver.)
(Prices
12
to
aware of the fact tlmt nearly a million of those
through the load because the contain- Hoosters, lb
division, called upon the Sixteenth Michigan for a
26
30 Who carried muskeU on behalf of the Federal cause
ers have broken open in transit. It Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
volunteer to curry the new brigade Hag that had
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25
U 26
Greater Care on Part of Shippers Is well in mixed carlot shipments to Ducks, young
26 D 27 were less than sixteen years of age when they enJust reached the command.
Sldtunn, but now parlb
30
see that each type of produce is louded Ducklings,
listed. StntisticH show that there were exactly
tially recovered from his wound, sprung from tlio
22. if 24
(lease
in Packing Perishable Proby Itself, spaced and brnced, so that It Broilers, 1918, lb
45 844,891 boys under that age In tho Federal army.
ranks and begged for this duty. His patriotism and
will not shift about while traveling to
There were 1,1.11,4:18 under eighteen years of age,
duce Is Urged.
fidelifj- to duty, well known to Major Welch, now
Kaa.
market.
and of the total enlistments of 2,778,309 there were
Kkks. graded No. 1 not, F.
coinnmuillng the regiment, won for him the covetu. is. Denver
.32 2,150,798 under twenty-onyears of age.
ed prize, much to the chagrin of several other comf!
2
No.
Eggs, graded
net,
Not only were the great majority of privates less
rades who viilluntly offered their services. Lead.24
J. B. Denver
of age, but the records show
EffKS,
case count, 'misc.
than twenty-onyears
HEAVIER
LOADS ARE CARRIED
ing his brigade on Its famous charge up Mu rye's
cases, less commission....! 8.' itt 9.00 that companies, regiments and brigades were comDON'T WASTE CAR SPACE 1
heights, In that terrible slaughter under Burnslde,
manded literally by schoolboys. At the close of
Butter.
he was again wounded, but not so severely as to
44 the war, it Is suid, It was tho exception to find A
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb...
You know that, at this time,
Heavy Demands on Railroads Due to
prevent him from planting the colors within 150
40
2d grade, lb
Creameries,
ProceHB
food Is precious and that none
36 brigade or division commander who was mure than
War Conditions Have Increased
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Packing stock
of It can be allowed to go to
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Difficulties In Handling Fruits
on
Brig. Gen. John I,. Clem Is generally credited
waste.
flag buck across the Itappahanock, marked by a
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and Vegetables.
Apples, Colo, new fancy, box. 2.509 3.50 with being the youngest soldier on record, lie wus
Do you know that, at this time,
broken shaft and several holes, caused by the eneEven
the
he
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where
cartridges
right
away."
born In Newark, O., August 13, 1851. He was not
freight car space is equally
my's missiles during the charge.
Vegetables.
shot fell thick, and I told him to go to the rear at
It Is not enough to select, grade, and
quite ten years old when he entered the volunteer
Beans, Navy, cwt
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once.
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;
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the
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$3)050 worth. Up to last Friday he pital at Camp Cody was accepted in
short order bv the eovernment in
had sold $286.75 worth of stamps.
Las Cruces Republic.
Washington and the work of ship- ping the machinery to the camp itwill
is
rnmmenre parlv next week and
Joke Turai Into Fiat Fight
Frank Farah was chucked into one expected before the week is out
of the Mesilla dam canal laterals re- it will probably be at work in its new
cently with his best suit. He pulled location. The speed with which the
H. V. Bundy, a bystander, along and military officials in Washington actthe latter, besides getting a thorough ed in this matter il the best possible
CURRY
ducking, had his shirt torn to threads, evidence that red tape is rapidly disTlit finale was a scrap, out of which appearing from war business, that
Frank emerged with a black optic Uncle Sam has his coat off and that
Impact Oil Poaiibilitiet
A.
former
Dr. Tayattc
pre- and I'.undy with several marks on it is a mighty big job that is going
Jones,
of
Mines
School
State
sident of the
Cruces Citizen.
to he too big for him.
his map.
and a man who has made an extenThe Ideal which Mr. Borenstein
sive study of the geological condiconducted here will close until the
EDDY
tions in this slate and who for a
war is over. Silver City Enterprise.
nvmber of years was a member of
the U. S. Geological Survey for the Pioneer Concern Paaaes Out
Another Shooting Scrape
The Kemp Lumber company reState of New Mexico has been on an
James Wright, a ranchman, living!
the
its
country cently sold
'business, including in the Mule Creek section of Westinspection tour through
southwest of Clnvis, where the Mel- sheds and lumber, to the Pecos Val- -, ern Grant county, was brought in to
rose Oil Co- is to sink a well in the Icy and Groves Lumber companies, Silver City suffering from two bullet
mar future.
who will uivioc me siock ana ciose wounds in his
.One of the bullets
Dr. Jones were the old yard near the railroad. Thus did very little leg
but the other
Accompanying
damage
Mel-I
Hen F Moss, Secretary of the
pusses one of the pioneer business. lodged in the bones of the knee and
VV.
Fiscal
II.
Honaker,
rose Oil Co.,
here ever since the lirst wagon loao up to this time has not been extractAgent of the company, and J. W- of lumber was hauled Toyah. Carls ed
liiiwnian of the Santa Fe railway bad Argus.
Under the orders of Captain
,
company.
Sergt. Kay Grayson of the
Mr. Honaker stated that the s?.le Quick Work Of Fire Department
New Mexico Mounted Police, went
of the stork, amounting 'o SI'lO)
What came near being a disastrous at once to the scene of the shooting
hail been completed with the excep- ' fire occurred Thursday night at the and placed under arrest a man named
which
share?
tion of a few hundred
Bates hotel. One of the dish washers Wise, who is charged with the crime.
had been reserved for the small in- turned off the fire under the sink
Particulars concerning the shootvestor in Melrose and near towns. used for washing dishes, but seeing ing have not been learned as Sergt.
These shares are being rapidly lis-- ! the blaze was not entirely out gave Grayson's report has not yet come
He add.'d t'.at the "turner" an extra turn, when to handposed of, he 'aid.
Wise is quite well known
negotiations had been completed the said turner was wrenched off, in western Grant county where for
with a Denver firm for a standard allowing the gasoline, which is used some time he has operated a sawmill
rig capable of attaining a ilcptli of tinder this sink for heating the dish on Tennessee Creek .Silver City
ii his essnrv.
.(In n tn-water, to escape into the room, and
Final arrangements arc rapidly while Lea Hates was outside to turn Fntcrprisc.
being completed tor active and ac- off the pressure, an explosion occurLINCOLN
tual fiild operations and it will not red which set fire o the entire room.
be a gnat while imti! the drills 'viil The help and Mr. I'.ates held the fire
In in operation.
in check until the arrival of the fire Vrra Cruz Mine
department, which soon had the
Work on Vera Cruz Mine, near
Accident
Auto
Serious
blaze under control. Carlsbad Argus- Walnut, east of Carrizozo, on the
Cordon Wcsterf;eld. fourteen year
Capitan branch of the E. P. & S.
old son of Dr. J H West crfu'1.1 and
GRANT
W. Railroad, has been commenced
Harold Stokes, on of II. M Stokes
ii.t hu thd first of next week the
of the l.atta Grocery Co., hot I; lie m
Company will have a mil! in 75operaFire
.hospital in Clovis in critiral incondi-an Children Periah In
tons
tion on the ground. About
Five children of Mr. and Mrs. r,(
tion from injuries received
irnlrl
ore will be handled
aiMoMndiile incident last week. The Pison, a farmer living five miles east
24 hours, which they say runs
machine they were riding in turn-i- of Silver City were burned to death every
Mountaineer.
turtle four miles east o? here and the home destroyed by fire Sun- $8. Capitan
the boys beneath it. The day night while the parents were
Lincoln, the old county seat of
ranch.
accident occurcd near the Kennedy visiting at a neighboring
'Lincoln
county, held a Patriotic
age
place between this city and Texico Those who perished were: Bertha
The full day was
on
while the boys were on their wav l.1. Kva 10, George 6, and Alir and Picnic in Tuesday.
school
raising,
'spent
flag
3
who
Levi
twins.
old
Clovis
Journal.
year
to the latter place.
Mary
public speaking, athletic sports
had gone to the well for a drink
big Red Cross drive. All
escaped death. The fire is believed and the went
DE BACA
to the R. C. The in
to have resulted from the lamp ex- receipts
vitation snvs in part :
plosion.
"Everyone fit to fight come and
Mere Child Guilty
spend all your money then go and
Ib'ee f.r.s ,, n roiTil a r y or'fin. Boy Scouts Sell Many Bonds
The Hoy Scouts of Hurley did ex- enlist; you who rant fight and have
all hi.ryed lo the same six year-olLiberty
la i, were discovered and put out. ceptionally
good work during the money left after buying
it and help
all in thirty minutes, ill hurt Sumner c a p a '.' u for the sale of Liberty Bonds, come and spend
to get
have
We
1 oan Bonds of the third issue.
These "it the Kaiser.
recently.
was in the young patriots not only canvassed him, and every cent you give to the
The
foe
come
rear ol Kariel son & Company's l.ig their home town but visited Santa Red Crjiss will help do it.an Sohave
a
warehouse, where it bad been started Rita, Central, and Fort Bayard. and spend your money it."
This was put out They sold in all 2b6 bonds of an ag- good time while doing
in a pile of strawtotal of $iy,4(X.0'J. Silver
with a couple of buckets of water. gregate
The .second was at the rear of Carr City Enterprise.
Lumber Company's store room and
was discovered in time before any Freight Shipments Improving
The railroad situation seems to Carragien Buys Buh Home
done while the
great damage was
James Carragien, the showman, has
a more satisfactory
third fire was in the warehouse of have reached
on
L. E. Rodrick,
where a hole was condition judging by receipts in Sil- bought the H. G. Bush residence
will
burned in the floor before the fire ver City where freight shipments westin Pine street and This occupy
reis
the near future.
was discovered. Fort Sumner Lead- have been unusually slow during the it
garded as one of the choice pieces
er.
past few months. Five carloads of of
residence
property in Deminc.
automobiles, for which the dealers
had been waiting patiently, arrived and it cost Mr. Carragien $6,250.
Shipped Cattle To Dakota
Kza Orton, J. K. Law and the Wal- last week, three cars for the Ford Dcmingj Headlight.
ker Brothers shipped 35 car loads agency and two for Carter & Burn-sidBuick agents. The bran situa- $40,000 For New Orders
of cattle from Fort Sumner to South
Hughes & O'Rourke, contractors at
Dakota where they will be pastured. tion which had become acute was
relieved by the arrival of a car load Camp Cody, and Major F. P.
the camp constructing quarterfor A. S. Goodell, who also received
DONA ANA
several carload shipments of corn master, have been engaged the past
in moving their offices and
week
and hay. Silver City Enterprise.
materials to new quarters north of
Boy Scout Wins Medal
the railroad. The move has been
John Gregg won the medal from Splendid Patriotic Offer.
Fred Borenstein's patriotic offer of made necessary to make room for
the. Boy Scouts of America for selling
the prescribed amount of Thrift his services together with his laun- - the coming of the 7,000 draft men
The amount required was dry plant for the use of the base hos- who will arrive here the latter part
Stamps-
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BERNALILLO
Largeat Graduating Class
The largest class of einlit grade
students ever completing the Grammar school grades in Albuquerque,

numbering lil, will receive diplomas
May 29th.
fct the closing exercises
c
M. E. Hickey will deliver the
address and John Milne will
award the diplomas. The program
will be short and very simple
clos-inf-

Road Fund Available
The federal portion of the
fund soon to !
expended in
cannon is

road
Tije-ra-

s

Serious Accident
Lois Taylor daughter of Kev. and Mrs,
Taylor was seriously injured Sunday
afternoon when she was struck by
a toiiri-- t car on Fast Central avenue.
She suffered a fracture of the right
thigh, a lascerated left arm and a
wound over one eye. No symptoms
cf internal injuries have developed
and physicians say sli ; will recover.
Rio Grande Park Surveyed
Final iirvevs on the proposed Kio
Grande I'ark' wei e completed Sunday by Fdmiind Koss, county engi-n- i
t itv
er.
Attorney Kclclicr will
file a plat ..f the park with the counill in a li v da ,. ?7,2'K)
ty (Ink
;s :.aia!lr jar in.ti.il i:iprovt:niriilN
am. thi- - ill l" in mm. diately win ti
the lc'ri land- - Live been deeded
M the tit.' by the nal estate i.v. neis
--

:.

!

COLFAX
Still Marketing Pinto Beam
S. A. 'fayli.f. the I.;..' N. Ian merchant, smI, Ilia ears i pinto beans
last wei k In Dr. I. L. t'ahil! which
is
wilt delivered here, Wlliill
are '"in.- nllMild and
that ti,
s
h
the
bear
ii.
"red
iiaintrv yet
iiii'h
Springer Stockman.

of the month. Orders have been
received for the erection of stables
and of barracks for the men, and
the remount depot will be enlarged.
Forty thousand dollars is the sum
set aside tor the new orders, anu
this is in addition to the same amount
that is to be spent on the refrigerating plant to be erected in the ware
house district.

Entire Plant Renovated

Tti
irp malrincr machinery at the
Deming Ice & Electric Company's
plant has been thoroughly overhauled within the past few weeks and
new in ciinnp to meet everv
it
demand for ice that will be made
on it by the people of Deming tor
the coming summer, witn a margin
ihn
wilt nermit the comnanv to
maintain some ice on hand at all
times in case there should be a break
down or any other interruption in
the service. Deming Headlight.

Eiehteen Arrested
The mounted police are making a
now in Luna counregular round-uty of automobile owners who have
failed to secure the ivm automoone
tr.gs, and eighteen of them were arrested last week for this offense.
p

OTERO
Big Road Meeting To Be Held
Advices received in Alamogordo
from headquarters of the O.arks.
Trail Association, are to the effect
that a large bunch of road boosters
are to be present at the convention
at Miami, Okla., June 5th, 6th and
7th.
There will be delegations present
from six states, and some of them
will be accompanied bv brass bands.
Miami is making large preparations for the meeting. The biggest
attendance the Association has ever
held is expected, Alamogordo News,
Well Down 820 Feet
The drill at the Twin Buttes camp
is now down to a depth of about
8?0 feet.
Drilling is going on and
it will soon be known whether they
will encounter the heavy f'ow of
vater as they did in the first hole,
where a big stream of water was
brought in at 890 feet.
The formation in the present hole
is a little different from the first
one, even the silt bcin tome dif-
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A new drill bit for hard mrk has
been secured and drilling will go
right on it is hoped without any bad
luck. Alamr.gordo News.
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Pleasing Demonstrations
The demonstrations in gymnastics
given at the pavilion recently by th-girls' classes in physical culture of
the New Mexico Institute fcr the
Plind. one-.- more confirmed the general public of Alamogordo in the
belief that vhen the Institute pupils
give a program it will bt v.ell worth
seeing.
The most of the lerr.f.i strations
v ere regular work practiced at the
Ii.stitute by these g'ris under the dithe
rection of Miss E. R. i'.amsher,
director of girls' physical rilti-re- .
The girls went through the drills
in a manner entirely creditable to
themselves and their instructor.
Alamogordo News.
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To C'ily

'I be city of l.'ai'-wa
pr sent.
with a new flat' by .1. van llouten
and it was mifniled f'.r the iirst time
on the municipal building last week.
The flag is made of woolen bunting
and is a very beautiful one with
deep rich colors. The people of the
city arc indebted to the honor fur
this appropriate gift and kng may
she wave over the homes of a cong
citizenship.
tented and
Kton Keporter
.1

By All Mean. Boa.t For It
Without doubt the school term
just closing is one of the best Springer has ever enjoyed. The present
superintendent of schools, Professor
Wall, has scored an enviable success
himself with a
and surrounded
There
corps of very able teachers
isn't the slighest pretext of a reason
four
a
have
shouldn't
why. Springer
trainyear High School, a technical
ing school and hereafter be able to
frive our children at home advantages they have been obliged to go
abroad to obtain Springier
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Touring Valley
Albuquerque business men thirty
by a brass
autos
Metal
of
Rich
L&rge Quantities
and
A big lead strike in the Puerte-cit- o band, toured the valley Monday
was the first stop
Moriarty
e
miles
north
Tuesday.
thirty-fivcountry,
was pulled
of Magdalcna, has been reported. and a special program
D. C. Fiera, who made the discovery, off Monday morning.
claims to have found very rich metal
in unlimited quantities.
Investiga- Potassium Land Located
Pitt Ross county surveyor of Bertions are being made and if the
nalillo,
spent several days in this
deas
be
strike proves to
reported
during the week at which
velopment of the claim will be start- county
time he located 10,000 acres of land
ed.
containing deposits of potassium and
other carbonates. The location was
Undesirable Element Must Go
The new marshal Harry S. Hall, made for California and ofWyoming
has served notice on the vagrants parties following analyseslocal samples
people
from the lands. Some
hangers-o- n
and other undesirable
around town that they wilt have to also made some locations. into
the
Potassium enters largely
go to work or vacate town, under
of explosives and since the
penalty of the law. This is a move making
has been
in the right direction.
Magdatena importation from Germany
American
prospectors
has had an unenviable reputation in discontinued
(Continued on page nine)
this line and the town should be rid
strong-accompani-
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Baby Sanitorium Opens
The Cloudcroft Baby Sanitorium
opened for the season this week
Miss Emily Green in charge as head
nurse. A special train arrived from
El Paso Thursday, bringing Miss
Green, two assistant nurses and
three babies, Dr. L. K. Warren, of
Cloudcroft, will be attending physician. Cloudcrofter.

Sim-ond- s,
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of its undesirable element. In this
connection we might add also that
an uncountable number of worth Cradoatea
pnr Ana arnund tnwn could be
Address H S
State Supt. J. H. Wagner, addres- well spared. What's the matter with
sed the county eighth grade gradu- giving them notice also. Magcalena
ates of Tucumcari at the High School News.
There were 108 county
recently.
TAOS
graduates, a large number of whom
were in attendance to hear the address and receive their diplomas. .
Junction Water PoUoned
large audience was also present to Taos was
learned here a tew nays
It
hear Supt. Wagner's splendid apthat two tanks cars of water
peal for better schools, and greater ago
used by the people of Taos Junction
cooperation with the teachers.
were poisoned last Saturday night.
Two Germans were arrested and one
New Refrigerator Patented
Chas. T. Adair, has patented a was released on $15,000 bond, the
new
refrigerator. The re- report says. Two horses a died from
party of
but cheap- drinking the water and
is
substantially
frigerator
esly constructed and costs but little, Taos people thus warned just
it nr mora in huv in the first caped the same fate.
place than the old kind. The beauty
TORRANCE
of it all is it requires no ice to
keep it cool. The motor whichthrouehcirculation
tho
air
f,nceUa rufriiTiiriitnr is to he run bv a Engine Installed At Ranch
Next to the largest engine in this
spring and will be constructed in part of the country was installed by
thousand lots in oraer io secure a Roy Brown at John Burgnette's
jne maenme is on ranch recently. The plant consistspecial price.
exhibition at the old Barnes & Ranof a No. 3 Lone Star pump jack
kin building next to the Goldcnberg ing
an 18 horse power Stover enand
store. It must be seen in operation gine set over a 630 foot well with
News.
Tucumcari
to be appreciated.
a pumping, capacity of 35 gallons
per minute.
Tanos
Wreck At Lot
Mr. Burgnette has a large numA serious wreck occurred at Los ber of sheep and some cattle to supTanos recently when a freight train ply with water from this well, aside
ran through an open switch. It is from this, neighboring ranchmen
made arrangements to haul
reported that the enginewason which
the en- have
Si Perkins of this city
from his well in Auto trucks
water
gineer, turned over several times and to their stock making a total of about
ditch.
in
the
fourteen cars piled up
head of sheep alone to be
25,000
No one is reported. badly injured and watered daily.
i
i
nanu.
ar
as these we
not many particulars are
Such improvements
are glad to learn of as they are a
as
Promising Potash Mine
great help to the country as well
m"5-prisJ. F. Hopkins who firmily believes the owner himscii.
of Quay
in the mining possibilities
county reports a wonderful outlook
in bis "Milwaukee" mine located near Fermera Busy And Enthuaed
Red Peaks southeast of Tucumcari.
Farmers report spienma rains in
Besides gold and silver he has a the northern section of Mountainair
large amount of potash deposits and the prospect for bumper crops
which are quite valuable at this time. and good harvest is excellent. The
He says he has made arrangements acreage planted in crops this year
with men from Texas to furnish the is the greatest ever put out and
n
farmers are
money with which to buy the neces- the
sary equipment and same will be exceedingly busy and enthused, rareand ly taking the time to visit the town.
a few weeks
installed
another potash mine will be "in operation in Quay county.
Teachers
The Mountainair school board neio
the teachers
MIGUEL
SAN
i meeting and
who have had charge of the schools
the past year, with the exception of
Work Resumed On Bridge
Miss Julia Hill, who was not a canConstruction work has resumed on didate .for
as she conthe reinforced concrete county bridge
a course in nursing.
taking
templates
N.
over the Pecos river at Cerrito,
This is a compliment to the teachers
M. The river has fallen abou; two and a deserved one. The teachers
R.
few
feet during the past
days.
have done good work, have workC. Carroll, superintendent of coned harmoniousjy and the schools
work.
of
in
the
is
struction,
charge
are better established now than ever
Las Vegas Optic.
before. Mountainair Independent.
QUAY
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The universal popularity of Bevo made it necessary to erect this buildings
the largest of its character in the world: Covers two city blocks. Floor .space 26
acres. A h&setnent 50 feet M0h containing 15 tracks each to accommodate
ten freight cars. Will employ 2?500 people and have a bottling capacity of
two million bottles d&ily, equal to 140 car loads, on an eight hour day basis.
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Farmerettes Answer Uncle Sam s Call
Girl Volunteers Raise Pigs, Care for Cattle, and Till
Soil Better Than Many Men

A

.LB

the poultry keeper. The smallest and
least favorably situated back yard affords an opportunity to keep at least
enough hens to supply eggs for the
household. The number of hens needed for that purpose is twice the number of persons to be supplied. Hence
the smallest flock to be considered consists of four hens. Where hens are
kept only to furnish eggs for the table
no male bird Is needed.
A coop for a flock of four liens
should have un area of about 20 square
feet, or ubout five feet per hen. For
larger flocks the space allowance per
bird may lie a little less, because the
space Is used In common and encli bird
hns the use of all the coop except
whut her companions actually occupy.
For the ordinary flock of 10 to 15 hens
the space allowance should be ubout
four square foot per hen.
With proper cure the
poultry keeper enn keep hens, for laying
only, confining them continuously to
their coops, and have them lay well
nearly us long ns they would be profitable layers under natural conditions.
While hens like freedom, good feed
and care reconcile them to confinement, and mature, rugged birds often
lay more eggs In close confinement
than when nt liberty.
If the space admits of giving the
little hack-yarflock more room tluin
a coop of the minimum size required,
the condition of the land will determine the form In which the additional
space should be given. If be soil Is
well drained and free from such filth
as often contaminates tin soil of small
buck yards, a yard for the fowls may
he fenced in, allowing 20 to .'10 square
feet of yard room per bird. The opportunity for exercise on the land and
In the open uir which this gives the
liens will beneltt them anil muke life
for them more interesting.
If the soil Is poorly drained and foul,
the hens will thrive and lay better If
not allowed on It at all. In that case,
the best wuy to give them some benefit
of the extra spuce available Is to build
adjoining the coop a shed covering
about the same amount of ground and
having the front Inclosed only with
wire netting. The foul earth under
this shed should be removed and the
floor filled In u few Inches higher than
the old surface with fresh eurth or
sand.
back-yar-

d

INCREASED

SUPPLY OF BEEF

Suggestions Made by Department ol
Agriculture to Meet Enlarged Demands for Meat.
by tlie United Stales Depart,
'
mont of Agriculture.)
Washington, 11. C. "The exports of
dressed beef und beef products have Increased 177 per cent during the last
three years and the probability or
shortage of beef abroad will be accentuated. The task of meeting the
demand for beet and beef products to
a lurge extent bus been put upon the
people of the United States, says the
United States department of ngrlcui
ture. It therefore recommends In Its
supplementary program of production
that the number of beef animals be
maintained nnd In areas where It Is
clearly the best range and farm practice, it should be Increased. The following suggestions are niiule for in(Prepared

-

4
1 French cavalrymen escorting German prisoners to the rear after a
2 Review of
fight on the Somme.
the Thirty-sixtdivision, Nutlnnul army, from Camp Howie, in I'orr Worth, Tex. 3 Canadians repairing one of
the big observation bulloons that are of so much help In directing the tire of the urtilierv.
h

I

In the opinion of Uncle Sam the raising of pigs is an important war
task;
so important, in fact, that he has called upon 200,000 girls and boys to raise
porkers for the market. The appeal has been heeded by the farmerettes who
are Joyfully tackling the Job of providing more than their share of the pork
products which we must ship to our fighters and the allies in Europe.
This farmerette is having a Jolly good time taking care of a litter of eight
cute little black pigs. Caring for the pigs is only one part of the work of these
girls down at their Huntington, Long Island, farm. They are showing that
girls can be capable farm hands at all sorts of chores.

Vegetables
Important
Diet Build Muscles

BRIEF THRIFT

Keep

ITEMS

in

and

Body in Condition

(Prepared by the United Slates

Dtpart-men-

of Agriculture.)

By the U. S. Department
of Agriculture
Scraps of leftover meat or fish ran
be combined with cereal or other
food, both to give flavor and
to add nourishment to the total dish.
d

Stale bread can be utilized In a vain combination with
vegetables and meats, in preparing
cakes, breads and puddings, and In
other ways.

riety of ways

Much food Is thrown away because
so many people do not know how to
utilize leftovers or will not tuke the
trouble to keep and prepare them.
Leftover cereals can be reheated or
combined with fruits, meats, or vegetables into appetizing side dishes.
Even a spoonful of cereal is worth
saving to thicken soup, gravy, or
aauce.

'

Many persons regard tiie saving of
mall amounts of leftover food as unimportant. If they kept accurate account, however, for ugy period, many
families would be astounded by the
amount of good food they are throw
ing out and by the sums that they
are paying to the grocer, the butcher,
and milkman merely to replace good
food being absolutely wasted.
Every bit of fat trimmed from meat
before cooking or tried out In boiling,
roasting, or broiling can ba made use
of In cooking. In buying meat it is
often the case that after the meat has
boon weighed and the price for the
cut named valuable fat- is trimmed
off.
This fat, which the housewife
pays for, if taken home and used,
would reduce expenditures for cooking
fata.
Skim milk, too widely looked down
upon as a food although it contains
practically all the nourishing elements of whole milk with the exception of the cream or fat, can be used
as a beverage, in cooking cereals, or
aa a basis for milk soups or sauces.
Sour milk, also, so often thrown away,
can be used in making hot breads'
or In the home manufacture of cottage cheese.
The efforts which American housekeepers are making to avoid kitchen
and table waste are of great importance. No one can tell Just how much
has been saved, but that the amount
la large is Indicated by the work of
garbage and fertiliser plants showing
that there has been a great falling
off in the amount of fat and nitrog
enous material received from garbage.
Let the good work go on. Every
pound of food saved Is a pound added
to our food supply.

2

Wise and Otherwise.
There's soma excuse for
man being; almost anything, but
what excuse can any man offer
T
for being
Ifa vain to try to tell woman how much yon, think of her
If you forget to phone her that
you're going to be late for dinner.
Misery may love company, but
what it needs most Is help.
If 700 were In the other fellow's place you might be making
a worse mess of things than
be Is.

Value of Old Shoes.
From one ton of old shoes can be
extracted metals to the value of $4.70;
grease, $7.25 ; animal black, $50; sulphate f ammonia, $22.50; a total of
$88.45, or abont 15 cents a pair. The
trease Is
good lubricant and the
animal black Is said to. be equal to
lha best of. bone black.

t

Stop and consider the great value of
vegetables In making your diet acceptable and keeping you well before you
decide to leave them out of your diet
even for A few months.
They furnish some
material, for nearly nil vegetables contain some protein and they all furnish
mineral salts needed to build and repair the body nnd keep It In good con
dition.
...
.
ftinl iwub. mi.Thou
xiih- Niurcii nnu
it7
j
sugar that vegetables furnish are good
for body fuel.
One medium-sizepotato gives you as much starch
two slices of bread.
fT'l
itivy give necessary milk to your
food. The fiber and cellulose that
they have helps to prevent constlpa
tion.
They give flavor and variety to the
diet, which is especially needed to
keep the appetite normal.
They furnish other substances not
easy to describe, but very Important,
which are needed by the body for nor
mal growth and to keep its parts work
ing smoothly. This and the supplying
of mineral salts is, perhaps, the most
Important part tlint vegetables have in
the diet, for witliout vegetables and
fruits the diet would lock these substances and also a sufficiency of the
minerals that are most needed to build
up and keep in repair the skeletal portion of the body and to maintain the
alkalinity of the blood. The minerals
most needed Iron, lime, magnesium,
phosphorus and potassium are supplied in small quantities In most vegetables. If we eat a variety of vegetables we are not apt to lack these essential minerals.
muscle-buildin-
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I never could be satisfied with less.

He was so bright and clever, my big son!
I sent him to the very best of schools,
Denying- self that he might know no lack
Of opportunity to do his best
Or feel no door of progress closed to him.
I never could be satisfied with less.
And yet but now my
son,
For your perfection can I pay the prloe?
Or would I have you play the coward's

Part,

With selfish, shriveled soul too small to
dwell
Within so fair a frame?
Is that my
choice?
I sought the best!
Shall I be satisfied
with less?
Nay, I would have you honorable,

so- n-

my

Just, loyal, brave, and truthful, scornlnsr

fear

And liee and meanness ready to defend
Tour home, your mother, and your coun
try's flag.
He's gone! Dear Ood! With bleedingheart t know
I still could no be satisfied with less!
Sarah Benton Dunn, In New Tork
Times.

Value of Facts.
fact

Is a valuable thing and ought
to be saved up. Start a savings ac-

AIDING THE SHEEP INDUSTRY
Numerous Calls Made Upon Agricultural Extension Forces for Information en Management.
(Prepared by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.)
In 1017 the Increased Interest of
farmers In the raising of sheep result
cd In numerous calls upon the agrlcul
tural extension forces nnd other edu
cational agencies for Information and
nsslstnnce In establishing and managing farm flockR. In 12 states, specialists In 'sheep husbandry were engaged
to nsslst county agents along this line.
In other states other agencies assisted
In the work. There Is still an urgent
need or direction In this Industry from
which so much Is needed and which
until recently hns been largely overlooked by the furmers nnd by the public agricultural Institutions of many
Rtntes.
Attention of state agricultural officials, members of councils of defense,
nnd others Interested In strengthening
the agricultural position of the United
States for Its part In the war and for
the period following. Is directed to
the opportunities offered In the following lines of action for developing the
sheep Industry:
1. Securing Improvement In state
laws to prevent the killing of sheep
by dogs.
2. Encouragement of the organization and maintenance of boys' sheep
clubs.
8. Providing greater facilities for
education in relation to sheep raising.
In schools, colleges, and particularly
In extension work.
4. Utilizing idle lands In unused portions of farms by grazing them with
sheep.
5. Showing the safety and need of a
more liberal attitude on the part of
country bankers in lending money to
prospective sheep raisers.

count of facts. They have the strong
est wny of popping up Just when
BACK YARDS
they're needed If you've stored (hem
:
away. The schoolHouse Is the main
fact factory. A man said to us the
Poultry nnd eggs have never been other day that what he learned before
cheap food for the city dweller, and he was fifteen was worth more than
there Is no hope that they can be, dur- all he had ever learned since. The
ing the continuance of the war and more yon learn before you're fifteen
Its necessarily attendant high prices, the more time you'll have to learn
even as relatively cheap as they have later.
Personally we would rather
ordinarily been. The only possibility have a fat savings account of facts
or cheap eggs for the city family, ac- than of dollars. A dollar will earn
s
fact
cording to the United States depart- from S to 6 per cent. A
ment of agriculture, lies In keeping may some day earn you ten thousand
dollars.
American
Boy.
enough hens in the back yard, where
they can be supported principally on
kitchen waste, to supply the family taAnimal Cemetery.
ble.
The keeping of hens In back
yards Is at once an economic opporProbably the largest and best aptunity, for city families and an essen pointed animal cemetery in the world
tial part of the campaign for Increas Is that which still remains attached to
ing poultry production.
the ruined summer palace In Pekln.
MORE SHEEP ARE DESIRABLE
What may be done with fowls In a Here repotie In coffins of
polished orris
back yard depends upon the else of wood elaborately carved, more than a
Excellent Opportunity Afforded for
the yard, the character of the soil, the thousand dogs that were the
pets of
conditions of sunlight, shade and ven- former emperors and empresses
Feeding on Rough Lands, Weedy
of
Lots and Corners.
tilation, and the Interest and skill, of China.
first-clas-

Invar, New Metal, Believed
Bv
Various
Investioators
To Have Least Expansion
.

In the temperature anywhere
within the range of sero to 40 degrees. A much higher degree of con
stancy than this Is, however, son
times obtained; much depends on the
amounts of carbons and manganese
present.
Small quantities of Invar have been
manufactured which showed a change
In length of less than half a millionth
per 'degree between aero and 20 degrees. This alloy contained .08 per
cent carbon and 9.39 per cent manganese. Samples hare even been pre
pared wnicn showed a negative coefficient of expansion, L e, which contracted slightly Instead of expanding,
as the temperature rose.
Invar possesses this peculiar property only within a moderate temperature range; from 40 degrees upward
the coefficient of expansion steadily
Increases as the temperature rises, un
til st 200 degrees It Is the same as
that of Bessemer steeL
aMon

The fact that all metals expand and
contract more or less' with every variation of temperature Introduces great
complications Into the making of Instruments concerned with absolute
standards of time or space, and much
research has been devoted to the finding of a metal having the lowest possible coefficient of thermal expansion.
In due course the Investigators arrived
at a nickel steel alloy containing about
36 per cent nickel and about 5 per
cent each of carbon and manganese.
which was found to have a remark
ably small thermal expansion at or
dinary temperatures, and to which
the name "Invar" has been given.
A summary of the results obtained
during the last 25 years by various Investigators of this property of invar
and related nickel steels show, acSwitzerland has built its highest
cording to the Scientific American, that
a bar of ordinary Invar expands or con- serial tramway, a mile and a half long
tracts by abont
of Its and ascending to aa altitude of nearly
length for one degree centigrade alter-- a mile, solely for tomdata,

by Teutons
for Renewal of Drives in

France and Italy.

-
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PAST WEEK

Preparations Made

Splendid Beef Types.
creasing beef production In the settled
farm areas of the North and especially
In the South, und on the ranges:
Beef production can be lncrensed In
the settled farm areas of the nation
nnd especially in the Soulb. It can be
increased everywhere by preventing
the loss of flesh by calves during their
first winter nnd keeping calves growing
this period so thnt beef animals
Ml MM:
:MMM during
may be marketed at earlier ages, thereTHE SOLDIER'S MOTHER
by requiring the maintenance of larger
breeding herds ; by using a larger proportion of bulls on the range" to Insure
Me was so beautiful
larger calf crops; by using good bulls
my baby son!
His
curls clung- close uround only; by reducing the
his head.
His deep blue eyes looked trustingly In areas as rapidly as possible ; by elimmine.
inating as fur as possible the losses
I did my best to keep his beauty fair
from disease and predatory animals;
And fresh and clean and dainty, for I
by transferring animals from regions
knew
of scarcity of feed to those where
I never could be satisfied with less.
there is an abundance of feed ; by proHe was so stronf and well, my little son!
viding a more ample supply of winter
s
1 gave my days and
to kep him feed and
better shelter, und by utilizIn fresh air and sunlight to my ing all roughage produced, either as
aid,
fodder, hay, or silage, and supplementGood food and play, all healthful things
ing these feeds with more nitrogenous
of life.
concentrates and less grain.
I wanted physical perfection, for

A

POULTRY IN

NEWS REVIEW OF

(Prepared by the United States Depart
ment oi AsncutiureThe continued high prices of mutton
lamb
have made It desirable that
and
more sheep be kept on the farms of the
United States. In many parts of the
country there are large areas of rough
fence
land, weedy lots, and grown-urows which afford an excellent opportunity for feeding sheep.

N

HUN NAVY IS CONCENTRATED

The continuous battle for supremacy In the air rngeil with Increasing
Intensity all through the week und
reports led to thn belief that the
flyers of the allied armies generally
had the best of It. American aviators
won several notable victories. General Pershing reported the commissioning of nearly 1,000 student aviutors.
The French have delivered to his army
500 battle planes and 900 training
planes, and the Ilavilund buttle planes
made In America are beginning to
olli-ci-

Wllhelm and Charles Renew Auttro
German Treaty Russia Writhing
Under Kaiser's Oppression-Presi- dent
Names Hughes
to Investigate Aircraft
Production Charges.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
Operations of Inst week la the war
zones led to the prediction that the
central powers were preparing to
strike hard and soon on two fronts
In France and Italy with some pros
pects of a great naval battle In the
North sea. It was admitted by the
Germans that their tremendous losses
were largely responsible for the delay
In resuming their drive on the west
front They were very busy reorganizing their forces and bringing up
fresh troops who have not yet Been
engaged In the fighting there. Rain
and mud, ably seconded by the allied
aviators, made difficult the moving of
supplies by the Uuns, but they kept at
the task doggedly.
Meanwhile their
artillery ceaselessly pounded away at
various Important salients held by the
allies. In return the latter gave more
than they received.
There were many Infantry opera
tions that must be classed as small
because of the magnitude of the warfare, but which resulted in the recovery of valuable positions by the allies.
In one or two instances the Germans
also gained footholds In the lines but
counter-attack- s
always drove them
out promptly and they Invariably suffered heavy casualties. The kaiser's
armies, however, showed no especial
signs of weakening, and no competent
observer doubts that they are still
capable of tremendous efforts and will
make them. Genertil Koch and, Indeed,
all the allied commanders, await the
renewal of the offensive with confidence that their men can wlthstund It.

The same confidence prevails on the
Italian front, where also General Foch
Is In supreme command.
The
have been concentrating great
forces there. Including much artillery
they have had on the French front,
and they were expected to deliver
their blow between the Steivlo pass
and Monte Grappa, just east of the
Brenta, in the hope of breaking
through to Brescia and Milan. The
Austrian positions in that sector are
admittedly better than those of the
Italians. To repel the expected drive
the Italians have the assistance of
British, French and Americans In
number at least equal to the Italian
forces sent to France and Flanders,
Early Tuesday Italian naval units
succeeded in stealing Into Pola harbor
and torpedoing an Austrian dread- naught of the Vlribus Unltis class. At
the same time Italian seaplanes en
gaged and routed the Austrian battleplanes over Pola.
Aus-trla-

The prediction of a naval battle In
the North sea was based on the fact
that the entire German Baltic fleet,
excepting a few light cruisers, was recalled to Kiel, and great activity at
that base was reported. The German
navy probably feels a bit humiliated
over the second British raid on
in which the old cruiser Vindictive, laden with concrete, was sunk at
the entrance of the channel, blocking
It to all large vessels.

Participation in the fighting on the
west front by the Americans brigaded
with the British and French is increasing dally, 'and it is now made known
that whenever American troops predominate In the brigade divisions
these divisions will be put under comAvoid Excess of Fat.
The sow should not be allowed to mand of General Pershing. This, It Is
will bring larger numbers of
put on an excess of fat before farrow- believed,
our boys to the battle line rapidly and
ing time.
contribute greatly to the spirit of unity
and concerted effort. The war depart
In Line for Sheep Profits.
The men who have always kept a
good flock of sheep are the ones who LARGE ADDITION TO MARINE
are In line now for the profits. Those
who pay the present prices can't look
At Least a Total Tonnage of 2,000,000
for Immediate great gains.
Tens Is Promised by February 1, 1919.
Sows Eating Pigs.
The reason for sows eating their
At least 565 small vessels will be
pigs Is largely a matter of feeding. To added to the United States new meravoids this trouble give the sows a
chant marine by February 1, 1919, acgood growing ration without too much
corn or other fattening food. Give cording to Charles Pies, vice president
and general manager of the Emerthem roots or potatoes occasional
gency Fleet corporation.
and plenty of exercise.
These vessels will be built on the
Teat lakes and oa the Pacific and At
p

ment explains that the brigading plan
in operation Is temporary, adopted to
meet the emergency In which It Is desirable to send over us many Americans ns possible without waiting for
their arms nml Htnimiiiilion.
Later
lliey will return to the American unny
and will be using American equipment.
It is gratifying to note that General
Pershing now issues daily official com
liiunlipies on the doings of the Ameri
can forces, following the system of the
other allies.

On Sunduy Kniperor Charles visited
the kulser at great headquarters und
made plans for a renewal of the
alliance, to last twenty
years. The news of this of course was
received with rejoicing by the
,
of
but,
equully of course, the treaty Is bitterly
opposed by the Sluvs and other
elements In Charles' reulm.
The people there as a whole are more
and more desirous of peace and there
Is fear that the agreement will Prussianize their army and compel even
greater efforts In the war. By some
the preparations for nn offensive In
Italy are looked on as a direct result
of the conference. According to Copenhagen reports, the two emperors
selected kings for Lithuania, Courland,
Esthonln and Poland, but the men
chosen were not named.
The meeting of the rulers was attended by the kings of Bavaria and
Saxony, who, though not Invited,
sought to maintain the Importance of
their kingdoms as parts of the German
empire and not leave Prussia the "sole
arbiter of German destinies." That
sounds big, but the fact remains that
Prussia Is as much the boss of the
German empire as ever.
Austrln-liungary-

anti-Germ-

I

The kaiser Is treating Itussla just
as a thoroughly defeated enemy might
expect to be treated by him, despite
the peace treaty of Brest-L- i tovsk. His
demands are exorbltnnt and enforced
by arms, and In an address to the town
council of
he announces that "Rebastopol has been
captured with a big, richly laden fleet
there." More than that, he Is preparing to call on the Baltic provinces that
were a part of Hussia to supply men
for the German armies. No other con
struction can be placed on his proclamation recognizing the Independence
of Lithuania, In which he says: "We
assume that Lithuania will participate
In the war burdens of Germany which
secured her liberation." As Lithuania
has neither money nor munitions to
contribute, the kaiser must mean men,
and the Lithuanian national council
says the country will not consent to
have Its citizens dragooned Into the
ranks of the kaiser.
In the Caucasus the Germans undertook to gain control of the grain, coal,
oil and iron districts by the capture of
but they held the city
only one day, when the Hussluns recaptured It. There are several powerful groups of Russians operating In the
Don region, and others all through
south Russia, nnd Germany has proclaimed war at Ekaterinnslav, Odessa
and Poltava and mined the entrance
into the Sea of Asov. In the Ukralue
movement Increases
the
daily, the people being very bitter. In
European Russia, says a dispatch
from Samara, less than half the arable
land usually cultivated will be tilled
this year, owing to the shortage of
seed, horses and Implements and the
unsettled condition brought about by
the land division. Well posted Briton
are urging that the allies continue to
help Russia In the work of reconstruction In order to balk the efforts of Germany. It Is recognized by alt that Germany's peace hopes now lie wholly in
the east and that if she is permitted to
realize them she will have won the
war regardless of the conditions imposed on her In the west.
Lenine professes to see signs of a
n
in Russiu and on
Hostov-on-Do-

n

counter-revolutio-

lantic coasts. Their total tonnage will
be close to 2,000,000.
"By February 1 of next year we will
have a fleet of 440 wooden ships ready
for service," said Mr. Piez. "These
ships will be of 3,500 dead weight tonnage and will be built in yards on the
coasts. In addition there will be 125
steel ships of the same tonnage that
will come out of yards on the great
lakes.
"About forty wooden ships have
been launched and will be ready for
service within a month. These are of

Monday he Issued a call for help to
prevent It. The family of the late cznr
has been removed to Kiev and Is In
the hands of the Germans. Near the
Motiguliuii-SIbcrluborder General
Scmenoff continues to wage successful
war on the bolshevik forces.

m

The Finnish White guard seems to
huve gained ulniost complete control

of the country, celebrating the capture
of Tanmierfors by massacring 500
Russians and Great Britain has offered
to recognize the Finnish republic on
certain conditions. The trouble there
may not be over, however, for late reports say n great number of Russians
ure massed on the border of Finland
and a big battle Is Imminent.
n
President Wilson and the senate
military uffulrs committee conflicted
again last week when Chairman Chamberlain proposed a resolution that
would permit the committee to Inquire
into the conduct of the war, though
the Initial purpose was merely to Investigate the aircraft production collapse and consequent charges of dishonesty. Mr. Wilson declared unequivocally thut he would consider the
adoption of the resolution as a declaration of want of confidence la the
and a restrictive
administration,
amendment by Senator Thompson Of
Kansas did not remove his objections
to it. On Wednesday the president
announced the appointment of Charles
K. Hughes to act with the attorney
general In the aircraft Investigation
and the choice was received with general approval. The former justice of
the Supreme court made a great record In the New York insurance Investigation, and It Is believed the criminal
charges In the aircraft production
matter will be thoroughly gone Into by
hlra without fear or favor.
1

Under the able leadership of Mr.
Schwab the shipbuilding forces of the
United States are going ahead with
their work at a great rate. The big
concrete steamer Faith, built at San
Francisco, underwent trial runs that
were altogether satisfactory, and the
steel vessel Tuckahoe was declared
ready to sail from Philadelphia just
37 days after the keel was laid. The
shipping board decided Thursday to
build 14 concrete tank steamers, with
a total capacity of 105,000 tons, and
four concrete cargo vessels. The board
also prepared to let contracts for 200
more wooden ships of 4,700 tons each,
In addition to 200 recently authorized.
In order to keep the ways occupied until the end of the war. Thus the shipping problem Is gradually being solved,
and while America and Great Brltuiu
ore building vessels their navies are
sinking the German submarines In increasing numbers. There were reports
last week that Germany was about to
put into commission some
larger than uny yet seen, hut the allied
naval commanders said they were
ready for those, too. To further restrict the activities of the uudersen
craft the British have laid a great
mine field In the North sea, covering
about 22,000 square miles. The mariners are growing more and more skillful la evading the submarines, as i
shown by the fact that In the first font
months of this year 172 British vessel
were attacked by them and escaped
uninjured.
The Overman
bill finally
was passed by the house by a vote of
29." to 2, Representatives
Sterling ot
Illinois and Glllett of Massachusetts
custlng the only negative votes. All
attempts to amend It were voted down.
The house passed the conference report on the bill requiting the registering of youths who have reached the
age of twenty-on- e
years since June 5
last. Their names are to go at the
bottom of the lists.
With the appointment of Felix
Frankfurter as administrator of war
labor activities the government put
Into operation Its plan for controlling
and directing the labor supply, his duties being administrative as contrasted with the judicial and legislative
functions of the war labor board headed by Sir. Taft
Appealing to the people of small

means the government last week
n
launched a War Savings stamp
that brought excellent results all
cam-puig-

over the country. Elaborate plans were
also completed for the campaign to
raise the second Red Cross war fund

of

I100.000.000.

the

Hough type, with twin engines and
twin screws, and are 3.500 tons.
"We are going on with some concrete construction. Two 3,500-toships
are to be built of concrete and we are
also to have six tankers of 7,500 tons
each.
"We have authorized the construction of a four way shipyard at San
Francisco, where concrete ships are to
be built. It Is necessary to do concrete work where there will not be any
severely cold winter weather that
ight Interfere."
n

on, and crose the eiid Unde, with rights
of ingreet and egreas at all times for such
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of Goneml Crowder di- that all men of draft age who
are not following tome useful and
productive occupation be placed in
Claes one and immediately taken for
military service is refreshing and we
hup it will be carried out to the
letter. There is no excuse for al- lowing the men and women of this
country who are willing to work, and
who are putting in long hours daily
establishment
to keep the : military
r
i
i
,r .,
to one liuil.il . u per cent efficiency,
to be burdened by a lot of worth- lesa paracites who are either doing
nothing or frittering away their tiino
making it appear that they are useful while as a mutter of f.ict they
are living un the over work of oth-

Tb. order

i.

ers,
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Herald
publishes
Albuquerque
statement of Chas F. Wade, who
has stayed with his reorganisation
plana for the big lumber mill in the
Duke City, through thick and thin,
until he has brought success out of
failure, and is ready to start the
big plant.
The State Record hopes Mr. Wade
will stay on and manage the job
this time as we have no doubt but
what be is able to make a lasting
success of the big industry to the
incalculable benefit of Albuquerque
and the state. Mr. Wade says:
"The mills will be sawing 5000.000
feat of lumber a month by September
and they will keep up that pace for
twenty-twyears. I believe I can
assure you of that."

i 4

...

that have water supplies compriie
widely separated cases i:l a vast ex- -

panse of silent, changeless, unpro-r.ttin- g
dilutive desert whose riitist imprcs-is its ureat distances and
sive
wliose cniel evidences of nuinan ot- cnpation are tlie lon, loriK road
that lead from line watering piace
to another. To him who has become
acquainted with the region it has a
.peculiar fascination and no ser.olis
tUii-'crbut for the stranger who
penetrates it without adequate mior-- ,
"nation it lorever contains the stern
possibility o'. perishing hv hirst In
few years travel in the re- t
the
'as been greatly increased
1

enra.i

OF PUBLIC LANDS

AND TIMBER

-

I

la--

this has accordingly increased the
i eed
for mi'ps and guides to watcr-iplaces.
Results jLstify Complete Work
"The large amount oi work thai
has been accomplished in the last
.war was made possible by usiiij? a
considerable sum I mm the regular
appropriate n for the investigation
oi water ieni:'iii. in addition to the
a.propna';oi. ol 'fl'MMl lor dfsert
watering places. This was jUstiiied
I. v
the :'ic: that the reco.iiiaissance
has yielded a lare amount of valucondiable data on ground-wate- r
tions.
"On the basis of the work already
done it is estimated that the rest of
the region oi 75U.UUO square miles
can be covered, after the manner
tor 3juu,iwu,
ot ilns years wurK,
uliii li is only about $8 per township,
Obviously the results will be very;
lare for the expenditure involved,
,nd it is highly desirable, as soon
as ijossib e. to carry the project to
Alter tlie region nas
completion.
lien covered by the survey and thesetting of signposts, the Governi irnt
ought to undertake the sys- tenia tic development of new water-- ,
nig places.

?,Iaa-,,,- "
JS" P?"." t?rr-timber covered by this contract!

4. The unit area for cruising
shall bp
one or more sections at any one cruisof
on
The
i the
cruiser
ing.
completion
VALENCIA COUNTY
any cruise shall submit his estimate of
the amount of the standing live timber
Olfice
All
o( the Commissioner ot Public on the area designated to be cruised.
timber with green tops shall be deemed
Landa,
to be live timber.
Such estimate shall
be so made as to show separately the
Ssnta Fe, New Mexico.
amount of standing live timber estimated
or each
Notice
is hereby
given that pursusnt to be on each forty of(40) acres
Co
any section. His
the provisions ot an Act of Con- fractional
shall
on
Scribner
the
estimate
be
based
the
gress
approved June 30th, 1910,
Decimal C Rule, or such other Loq Scale
"state of Nitf Mexico, and
laws of the
Rule
from
to
be
as
time
Land
may
and
of
the
State
adopted
rules
a regulations
Office the Commissioner of Public Lsnds time by the United States Forestry
in this district, but no allow
will offer at public sale to the highest
bidder ul 11 o'clock, A. M., Tuesday, a nee for def ec 1 ve timber shall be made
the cruiser in his estimates and such
August 6th, 1918, in the town ot Los by
shall be filed with the
Lunas, County of Valencia, State of New estimate report All
live timber with a
Mexico, in front of the court house there- Commissioner.
of
diameter
ten
inches or more In(10)
land
described
the
tracts
of
following
in,
side the bsrk and three (3) feet from the
and timber, viz:
ground shall be included by the cruiser
Sale No. 1222
WW',, Sec. 4; All of in his cstimstes. The Commissioner shall
Sections 6, B, 10, 14, 18, 20, 22, 34; 26; iurnish to the , Purchaser a copy of such
and
9 N., R. 12 W. All report,
T.
28, 3u, 32, 34;
acceptance or rejection of
of Sections 2. 4. 6. 8. 10. 12. 14! TV,. same must be made by the Purchaser
Sec. 18; NWjd. SX, Sec. 20; All of Sec within thirty (JO) daya of receipt of such
S,
tlOIIS U, 24, 26,
JU,
Hi 1. 1U I- copy, and in no event shall the timber
11
Sec. 32; T. 10 N., R covered by such cruise be cut or removed
rC,
W., SV
12
W All of Sections 4. 6, 8, J2; T until the amount of stumpage has been
10
N., R. 13 W., All of Sections 2, 8, agreed upon.
28 ;
18,
26,
20,
24,
12,
22,
14,
30; 33:
K.
11
W.. SEHNEX, Sec.
5.
34, T. 11 X.,
The Purchaser will pay for a mini
3; T. 11 N., R. 13 W., NXSEtf, Sec. 12; mum of ten million
feet of
10,000j000)
WX. SEX, Sec, 26; T. 11 N., R. 14 W., timber during each year beginning with
All of Sec. 2; SEX. Sec. 4; SyS, Sec. 6; January 1st, 1919, and nut less than
SWX, Sec. 8; All
NWMNWK,
8KNWK,
of such minimum annual payment
of Sections 10, 12, 14, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26;
shall be paid in advance ou the first
12
R. 12 W., All
T.
30,
32,
N.,
34;
28,
can vatcuuni
vi
luvunt. utrKiuiiiiiB
liny
of Sections 2. 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18; October 1st 1918, together with a penalty
Sec. of Ten Dollars ($10.00) per day additional
24, 26, 28. 30; WX. SEX,
20, 22,
34:
T.
SX. Sec.
32;
wntcn
c&cn ana every day curing
w
19
icu C.i. W. VVt2 lor
vEXNEX.
d
ii S5NW,
uch monthly payments may be in de
XEX, EXSEX, SWXSEX, Sec. 32; T. 12 fault.
In the event that the number of
N . R. 14 W., All of Sections 22, 26; EX. feet
of timber on the sections cruised
SyA, Sec. 34; T. 12 Is'., R-- 15 W., All at the request of the Purchaser in any
of Sections 32, 36; T. 13 iN., R. 13 W. yar after 1918, shall be leas than ten
All of Sections 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 20; SX. Million (10,000,000) feet, board measure, the
-I
Sec. 22;
Sec. 26; All ol
V4.
am ere nee oetween sucn minimum pay-melions 28, 30, 34; T. 13 N R. 14 W., Yi'A, and the price of the timber so cruised
Sec. 2; All of Section 4; E4, Sec. 8; All snsu oe sppned to reduce tne payment
of Sections 22. 24: NEW. Sec. 28: T. 13 N.. to be made for timber in excess of such
R. 15 W., All of Sections 2, 4; Eyi, Sec. minimum amount in
any future year or
10, 12,
14, 22, 24, 26, years in which,
at the request of the
i; All of Sections
14 N.. K. 15
W.. containins Purchaser
28, 34: T.
an excess shall be cruised. If
w.954.71
acres, relerred to us schedule "A the timber 'Upon the section cruised at
lands in form of contract printed below. the request of the Purchaser in any one
The timber on this land is estimated at year aha
exceed
ten million rio.uoo.auu)
No bid on feet, payment shall be made on December
340,000,(100 feet board measure.
the land will be accepted for less thsn
st oi eacn year lor sucn excess tor
$3.15 per acre.
the preceding year.

SALE

Frank Staplin, Receiver

FOR PUBLICATION

j

'

I

SE,

..iim'v

HON. BENJAMIN FRANKLIN PANKEY,
Member Constitutional Convention of New Mexico, First State Senator
for Santa Fe County and Largest Individual Cattle Shipper in
.New Mexico, Proposed by his Many Friends as next
Republican Candidate for Governor.
Illinois, his home was too
The orld. in tliii day ot so much west.
so much oi slow, Kansas wa then the tug range
sham, so much put-othe artificial, seems to take most and after acquiring wealth there he
kir.dlv and warm up to the man orivas not content with a
woman, who is just real and natural, tract, but wanted to have a real em-- !
l lure is no more highly
regarded pire, so New Mexico, then a territory,
and he
man in this section of the state. offered the opportunity,
than Benjamin Franklin Pankcy, Fx- - giasped it, and his ranch today is
State Senator from ?anta le Loun- - one ot trie most picturesque and

The timber on the fallowing described
lands estimated at 110,000,000 feet board
measure, will be offered for sale together
with the timber on the above described
lands, making a tots! estimated amount
oi timber 450,000,000
feet board measure.
jo bid on the timber will he accepted
SectiSS
16, 36; T. 12 N .
Aiof
R. u W., All of Sections 16,' 36; T. IZ
.
o
uoni io, jo; i.

purpotes. And this contract is issued sub
jeet to sll valid existing rights, easements,
rights of way and reservations.
12.
It Is understood and agreed that
the timber on all of the lands described
in Schedule "B". attached hereto and made
a part hereof, shsll be sold. cut. logged,
and paid for. under all and singular the
id eondh ion. herein
.term.'.
And
fin the event pi tbe .ule of ny or
of the said lands described In said Schedule
"B" to other than the Purchaser beret,
or if the aaid lands are not sold a genfor cutting, logging, and
eral
and
operating thereon, shall be reserved, Purthe same is hereby granted to the
But if the lands in said Schedule
chaser.
"13" shall be bid in by and sold to the
Purchaser herein, then said lands shall be
subject to all of the conditions in this
contract which are applicable to the lands
described in Schedule "A" hereto attached.

13.

At

main not

any time when there shall remare ' than ten (10) sections of

the land uncut, but not later than January
1st. 1937. the Commissioner will submit
estimates of all the timber remaining unpaid for upon the lands herein, and the

Purchaser shall within thirty (30) days after
Comreceipt of otsuch notice, adviseor the
non-co- n
missioner
its concurrence
such
estimin
of
the correctness
currence
ates. If the Purchaser shall concur, final
settlement shall be made upon the basis
If the Purchsser shall
of such estimates.
refuse to concur in the cstimstes so submitted, then the amount of timber in dispute shall be determined by a cruise and
estimate made by one or more cruisers
appointed by the Judge of the United States
District Court for the District in which
the Capitsl of New Mexico may then be
situated.
t
Payment shall thereafter be made as is
for in Paragraph Five (S) hereprovided
of; but if the timber on the sections cut
upon during any one year shall exceed
ten million (10,000,000)
feet, such excess
thall be paid for on December 31st, for
the preceding year. On or before January
1st.
navment in full for all lands
. and
the timber thereon must be made in
i order to avoia torieiture
oi inc contract
nnd all previous payments.
In the final year of cutting, if there
remain less than ten million
feet of timber on the lands, the
monthly payments provided for ia Para
graph Five (5) hereof, shall be made a.
of the amount
a basis of
I such timber so remaining.
14.
It is understood and agreed by both
parties hereto that the purpose of making
provision herein for annual paymeate am
the purchase price of the lands i. strictly in the interests of and for the benefit
and protection ot the State of New lies
inico ,it being admitted to be in tb
terest of the State to require a more
stringent contract la this regard thaa ia
specified by statute.
15.
It ia understood and agreed by
both parties hereto that inasmuch
th.
sale of the lands snd timber herein described, is made at publie auction and upon advertisement setting forth this contract
in full, no modification of this contract
or of the terms thereof shall hereafter
shall

6.
In the event that the purchaser shall
unwilling to accept tne cruiser s estimates as basis for payment for the timber.
10.000-acre
a joint cruise shall be made at the expense of the Purchaser,
by one cruiser
named bv the Commissioner and one named
by the Purchaser, and the amount of
timber thus determined may be taken as
the basis of settlement, but acceptance or be made.
rejection of same must be made by the
16.
This agreement shall inure to tha
rurcnaser witntn tmrty (Jul days ot re
benefit of and be binding upon the parties,
their respective successors and assigna. If
o
. .
the office of Commissioner of Public
ed by such cruise be cut or removed un
""""
.Mr. J'aiihev.
whu started onl in lire nil-- ' '
. a
16, 36
W., All of bection
been t lie home of imiucuioiu
til the amount of atumoaae haa been agreed Lands shsll be sbolished, the public ofwith notliuiK but character ani am- - tiiatis
ficial
most nearly performing the present
if
be
and
the
shall
then
S
and the scene of man y a battle .
partica
,.. a Mmrrh.n.n,...,.
i
S upon;
!.;.:.,., ...
duties of the Commissioner of Public Landa
N , R. 15 W., .All of bee. 16; T.' unwilling to accept tne amount determinsubstituted for the Commissioner
shall
WHY NOT HONEST BEN PANKEY
be
"'' interesting- places so:?." m
,f
ed
such
Commissioner
the
has battler! through the world, ami
by
joint cmlse,
R. 14
V.. All of Sec. 16: T. 13 N.,
shall designate a scaler to be paid by the of Public Lands for all purpose of this
iiii rcrdiLii.
when it will take nearly seven Mil l iiiir , di
,
- .
K. is vv..
se,:. zu: All ol sections
today,
l,c
agreement.
who
mark
timber
to
shall
the
,
Purchaser,
een
Lrisro-aan
The- many friends of Benjamin F.
tnn.tenea
t. h.n., R. 14 W.. All of be
,3i w
for and scale and measure the
figures to estimate his world's goods. val"
THE PURCHASER AGREES that the
iron, the name of an Ind an Section. 2. 4 10 U 14,K 22, R L24 36; 28j N!4; samepaid
the Scribner Decimal C Log Rule
Pankey who are numbered by hun- is the same "Ben" Pankey, that 1m
ENCOURAGE, ENCOURAGE
T
15
W. ref,,. Scale, by
34;
hh.
SM.
i,
wh.ch
s.tuated
four
there
or
wa,
drods in almost every county in the
by such other Log Rule as may payments to be made as hereinbefore act
Sjc
his Illinois home in the ei.ht.es for l'"'
in use in this district by the forth, will be made promptly and oa the
be
then
1 he rum
l""'tl'e'1
bfto."
to
stata are pressing the
might Co5rt
du. aad
The United Stat.a is in the great Kansas, there to make a fortune, and
United States Forest Service; and in the dates oa which they become
al lhe, buildings
declare himself
candidate for the war to a finish.
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STATS OF NEW MEXICO
FOB PUBLICATION

NOTICE

PUBLIC LAND

at

Office

Commissioner

the

-

SALE

COUNTY

ROOSEVELT

ol

Public

Ssnts Fc, New Mexico.
Notice i hereby giyeo thst pursuant
to the provisions of n Act of Congress
approved June 20th, 1910, the lewsandof the
regState oi New Mexico, end ruin
ulations of the State Land Office, the
Commissioner of Public Lsnds will offer
at public tale to the highest bidder
o'clock A. M., on Wednesday, June
at
1
nth. 1918 in the tou ts' of Portalea, inCounty
front
ol Roosevelt, Stste of New Mexico,
of the court bouse therein, the following
described trscts of land, vis:

-

S' Sec. 3; SH, SKW,
Sate No. 1144
, Lots
Sec. ft, All of Sec 8; All of Sec.
I, 2, J, 4. SKNWJd. SW4; Sec. 10; T. 1 S.
There
R. 37 E., containing 2473.12 seres.

are

BO

improvement t.

- N,

Sec. 18;
No. II4S
NW,
Sec.
Sec. 28; EJ4SEX, Sec. 31: EtfSWM.
33; T. 4 S., R. 30 E., NEK, Sec. 9: T. 5
1117.01
The
acres.
30
., containing
S.. K.
improvements consist of well sad fencing,

Sab

value

S230.0O.

-

SVSNEM,
1141
NHSEX, Sec.
Sec. 20; WtfSWtf, Sec.
WySNWH, Sec. 2s; All of Sec. 31; T.
7 S., R. 36 E
coutaining 1268.20 acres,
selected for the Ssnta Fc and Grant CounThere are no imBond
Fund.
Railrosd
ty

Sab Ne.

19;

SHNK. NtfSW,

21

provements.
No bid on the above described trscts
of Isnd will be accented for less than
($5.00)
FIVE DOLLARS
per sere which
is the appraised value thereof and in ad
dition thereto the successful bidder must
psy for the improvements that exist on
the bad.

Sab

No. 1147

-

All of Sec. 16; T. 4' N., R.

E., containing 640 acrea. The improvements consist of corral, well, tank and
fencing, value $1015.00. No bid accepted for
this land for less than $10.00.
10

NE.

No. 1141
SWyi, Sec. 16; T.
S., B. 37 E., contsining 320 acres. The.
of
consist
fencing, value $225.-00improvements
No bid accepted for this Isnd for less

Sab

3

thsa

$10.00.

ove described trscts
Each of the
be offered for sale separately.

will

The above sale of lands will be aub
ect to the following terms snd conditions

(ill

Except for Issds selected for the Ssnts
sad Grant County R. R. Bond Fund,
the successful bidder must pay to the
Commissioner ol Public Lends, or his sgenl
of the
holding such sale,
lai-d- ,
four
price offered by him for the
for
the
bslance
sdvsnce
in
per cent interest
of each purchase price, the fees for sd
ssrtisiag ana appraisement and all costs
saeidental to the sals herein, sad each and
all ol said amounts must be deposited ia
cask or certified exchange at the time ol
sale, and which ssid smouats aad sll of
them are subject to forfeiture to the State
of New Mexico il the successful bidder does
aot execute a contract witbia thirty days
after it has been mailed to bim by the
State Lead Office, aaid contract to provide
that the purchaser may at his option make
payments ol not leaa than
of ninety-liv- e
per cent of the purchaae
price at say time alter the sale and prior
to the expir tloe ol thirty years from date
ol the contract, and to provide for the
at the expayment of any unpaid balance
the date of
piration ol thirty yeara from on
deferred
the contract, with interest
payments at the rate of four per cent per
aaaum payable in advance oa the anniversary of the date of contract partial payments to be credited on the snniverssry
ol the date of the contract next following
the date ol tender.
The sale ol lands selected for the Santa
Pe and Grant County R. R. Bond Fund
will be subject to the above terms and
coadltioBS except thst the successful bidder
must pay in cssh or cestified exchange at
of the purchssr
the time of ssle
Isnd, four
price offered by him for the
he balance
per cent interest in sdvsnce for will
be re- and
ol such purchase price
a contract providing lor
execute
to
Silted
of the balance ol such purchase price in thirty equal annual instalpayments, with interest on 'all deferred
ments at the rste ol four per cent per
annum fn advance, payments and interest
duo on October 1st of each yesr.
The above ssle of Isnds will be subject
to valid existing rights, easements, right a
ol way and reservations.
The Commissioner of Public Leads or
his sgent holding such sale reserves the
right to reject any and all bids offered
st tald sals.
Fe

Possession under contrscts of sale , (or
the above described tracts will be given
oa or before October 1st, 1918.
Witness my hsnd and the 'official seal
of
si the State Land Office of olthe State1918.
April,
New Mexico, this Ninth day
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New Mexico.
First Publication April 12, 1918.
Last Publication June 14. I"18.

n

STATE
NOTICE

OP NEW MEXICO
PUBLICATION

FOR

PUBLIC LAND
DE

ol
Office
Lmaa

BACA

SALE

COUNTY

Commissioner

the

s,,,,,

Fe

Public

of

New

Mexico

Notice U hereby given that pursusnt
Congress,
to the provisions ol an Act of
1910, the lews of the
approved June 20th,
State ol New Mexico and the rules and
the
regulatioas of the Stste Land Office,
will offer
Commissioner of Public Lsnds bidder
at
the
to
ssle
highest
at public
Bine o'clock A. M on Tuesdsy, June 25th,
01a. ia the town ol Ft. Sumner, County
ol Do Bscs, State ol New Mexico, in front
ol the court house therein, the following
described tracts ol land, vis:

-

SWX.
Sab No. 1141
SttNKSEM. SWH Sec.

A
mmtstZ
NWId.vYKNWM!
9. I R?

R.

ol Sec

Sec. 23;
27; SV4

S!S

Sec.

Sec.
28;

SE,
NE

EV4EX. NWMSEp
of Sec.
SWJ4 Sec. 35;
E., SEW Sec. 21: All of

ol Sec 30; All ol See. 31; All of Set.
ia? NX, NKSX. SWXSVVX Sec 33: T. 1
10; NVSSEK
N., R. 36 E., Lots 17 3, 4.
Sec i: Lots 1; 2; 7 8; 9; 10:10: 11 .. Sec 3:
Sc.
;vv;
NHa Sec 9; NXSEJ
SWXNWX Sec 25;
Sec iiTneUnVV
T. 1 S, K.
NWXNEX, SXNErf. Sec.
, ; , 1, .,
All ot sec j 0 1
B E..
1 S., R. 26
M, 1?, 14, SEXSWX Sec. 6, T.
e7. contsining 8572.44 acres. The improve,
$2481.25.
value
rata consist of fencing,
tracts
described
above
the
No bid on
! land will be accepted for less then
is
which
acre,
DOLLARS
($5.00)
per
FIVE
and in
the appraised value thereof bidder
must
thereto the successful
any for the improvements that exist oa
,

Mm. 1141

-

WXNEM.

NXNWX.

cent per sunum, psysble In advsnee on 3; T. 4 S, R. 24 E., contsining 120.00 seres.
tbe snniverssry ol tns asts oi contract, The improvements consist of a house, vslue
$40.00.
partial payments to be credited on tbe
of the date of the contract next
SEXSWX. SXSEX. Sec.
Sab No. UM
following the . date ol tender.
25; T. 8 S;, R. 23 E., Lot 10. Sec 30: T.
The above ssle of Isnds will be subject 8 S., R. 24 ., contsining 156.90 seres, selectto vshd existing rights, essements. rights ed for the Santa Fe and Grant County
Railroad Bond Fund.
There are no Imof wsy, and rcservatioas.
provements.
The Commissioner ol Public Lsnds or
No bids oa the above deacribed tracts
his sgent holding such sale reserves the
Isnd will be sccepted for less than
right lo reject sny and all bids offered of
Possession under contracts FIVE DOLLARS ($5.00) per sere, which
at said ssle.
of sale for the above deacribed tracta will is the sppraised value thereof and in
thereto the successful bidder must
be given on or before October firat, 1918.
pay for the improvements that exiat ou
land.
the
official
seal
Witness my hsnd snd the
'if the State Land Office of the State of
All of Sec. 36; T. 7 S.,
Sale No. 1217
New Mexico, this Ninth dsy of April, 1918.
R. 30 E., containing 640.00 acres.
The imROBT. P. ERVIEN,
provements consist of well snd windmill,
No
bid
of land
on
value
this
$300.00.
trsct
Commissioner of Public Lsnds,
will be accepted for less thsn $10.00 per
State of New Mexico. acre.
Pint Publication April 12, 1918.
Latt Publicatios June 14, 1918.
All of Sec. 16; T. 6 S.,
Sab No. 1218
R. 31 E., contsining 640.00 seres.
The imconsist of fencing, value
provements
Isnd
bid
of
will
No
be scon
this
trsct
MEXICO
STATE OP NEW
cepted for less thsn $10.00 per sere.
NOTICE FOB PUBUCATION
Sals No. lilt
NXNX. SXSX, SEXNEX,
NEXSEX. Sec. 16; T. 11 S., R. 24 E.. conLAND SALE
PUBLIC
Tbe improvements
taining 400.00 acres.
consist of fencing, vslue $225.00. No bid
LEA COUNTY
on this trsct of land will be sccepted for
Public less than $20.00 per acre.
of the Commiasioner of
Office
Lands,
Each of the above drscribed tracts will
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
be offered tor ssle separately.
that
Notice is hereby given
pursuant
The sbove sale of land will be subject
o the provisions of an Act of Congress,
the following terms snd conditions,
approved June 20, 1910, laws of the, to
Except for land selected for the
State of New Mexico and the rules and vis.:
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond
Santa
of
State
Land
the
the
Office,
regulations
the
successful bidder must pay to
Fund,
Commissioner of Public Lands win otter the
Commissioner of Public Lands or his
it public vale, to the highest bidder, at
of
nine o'clock A. M. on Saturday, June 29th, agent holding auch sale,
price offered
by him for the land,
1918, in the town of Lovington, County the
of Lea, State of New Mexico, in front of four per cent cent interest in advance for
balance of auch purchaae prire, fees
the court house therein the following des- the
for advertising and appraisement and all
cribed trscts of Isnd, vis:
costs incidental to thr sale herein, each
SX Sec. 1; NEX. SWX and all of said smounts rouei be depositSale No. 1141
Sec. 11; EtfEX Sec. 12; NWX Sec. 13; Syi ed in cash or certified exchange at the
Sec. 14. T. IS S., R. 35 E., NX Sec 2, T. time of sale snd which said amounts and
sre subject to forfeiture to the
14
S., R. 34 E., containing 1601.24 acres. all of them
State of New Mexico, if the successful
The improvements consist of fencing, value bidder
does not execute s contract with-i5600.00.
thirty dsys sfter it has bern mailed
the Stste Lsnd Office, said
Sale No. IIS
StfSWH Sec. 34, T. 14 to htm by
to provide that the purchaser
S., R. 36 E., WX Sec. 2; Lots 3, 4, SXNEX. contract
hia
at
may
option make payments of not
SEX Sec. 3; NX Sec. 10; All of Sec. 11, T. less
of ninety five per
15 S., R. 36 E
SEX. SXSWX Sec. 25; SX cent than
of
the
price at any time
SEX, SWX Sec. 26; SX Sec. 27; WX, SEX after the Bale purchase
and
prior to the expiration
Sec. 28; EX. SXSWX Sec. 29; All of Sec. of
t
thirty years from the date of the
32; EXNEX, NEXSEX, SXSX Sec. 33; All
and
to
provide for the payment of
of Sec. 34; All of Sec. 35; All of Sec. 36.
at the expiration of
T. 16 S.. R. 36 E., NEW, SEXNWX. SX any unpaid balance
from the date of the con
Sec. 31, T. 16 S.J R. 37
., All of Sec 1; thirty years
on deferred payments
All of Sec. 2; EX, Lota 1, 2, SEXNWX, tractthe with interest
of four per cent per annum
at
rate
NXSWX, SEXSWX Sec. 3; Lots 3, 4, payable in advance on the anniversary of
SEXNWX, EX, SWX Sec. 4; All ol Sec the date of the contract, partial payments
5, T. 17 S., R. 36 E., containing 9810.31
to be credited on the snniversary of the
acres. The improvements consist of 3 wells, date
of tbe contract next following the
windmills, tank snd fencing, value 12300.00. date of tender.
,
Sale No. 1151
EX Sec. 17; All ol Sec.
of land selected for the Santa
sale
The
18; All of Sec. 19; SWX Sec. 20; SWX Sec. Fe and Grant
County Railroad Bond Fund
Sec. 29; NX Sec. 30, T. 16 S., will be
21; NWX
aubject to the above terms and
R. 35 E., containing 2388.38 acres. The imconditions except thst the successful bidprovements consist of fencing, vslue $450.00. der must pay in cssh or certified
of
st the time of sale
NWX Sec. 22 WXEX the purchase
Sale No. lief
price offered by bim for
Set. 27; EX Sec. 34; SX Sec. 35, T. 16 S., the land four per cent interest in
R. 33 E. contsining 960.00 seres.
There
for the balance of auch purchase
are no improvements.
price aud will he required to execute a
contract providing for the payment of the
. SKSWX
io
Sec. 13; NEX balance
Sale No. 11S1
of
such
price
purchase
SEX Sec. 14; SEX Sec. 15; EX, NXNWX. thirty equal annual inatalments with ia
terest on all deferred paymenta at thr
StfSWXi Section zz; NtfNfcH,
rate of four per cent per annum in sd
vance. paymenta and interest due oa Octo
ber 1st, ot esch yesr.

SWX

SEXSWX. SWXSEX ec
NWlt WKSWX.
360 aCrCB.
SI
B 4S F

raitiamiM
The improvemeats coaaist of fencing, value
M

No bid on the above described tract of
land will be accepted for less, Isthan Ten
the apDollars ($10.00) per acre, which
therepraised value thereof, and in addition for
to the successful bidder mustthepsyland. the
oa
improvemeats that exist
Bach ol the above deacribed tracta will
to offered for sale separately.
The above sale of land will be subject
terms and conditions,
so the following
ntl
The successful bidder must pay to the
Commissioner ol Public Leads or his agent
oi the
holding each ssle,
for the lend, lour
price offered by him advance
balthe
for
in
interest
cent
per
ance ol such purchase price, fees for adall costs
vertising and appraisement and
Saeidental to the sale herein, each and all
oi aaid amounts must be deposited in cash
or certified exchange at the time pi sale
aan which said amounts and all of them
tn inrlciture to the State of
Mew Mexico, if the successful bidder does
not execute a contract wit ma isini
after it has been mailed to him by thee
State Land Office, aaid contract to pro-ridthat the part baser may at his optiont
make payments of not less than one-amitv Hwm ner cent ol the smr- chasa price at any time alter the sale
asm prior to the expiration ol thirty years
(rant data ol the contract, aad to provide
far the payment ol eay unpaid bslance at
the expiration oi thirty years from the
slat of the contract with interest on
narnwnts st tbe rata of four per

w"

-

-

-

swih.

Sec. 26; NX Sec. 27, T. 16 S., R. 36 E-- ,
The above sale of land wilt be subjec
Lot 4, Sec. 18; Lots 1, 2, SEXNWX, SWX
NEX. SX Sec. 19; NEX Sec. 20; NX, SEX, tt valid existing rights, essements, right,
of way snd reservations.
NXSWX Sec. 30, T. 16 S., R. 37 E., con-

taining 3843.22 acrea. The improvements
consist of fencing, value $875.00.

Public Lsnds oi
The Commissioner
his agent holding auch sale reserves the
and
all bids offerer
SX Sec. 10; All of Sec right to reject any
Sale No. 11S4
14; All of Sec. 16; WX Sec. 27; SX, NEX at said sale.
of
Sec.
All
Sec.
SX
30;
Sec. 28; SX
29;
Possession uader contrscts of sale for th
Sec. 31: All of Sec. 32; WX Sec. 33, T.
described tracts will be given or
16 S., R. 35 E., NXSEX, SEXSEX Sec.
19; above
Sec. 29; SXNX, SX. NEXNEX or before October 1st, 1918.
NXNWX
Sec. 30; All of Sec. 31, T. 16 S., R. 36 E.,
Witness my hand and the official sea
All of Sec. 2; All of Sec. 3: All of Sec.
the State Land Office of the State oi
4; All of Sec. 5; All of Sec. 6; All of Sec of
New
Mexico, this 18th dsy of April, 1918.
Sec.
of
All
of
Sec. 8;
7: All
9; WX. WX
NEX, SEX Sec. 10; EX, SWX, EXNWX
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
Sec. 11; NX Sec. 15; All of Sec. 16; NX
Commissioner of Public Lands of th.
Sec. 18, T. 17 S R. 35 E containing 13466.59
Stste of New Mexico
seres. The improvements consist of 3 wells
snd windmills and fencing, value $5000.00. First Publicstlon April 19, 191B.
Publication June 21, 1918.
Last
NX, SWX Sec. 29, T.
Sale No. 115$
16 S
R. 37 E all of Sec 2; All of Sec.
17 S., R. 37 E., con10.
Sec.
T.
9; NWX
NEW MEXICO
OF
STATE
taining 1924.76 acres. The improvements
consist ol fencing, value $900.00.
FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
All of Sec. 1; NX. SEX.
Sale No. 1154
PUBLIC LAND SALE
3;
EiSWX, Sec. 2; NWX,4: WXSWX, Sec.
SEXSWX Sec. 7;
EX Sec. 4; Lots 2, 3,
QUAY COUNTY
NXSEX.
SEX
NXSWX.
SXNEX, NWX.
SEX Sec. 10; SWXNWX. WXSWX Sec. 11; Office
Commissioner of Public
of
the
MXNWX. Sec. 12; WX
NEX. NXNWX,
-. -aanta. re, ate
SWX, Sec. 20, T. 19 S., R. 35 E., All of
Sec. 16; All of Sec. 17; 20; 21; NX. SEX.
SWXSVVX
EXSWX Sec. 27; NX. NEXSEJ,,
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to
Sec. 28; NX. SWX, WXSEX. SEXSEX the
of sn Act of Congreas spSec. 29; All of Sec. 30; Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, provedprovisions
June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
NEXNWX, NXNEX, SEXSWX, SWXSEX State of New Mexico, snd rules snd reguSec 31; NX, NXSX. SEXSEX Sec. 32; NX lations of the State Land Office, the ComNWX, SWXNWX. SWX, SXSEX, Sec. 33; missioner ol Public Landa will offer at
Sec. 34; T.
NEX, EXNWX. SWXSWX
sale to the highest bidder st
public
18 S., R. 35 E., All of Sec. 36, T. 18 S., R.
A. M., on Tuesday, July 16th,
10
9740.92 acres.
The im- 1918,o'clock,
34 E., contsining
in the town of Tucumcari, County
provements consist of fencing, vslue $900.00. of Quay, State of New Mexico, in front
of the court house therein, the following
NX. SEX Sec. 21, T. described trscts of Isnd, vix:
Sale No. 1157
480 acres.
16 S., R. 35 E., containing
The
value
NX. WXSWX. Sec. 13;
improvements consist of fencing,
Sale No. 1W7
Sec. 14; SEXNEX. Sec. 23; NX
NKXNEX.
Sec. 24; T. 17 N., R. 36 E.. Lots
No bid oa the above described tracts of NWX,
3, Sec 7; Lots 1. 2, 3, NWX. Sec. 18;
land will be accepted lor less than Five 2,
T. 17 N., R. 37 E., contsining 906.82 acres.
IJnuars
per sere, wnicn is me
There sre no improvements.
value thereof, snd ia addition there
... N. ims
to the aucceasful bidder must psy for the
SEUSEM.
Sec. 3; T.
There
improvements thst exist oa tbe lead.
6 N., R. 27 E., containing 40 acres.
sre no improvemeats
Each of the above described tracta oi
land will be offered fot ssle separate
NXSEX, Sec. 4; WX
Sals No. 128
iy.
SWX. Sec. 10; T. 14 N., R. 15 E., consre no improve160
There
acres.
taining
The above sale of landa will be subject ments.
terms aad coaditioas.
to the following
ris:
EX, SWX. Sec. 15: All
Sals No. 121$
Sec. 16; EXNEX, SEX, Sec. 10: t. 16
The successful bidder must nay to the of
34
R.
E., containing 1360 acres. The
Commissioner of Public Isnds, or his agcai N.,
improvements consist of fencing, value
ol the $157.50.
holding such sale,
price ottered by him for the land, tout
per cent interest in savsnce lor tne osi
No. 1211
NEX. Sec. 2; T. II N.,
ance of such purchase price, the fees R. Sals
160.46 acrea, select36 E., containing
and
for
and aonraisemeat
advertising
Fe and Grant County
Santa
ed
for
the
all coats incidental to the ssle herein, and Rsilrosd Bond Fund.
The improvements
esch snd sll of ssid smounts must or consist of fencing, vslus $20.00.
deposited in cash or certified exchaage
.it the tunc of ssle, snd which ssid amouats
EXEX. See. 28, T. I?
Sals No. 1212
and all of rkera are subject to forfeiture
There
R. 32 E , contsining 160 seres.
to tbe State of New Mexico if tba sue N.
cessful bidder does not execute a con arc no improvements.
tract within thirty daya after it has bees
No bid on the above described trscts of
nailed to htm by tfle stste una miice land
will be sccepted for less than FIVE
said contract to provide thst the purchssei DOLLARS
($5.00)
per acre, which is the
mav at hia ootinn make paymente of not
value thereof and in addttion
appraised
of niaety-fiv- e
lesa than
pei the.cto the euccessful bidder must psy
cent of the purchase price st any time after for the
improvements that exist on the
the sale snd prior to tne expiration oi land.
thirty years from dste of the contract, and
to provide for tbe payment of any un
All of Section 36, T.
Sab Ne.' MIS
paid balance at the expiration of thirty
The
64u acres.
5 N., R. 29 E., containing
y.ara from the dste of the contract, with
consist of house, well, snd
interest on deferred payments at the rate improvements
sbove
No
the
on
bid
$640.00.
vslue
fencing,
in
of four per cent per annum payable
described tract of bnd will be accepted
advance on tbe anniverssry of the datt for
less thsn $10.00 per acre.
of contract, partial payments to be credit
oi tbe date of
ed oa the anniversary
All of Sec. 36; T. 6 N ,
Sab No. 1214
contract next following tbe date of tend
consist of house, sheds, wind
er.
erovements contsining
640 acres.
The
well, windmill, fencing, and plowThe above sale ot lands will be subject
above
on
No
the
bid
$1341.00.
value
to valid existing rights, easements, rights ing,
described tract of land will be sccepted
oi wsy and reservations.
for less thsa $10.00 per acre
The Commissioner ol Public Lands ot
Esch oi the sbove described tracts will
hi.s agent holding such ssle reserves the
for ssle sepsrately.
right to reject any and sll bids offerer! be offered
at said sale.
The above ssle of Isnd will be subject
terms and conditions,
Possession under contrscts of ssle tot to the following
the above described tracts will be gives vis:
on or before October 1st, 1918.
Except for the Isnd selected for the Santa
Grant County Railroad Bond Fund,
Witness my hsnd snd the official seal Fe and
successful bidder must psy to the
the
of
Office
the
of the Stste Lend
State o' rnmi..inn-r nt Puhtic Lands or hisofaerent
New Mexico, this Ninth dsy of April, 1918.
tbe
holding such ssle,
offered
by him for the land, four
price
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
aavsnce ior tne osi-in- c
cent
in
interest
per
of
Public Lands,
Commissioner
of such unrchsse nrice. fees for ad
State oi New Mexico vertising and appraisement and all costs
First Publication April 12, 1911.
incidental to tne sale oerein. eacn ana
Last Publication June 14, 1911
all of said amounts must be deposited in
cash or certified exchange at the time
H
nf salt- - and which said amounts snd all
ol them are subject to forfeiture to the
STATE OP NEW MEXICO
Stste oi New Mexico, il the successful
bidder does aot execute a contract within
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
thirty days after it has been - mailed to
btm oy tne stste
isiiicc- "am
PUBLIC LAND SALE
tract to nrovide that tbe Burchaser msy
oi aot less
make
his
payments
st
COUNTY
optica
CHAVES
of ninety-fir- e
per cent
thsa
e
once at any time after
of the
Commissioner ol Public aI tile
Office
the
to
and
sale
the
expiration of
prior
Lands,
oi tne con
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
thirty years from tne forante
s
the payment o
tract and to nrovide
of
Notice is hereby given thst pursuant any unpaid balance at the expiration
In the nroviaiona of an Act of Con areas thirty years rrom toe osie oi rue
deferred
oa
interest
payments
spproved June 20th, 1910, the laws of the at thewith
rate of four aer cent er .annum
state ot new Mexico, ana ruics ana regulations of the State Land Office, the payable in advance on the anniverssry of
Commissioner of Public Lsnds will offer tne aate ot tne contract, partial pijnnti
at - public sale to the highest bidder at to be credited oa the aaniverssry of tbe
o'clock A. M., oa Monday, July 1st. 1918, dste of the contract next louowtng tne
in the town oi RoswelL County ol Chaves, date oi tender.
Stste ol New Mexico, ia front oi the court
bouse therein, the feUowiuf desaribed tracts The sate oi had selected ior the Santa
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
oi bad, via:
win be aubject to the above terms and
coaditiwas
Sec
KM
No.
except that the sasnssilal had- SEXNW.
SXNEX,
Sab
of

-

w:.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

SWXNEX. SEXNWX. NEXSWX, Sec. 13;
EX. EXNWX. SWXNWX. NXSWX, SEX
SWX, Sec. 34; EX, SWX. Sec. 24; SEX
SEX, Sec. 23; NX. SWX, Sec. 25; EXEX.
EXNWX, SWXNWX. SWX, Sec. 26; All
of Sec. 36; T. 19 N.. R. 31 t., WX, WXEX.
SEXSEX, Sec. 6; SXSWX. Sec. 5; All of
Sec. 7; WX, Sec. 8; WX. Sec. 17; All of
Sections 18. 19; NWX. NXSWX. SWXSWX,
Sec. 20: NWXNWX. Sec. 29; NXNF-X- .
SEX
NEX. NWX. Lots 3, 4, Sec. 30; WXSWX.
SEXSWX, SEX. Sec. 32; All of Sections
R. 32 E., Lots 1, 2, NWX.
33, 3b; T. 19 N
WXSWX. NEXSEX. Sec. 2; Lots 1, 2, 3,
SEXNWX. Sec. 3; NX, NXSX. Sec. 5;
EXNEX. Sec. 8: SXNEX. SEXNWX, EX
SWX. SWXSWX. SEX, Sec. 10; NEX, SX
The Commissioner of Public Lands or NWX. SX, Sec. 11; All of Sections 12, 13;
his agent holding such sale reserves the SX, Sec. 14; NX. NEXSWX, NXSEX. SEX
right to reject any snd all bids offered SEX. Sec. 15; EXSWX, Sec. 17; SXNX,
EX. EXWX. Sec. 22; All of
st said sale.
SX. Sec. 20;
Sections 23. 24; NXNEX, NWX. NXSWX.
Possession under contracts of sale for Sec. 25; All of Sic. 26; NX, SXSX, Sec
.
the above described tracts will be given z; ah ot sec. yw; Mar-M- ,
SfcHKtd.
on or ueiore vjcioocr 1st, ivio.
Witness my hand and the official seal
of the State Land .Office of the State of
New Mexico, this twenty-seventday of 3; SXSX, Sec. 6; All of Sections 7, 12;
April, 1918.
EX, Sec. 13; All of Sec. 29; EXNEX, EX
SWX, SEX, Sec. 30; SXNWX. SWX, EX
ROBT. P. ERVIEN
NEX, Sec. 31; All of Sec. 32; SXNWX.
Commissioner of Public Lands, SWX. Sec. 2; All of Sec. 34; T. 18 N., R.
Sic. 7; NX. SWX. Sec. 18;
State of New Mexico. 32 18E WX,
T.
N., R. 33 E., containing 29,868.37 acrea.
First Publication May 3, 1918.
The
consist of well tanks,
improvement
1V18.
Last Publication July 5,
barn and fencing, value $6274.50.

der must psy in cssh or certilied exchsn,re
of the pui
st the time of ssle,
:hsse price offered by him for the Isn.l,
tour per cent interest ia sdvaace for the
lalance of such purchsse price and will be
equired to execute a contract providing
'or the payment of the balance of such
purchaae price in thirty equal annual
with .interest on sll deferred
st the rste of four per cent per
advance payments and interest
in
tnnuin
lue on October 1st. of esch year.
The above ssle of land will he subject
to valid existing rights, easements, rights
of way an drescrvations.

STATE
NOTICE

OP NEW MEXICO
FOR PUBLICATION

PUBLIC LAND

SALE

MORA COUNTY
Office

Commissioner

the

of

Lands,

of

All of Sec. 16;. NEX.
Sale No. 11SJ
NXNWX, SEXNWX. NEXSEX, Sec. 21; All
Sections 22 , 27; NEXNEX. SXNEX,
SEXNWX. SEX, Sec. 28: T. 17 N., R. 31
E., All of Sections 22, 23, 26, 27; T. 17
N
R. 33 E., SXNEX, SEX.
Sec. 24; NX
NEX, Sec. 25; T. 16 N., R. 30 E., NX,
SW!i, Sec. 5; NX. SEX. Sec. 6; NX. Sec.
7; All of Sections 8. 17; EX, SXSWX, Sec.
18; WX. Sec. 19; NWX. lots, 3, 4, Sec.
30;. T. 16 N R. 31 E., SXSWX, SWXSEX.
of

Public

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Notice is hereby given that pursuant to
the provisions of an Act of Congress approved June 20th, 1910, the laws of thea
Slate of New Mexico, and rult s and
of the State Land Office, the Commissioner of Public Lands will offer at
at
sale
to the highest bidder
public
2 ofclock
P. M., on Thursday, July 18th,
the town of Mora, County of
1918, in
in front
of
Mora, State of New Mexico,
the court house therein, the following described tracts of land, viz:

-

-

"

- NEXNWX, seres.
E., containing
improvements.
SWXSWX,
- NXSWX.
E., containing
Sec.

7;

T.

40.00

-

-

-

All of Sections 14, 15, 16,
Sale No. 1171
NX, NXSWX. Sec. 20; WXNWX. SEX
containSee.
21; T. 26 N., R. 29 E
NWX.
ing 3080.00 acres. There are no improve.
ments.
Lots 3. 4, SXNEX. SWX
Sals No. 117S
NWX. SX. Sec. 2. SEX, Sec. 3; NWX
NEX. Sec. 11; T. 27 N., R. 32 E., conThere are no Imtaining 719.36 seres.
provements.
SXSEW. Sec. 4: NEX
S.I. No. lira
NEX. SWXNEX. NEXSEX. Sec 9; T. 27
N . R. 32 E
containing 200.00 seres. There
are no improvements.
Sals No. 1181
SXNX. NWXNEX. NEX
m. T 3 K. R. 30 E.
,.
VVIU
svi
The improvements
containing 560.00 acres.
consist 01 fencing, value siau.uu.
Sale No. 1112
SWXNEX, SXNWX, NX
SWX.
NWXSEX. SEXSEX. Sec 1; SX
NEX.
NWX. NXSWX. SEXSWX, SEX,
S.c. 2; All of Sec. 3; NX, EXSEX, Sr 10;
WXSEX. Sec. 11;
NX, SWX. NXSEX,
Sec. 13;
T. 28 N., R. 33 E., 'SEXSWX.
SWX, WS;SEX. SEXSEX. Sec. 14; SEX.
Sec. 15; EX. NEXNWX. Sec. 24; NEXNEX,
SXSEX. Sec. 25: SEXNEX. SEX. Sec.
NEXNEX, SXNEX. SEXNWX. SWX. NX
SEX, SWXSEX, Sec. 33; NW'X. NxSWX.
v,, vr,
Ki.:vu;ii
ia.
SWX. FWXSEX. NEXSEX Sec. 35; NX,
NXSWX. NEXSEX, Sec. 32, EX. NWX.
NWXSWX, Sec. 36; T. 29 N.. R. 33 E.,
SWX. Sec. 18: NX, SWX, WXSEX. Sec.
19:
NXNX, SXSX. Sec.v 30: Lots 1, 4,
NEXNWX, SEXSWX, SEXSEX. Sec. 31;
Sec. 32; T. 29 N., R. 34
EX, SXNWX, SWX.
..
7 . . n .e
tr
Tti
imnrnve.
menta consist of corrals, snd fencing, value
17;

UNION

COUNTY

Commissioner

of

Puhlic

Santa Fe. New Mexico.
Notice is

hereby

given

thst pursuant

to the provisions of sn Act of Con-greapproved June 20th. 1910, the laws of the
iyale of New Mexico, and rules and regulations of tbe State Land Office, the
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
at public aale to the highest bidder at
9 o'clock A. M., on Wednesdsy, July 10th,
of Clayton, County of
1918, in the town
Union, State of New Mexico, in front of
the court house therein, the following described trscts of lsnd, vis:

-

NWX. NXSX, Sec. 15;
Sale No. I1SS
NEXSWX. NXSEX. SEXSEX. Sec.
,
13;TiEXNEX. NXSEX, Sec. 24; T. 21
R. 29 E-- , SXNX. SEX, EXSWX. Lot 3,
Sec. 7; SXNWX. EXSWX. SWXSWX. Sec.
8; EXWX, NWXNWX. Sec. 17; Lots 2,
3. 4, EXWX. NEX. NXSEX. SEXSEX. Sec
18; Lot 3. NEXSWX. NEXNWX. NXNEX,
, R.
Sec. 19; NEXNWX. Sec. 20; T. 21
30 E
contsining 2396.92 acres. The improvements consist of fencing, value $100.00.
SWX. SXSEX. Sec. 32;
Sale No. USs
T. 21 N., R. 30 E., SXNEX, SEXNWX,
Sec.
SXSEX.
Sec.
1; WXNEX,
EXSWX.
II; NEXNWX. NXNEX. SEXNEX. SX.20 Sec.
T.
24;
N.,
NX.
Sec.
of
13;
All
Sec
12;
R. 29 E., WXNEX, NWX, SX. Sec. 5;
Lots 5. 6, 7, SXNEX. SEX. Sec. 6; SXNX.
SX. Sec. 7; All of Sec. 8; WXNWX. SEX
NWX, EXSWX, Sec 9; All of Sec. 16;
WXEX, WX, Sec 17; NX. SWX. WXSEX.
19; WXNWX,
SEXSEX, Sec 18; NX. Sec
R. 30 E
Sec. 20; T. 20 N
containing
6292.94 acres.
The improvements consist
of fencing vslue $650.00.
EXNEX, Sec. 23; NXNEX.
Sab No. Ilea
Sec. 24: SEXNEX. Sec. 25: T. 20 N., R.
30 E., SEXNWX. NEXSWX. Sec 30, SEX
NWX. SEXSWX. Sec 31; T. 20 N., R.
31
; T. 19
., SEXSWX, SXSEX. Sec.
N., R. 31 E., containing 480 acres. There
are no improvements.
All ot Sec. 2; SEXNEX.
Sale No. 11(1
NXSWX. Sec. 10;
; NX,
NXSEX. Sec.
NXNEX, NWX, NXSWX, SEfcSEX. Sec
Hi NEXSEX, SXSX. Sec 12; All of Sec.
13; NEX. EXNWX. SXSX, Sec. 14; SXSX,
Sec. 15: All of Sec 16; EXNEX. NWX
NWX, EXSWX, SEX. Set 17; NXNX, Sec.
NX. SEX. Sec 21; All of Sections
20;
22, 23. 26; SWX. Sec 28; EXSEX. Sec. 29;
NEXNEX. Sec 32; NX. SEX. NXSWX.
SEXSWX. Sec 33; All oi Sections 34. 35;
T. 20 N.. R. 31 E-- , All of Sec. 20; NX,
Sec 29; SEXSWX. SWXSEX, Sec. 30; T.
9570.08 acres.
20 N., R. 32 E., contsining
The improvemeats consist of fencing, value
NEW,

-

-

-

$1500.00.

-

WXEtf. EXWX, Sec.
Sab Ne, 1IR
WXEX, WX, Sec 3; NEX. WXSWX.
SWXNWX. NXSEX, Lots J, 4, SWXSEX.
Sec 2; EX. SWXV Sec 1: NEX. Sec. 9;
SEXNWX. Sec 10; NWXNEX. SEWNEX.
WXNWX. NEXSEX. Sec 11; EX. EXWX.
Sec 12; An ol Sec 13: EXNEX. SWXNEX.
Sec 14; NEXNEX, Sec 15; All of Sec
16; NXNEX. SEXNEX. WXSWX, Sec 17;
WXWX, SEXSWX. Sec 20; WX. Sec 29;
NX. SWX, NXSEX, SWXSEX. Sec 32;
4;

NWX.

Sec.

taining 640.00
provements.

SX.

acres.

There

are no

im-

SXSEX. Sec 11: NX,
N., R. 32 E., containing
There sre no improvements.

Sale No. 114
See. 14; T, 27
400.UO

acres.

-

- EXNEX.
SWXNWX. NWXSWX,

EXSWX. SEX.
No. 1117
Sale
SXSWX.
Sec. 21;
NXSEX, Sec. 22; WXNWX, Sec. 27; NEX.
EXNWX. Sec. 28; T. 20 N., R. 28 E., containing 880.00 seres. There sre no improve-

ments.

-

Sale No. UM
NWXSEX, SWX, Sec.
NXNEX. Sec. 32; NXNWX. Sec. 33;
T. 20 N., R. 28 E contsining 360.00 acres.
There are no improvements.
28;

UN
EXSEX. Sec. 27; EX
34; T. 32 N., R. 26 E., conacres.
The
improvements containing
sist ot fencing, value. $260.00,
Sale
NEX,

No.
Sec.
loo

No bid on the sbove described tracts of
land will be accepted for less thsn THREE
is the
DOLLARS
(S5.0O) per seer, which
appraised value thereof and in addition
thereto the successful bidder must pay for
'lie improvements that exist on the lsnd.

-

-

l

itk

Sal. No.

R.

25

12M

E.,

-

36

-

NWXSWX, Sec.
N., R. 34 E., contsining 40.00 seres.
are no improvements. No bid on this
of land will be accepted for lets than
Sale No. 122

16;

2; T.

CLASSIFIEP
LAND FOR SALE.

-

The above ssle of lsnd will be subjec wishing marriage; honorable
Ttember
to valid existing rights, essements. rights
descriptions freei
of wsy snd reservations.
Oakland Calif
Wrs. Capfel. Box-75- 7
The Commissioner of Public Lsnds 01 -- No. 112.
thr
his agent holding auch ssle reserves
right to reject any and all bids offered Marry If You Ar Lonely for speedy
at said ssle.
in

n

-

results try my club; best, largest

12 year,
Possession under contracts of sale for tv the country, established
sbove described trscts will be given ot thousands wealthy wishing early maror before October 1st, 1918.
riage all ilealings confidential, desWitness my hand and the official seal criptions free. The Old Reliable
of the. State Land Office of the State of Club. Mrs. Wrubel. 7J2 Madison, Oak-lanNew Mexico, this fifteenth day of April.
Calif. No. 186.
1918.

HOSMATERNITY
NEW FAIRMOUNT
PITAL for confinement; prices ressonsblef
Write
msy work for board; babies sdopted.
for booklet, Mrs. T. B. Long, 4911 C 27th.
Kansas City. Mo. No. 201.

WILL YOU WRITE TO LONELY YOUNG
WIDOW worth $35,000?. Object, matrimony.
Mary, Box 384. Los Angeles. Calif. No. 180.

Timber Lands for Sale

520.00

-

'

There
tract DANDY STOCK RANCH owned, leased and
$10.00 free range, fenced and spring waters; good
acre.
per
house, barns, corrals, etc., fully equipped,
and range for 1500 cattle Now on ranch
WX. Sec. 32: T. 26 N.. 300 cows; 88, two year old heifers, 46
Sale No. 121
R. 29 E., contsining 320.00 seres.
There yearling heifers, 10 bulls, 100 stock horses,
No bid on tnist 12 mules for complete outfit. Range Imare no improvements.
ot
tor
trsct
less provements snd Live Stock. $46,000.00 No.
lsnd will be accepted
192.
than $10.00 per sere.
THOS. G. AITKEN, Deming, N. M.
All of Sec. 36; T. 28 N.,
Sale No. 124
r
R. 32 E., containing 640.00 acres.
There FOR SALE OR. TRADE Seven passenger
No bid on this Studebaker Car.
are no improvements.
Six Cylinders, Powerful
tract of land will be accepted lor less tnan Engine. Call or address 263 Ssn Francisco
$10.00 per acre
St. Santa Fe, N. M. No. 204.
All of Sec. 36; T. 28
Sals No. 128$
N., R. 34 E,. containing 640.00 acres. The TWO THOUSAND acres in a solid body
value between Mcintosh and Moriarty, Torrance
imnrovements consist of fencing,
No bid on this trsct of lsnd will county, all under fence, title clear, every
$293.25.
be accepted for leas than $10.00 per acre. acre can be cultivated, good pure water
.n every quarter section st iu to w lecc,
All of Sec. 16; T. 15 N excepting two quarters on which the wells
Sale No. 128
90 feet, one good two story six room
4re
R.
640.00
32 E.,
The
acres.
containing
one five room house and other
improvements consist of fencing, vslue nouse,
San-- a
No bid on this trsct of land will smaller houses. No. 52. State Record,
$306.00.
N.
M. This Is All Good Bean Land.
Fe,
be accepted for less thsn $10.00 per sere.
t
of Engle, N. M.,
Each of the above described tracts will CATTLE RANCH West two
with mountain sprites;
houses, Rsngs
be offered for aale separately.
for 1000 head. There are 250 cows, 110 calves
year olds. Price comThe above ssle of Isnd will be subject and 8 steers two
195.
No.
$26,000.00.
to the following
terms snd conditions, plete: THUS.
G. AITKEN, Deming, N. M.
viz:
Exceot for the lsnd selected for the
leased
Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Bone WANTED About three sections of Desire
of
with
grass snd wster.
plenty
tne successful Didder must psy tc and
of Public Lsnds or bis 4 location where cattle can graze all tbe
the Commiasioner
Please give full description
ot rear round.
agent holding such ssle,
f
water supply, buildings snd other imthe price offered by him for the Isnd.
four per cent cent interest in sdvsnce for provements in first letter. No. 138, car
the balance of such purchase price, fees State Record, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
for advertising and appraisement snd sll
costs incidental to the aale herein, each iV ANTED 5 to 100 sections ol good gras-n- g
land. Must have running water aad
and all of ssid smounts must be deposit
rd in cash or certified exchange st th' plenty of it. Western New Mexico
Will not pay fancy price, but
time of ssle snd which said amounts snd
.ble to handle 30,000 to 75,000 acres. No.ll
;ill of them sre subject to forfeiture to the
sre Stste Record, Sants Fe, N. M.
State of New Mexico, if the euccessful
bidder does not execute a contract with
in thirty days after it has been msiled
PERSONAL
to him by the Stste Lsnd Office, ssid
contract to provide that the purchase! MARRY AT ONCE- -lf
lonely; write me;
msy at his option mske psyments of not ,nd 1 will send you hundreds of descrip-:10nof ninety five pel
less thsn
worth $1,060 to
people,
congemsl
cent of the purchase price st sny tirar 1350,000; seeking marriage; (Confidential;,
of thirty years from the date of the con
San Francisco, Cat
Ralph
Uyde,
ot
and
the
for
tract
to provide
payment
ot So. 127.
any unpaid balance at the expiration
thirty years from the date of the con WILL YOU WRITE to lonely young widow
after the ssle snd prior to the expiration
tract with interest on deferred payments worth $35,000? Would marry. Address Mary,
at the rste of four per cent per annum Box 584, Los Angeles, Calif. No. 190.
payable in sdvance on the snniverssry 01
the date of the contrsct, psrtial payments WILL YOU WRITE to lonely young widow
to be credited on the anniversary of thr worth $35,000i Would marry. Address Msry,
date of the contract next following thr Box 584. Los Angeles. Calif.No. 188.
date of tender.
YOUNG MAIDEN, 21, worth
The aale of land selected for the Santa ATTRACTIVE
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund over $50,000. K. Anxious to marry honorsble
Warn. 2216X Temple St. Lo
will be aubject to the sbove terms snr gentleman.
conditions except thst the successful bid Angeles. Calif. No. 187.
der must pay in cash or certified ex
n'
MARRY IF LONELY: for results, try ms;
change at the time of sale
the purchasd price offered by him for .est and moat successful "Home Maker";
the land four per cent interest in sd
lundreda rich wish marriage soon; strict-vance for the balance of such purchssr
confidential; most reliable; yeara exs perience; descriptions free.
"The Success-u- l
price snd will be required to execute
contract providing for the psyment of the
Club," Mrs. Purdie, Box 556, Oakland.
is
such
balance of
aliforma.
price
purchase
thirty equsl snnusl instalments with in e
terest on sll deferred psyments st
ARE YOU SINGLE? Would you mar.
of four per cent per annum io ad
Let me find your ideal
vance. payments and interest due on Octo ry if suited?
ber 1st, of esch yesr.'
.bsolute satisfaction; Many wealthy
24

-

1184
NEXNEX. WX, SEX,
T. 30 N., R. 28 E, containing
acres. The improvements consist of
fencing, value $300.00.
Sale No. Ilts
NEX, EXNWX, SEX,
EXSWX. SWXSWX. Sec 1. T. 30 N., R.
29 E., All of Sec. 36. T. 31 N.. R. 29 E
The improvements
containing 1160.28 acres.
consist of fencing, vslue $60.00.
Sale No. 1188
EX. Sec 28; T. 31 N.,
R. 34 E., containing 320 acrea.
There are
no improvements.
Ssle No. lis?
NEXSWX. NWXSEX,
Sec. 24; T. 32 N., R. 34 E., containing
80.00 acres.
There are no improvements.
Sale No. lis
Lot 3, Sec 19; T. 32
r , k. js e.., containing 12.76 acres, selected for the Santa
and Grant County
Railroad Bond Fund.
The improvements
consist 01 reservoir, value 91UU.UU.
Lots 5, 11. Sec 24; SWX
Sab No. 1188
SWX. Sec. 26: SXSFU
Sec 27: NEWNWM.
Sec 35; T. 32 N., R. 36 E,. containing 200.00
acrea, selected tor the Ssnts re sno ursnt
There are
County Railroad Bond Fund.
no improvemesta.

Sale No.

of

Sale

R.

ROBERT P. ERVIEN.
Commissioner ot Public Lsnds of thr
State of New Mexico.
All nf See. 16: NEX. EX C?: . t..Ki:..:nM Inril c 101s
S.l. N. tut
Sec.
NWXNWX,
NW'X.
21;
SWXNWX,
Last Publication June 28, 1918.
Sec. 22; T. 29 N., R. 29 E., containing 960-0- 0
acres, of which 320 acres were selected
RETIRED BUSINESS MAN, worth $30,000
for the Santa Fe snd Grsnt County Rail33. League, Toledo,
would marry.
road Bond Fund.
There sre no improve- Ohio. No. 203.
ments.
Sec.

lcet, thence North parallel with tbe
North and South half Section line
said Sectiou 13 1492 feet to tbe said
Section line between said Section 12 and
13, thence West
along said Section line
jyj icci, 10 111c place ui ucgiuuiua:, awn
being in the North c.ast quarter
premises
of Section 13. T 16 Si. R 9 East, NMPM,
Santa Ee County, New Mexico. One hundred and twenty five yards in the followthe North Eaat
ing description,
quarter of Section 13, Township lb N, Range
9 East, in Santa
l'e County, N. M., the
land hereby conveyed being in the Western end of land above described, end is
measured as follows,
commencing
st the North West corner of said
thence 125 yards in an Easterly
direction, thence in a Southerly direction
in a straight line as far as the line running from the South East corner lo tb
South West corner of said description,
thence 125 yards in a Westerly direction
as far as the said South West corner
oi said description, thence in a Northerly direction and along the W'eatern boundary of said description to the place ot
beginning. It being the same and M.identicRead
al property conveyed 10 benjamin
by Jose Maria Samoza and Fclictlas Rodriguez de Samosa by Deed dated January
13tll, 1900, which said Deed is Recorded in
the ottice of the Probate Clerk and
Recorder of Santa Fe County, N.
Records of Deeds of said
M., in Book
County st page 384,
Said sale being made to satisfy said Decree of Forecloaure and Order of Sale upon which there will be due Plaintiff at
the date of sale the sum of $3953.87; also
$350 Attorneys fees, $25 Special Masters fees
and costa and expenses herein incurred to
be taxed.
Jas. W. Norment,
Special Master.
First Publication May 10, 1918.
Last Publication May 31, 1918.
1219.8

said

sr.J.v,

Sec.
The Commissioner of Public Lands or
Sale No. 1171
120.00
his agent holding auch sale reserves the 32; T. 25 N., R. 28
right to reject any and all bids offered acres. There are no morovements.
st said ssle.
Sale No. 1174
NXNX. Sec. 14; NXNEX.
Possession under contrscts of sale for NEXNWX. Sec. 15; T. 25 N., R. 29 E.,
the above described tracts will be given containing 280.00 acres.
There are no imon or before October 1st, 1918.
provements.
Witness my hand snd the official seal
EXNEX. SWXNEX. NWX.
Sals No. 1175
ol tbe Stste Lsnd Ultice ot tne state nt Sec. 23; T. 26 N., R. 32
., contsining
New Mexico, this twenty-seventdsy of 280.00 seres.
sre no improvements.
There
April, 1918. i
Sal. No. 1178
EX, EXNWX, NWX
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
NWX, SWX. Hec. 25; All of Sec. 36: T.
Commissioner of Public Lsnds ol the 27 N.. R. 29 E., Lots 1, 2. 3, 4; SWXNWX.
State of New Mesico Sec. 1; T. 26 N., R. 29 E., containing 1435.49
seres. There are no improvements.
First Publicstion Msy 3, 1918.
Lsst Publicstios July 5, 1918.
All of Sections 13, 24;
Ssle No. 1177
R. 29 E., Lots 1, 2, 3, 5. 6, SX
T. 27 N
NEX, SEXNWX. NEXSWX. SEXSEX. Sec.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
R. 30 E
6: T. 26 N
contsining 1682.82
acres.
There are no improvements.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

the

and South hall Section line of aaid
1148
13
West
Sec. 14; EXEX, Sec. section
thence
feet,
6ec. 22; NWXNEX. NX parallel with the said East and Weat
con23; T. 27 N., R. 32 E
half Section line of the said Section 13,

Sale No. IIS!
IS;
NEXNEX.

All of Sec. 16; T. 23 N.,
No. 121
The imE., containing 640 acres.
provements consist of tsnk and fencing,
No bid on this trsct of
value $500.00.
land will be sccepted for less thsn $10.00
per acre.

The above sale of land will be subject
Sal. No. 1172
tn valid existing rights, easements, rights 24 N., R. 34
of wsy sn dreservations.
There are no

of

thence Sortb parallel with the said North

$5060.75.

-

-

Oifice

-

All of Sec. 36, T. 20 N.,
contsining 640 acres. The improvements consist of well snd fencing,of
No bid on this tract
value $396.50.
land will he accerjted for less thsn $10.00
per sere.

...t4.

SALE

-

Sec. 2; All of Sec. 11; SX, Sec. 12; All
Sale No. UK
of Sections 13, 14. 23; WX. Sec. 24; All
SWX, SXNWX. SWX
of Sections 20, 30; T. 16 N R. 33 E., WX NEX. WXSEX. Sec. I; SEXNWX. SWX
SEX, Sec. 7; SWX, Sec. 8; NWX, Sec. SWX. EX SWX. WXSEX. Sec. 2, T. 23
17; All of Sec. IS; NEXNEX, Sec. 19; T.
16 N., R. 34 E., EX, EXNWX, SWXNWX.
are no improvements.
Sec. 26; T. 15 N., K. 31 E., NEX, NXSEX.
Sec. lu; T. 15 N., R. 32 E
Ssle No. UN
SXNX, Sec. 15; T. 20 N.,
SWXNEX,
R. 28 E., contsining 160 acres.
There sre
R. 32 E., containing
Sec. 4; T. 14 N
There are no improvements. no improvements.
acres.

Lots 4, 5, 6, NEX. EX
Sale No. 11(4
SEX. Sec. 1": SXSX. NEXSEX. Sec. 20;
XX, SWX, WXSEX, Sec. 29; Lots 1, 2, 3,
4. 5, 6; NEX. NEXSEX, Sec. 32; WXNEX,
All of Section II; fly, SEXNEX. SEXSWX. SEX, Sec. 33; NXNEX.
Sals No. 122
NX.
SWXNEX. SEXNWX. SWH. W'-- i EXNWX. NEXSWX, SXSX, Sec. 34; T. 17
SE'X Lot 4, Sec. 12: NX. SEX, Sec. 1.1; N., R. 29 ., All of Sec. 3: T. 16 N., R.
Sec. 24; NXNEX, F.'.VWX. 29 E., Lots 3, 4. Sec. 3; Lot 1, Sec. 4;
EX EXWX,
NXSWX.
Sre' 25; T. 22 N., R. 22 E
EXNEX. SWXNEX, WXSEX. Sec. 10; NX
Sec. 1; All of Sections 3. 4, 9, NEX. Sec. 15; T. lo N., R. 30 E containing
SWXSWX,
10, 15, 16; EX, E'SWX. WXNWX. Sec. 21;
.'187.47 acres. There are no improvements.
Lot 2, EXNWX. SWXNEX. NWXSEX. Sec.
20,
All of Section 4; T. 16
30; T. 22 N., R. 23 E.. All of Sections
Sale No. USS
21, 22; WXSEX
NEXSEX. WX, NEX. Sec. N., R. 31 E containing 6S1.20 acres, There
23; WXNEX,
NWX, See. 24; All of Sec- are no improvements.
,
tions 29, 32; SXNX. SX Sec. 2; T. 23
The
R. 23 E., contsining 11548.41 acres.
Sale No. 1188
SWXNEX. SEXNWX.
improvements consist of fencing, value NEXSWX. NWXSEX. EXSEX. Sec. 20; Wx
$1180.00.
SWX. Sec. 21; T. 20 N., R. 28 E., containing 320 seres. There are no improveSale No. 1721
NX, Sec. 10; NEXNEX, ments.
WXNWX. SEXNWX, Sec. 11;
SWXNEX,
T. 22 N., R. 25 E., containing 520 acres.
All of Sec. 16; NWX
Sale No. 1H7
Sec. 17; SXSWX. Sec. 18;
There are no improvements.
NEX, NEXSEX.
NX. NXSX, SEXSEX, Sec. 19; NXSX, Sec.
No bid on the sbove described tracts of 20; T. 21 N., R. 28 E., containing 1477.93
land will be accepted for less than FIVE acres.
The improvements consist of fencDOLLARS
($5.00)
per acre, which is the ing, value $520.00.
a.lditioti
in
and
thereof
value
appraised
thereto the successful bidder must pay
Sale No. lies
SXSWX, SWXSEX. Sec.
for the improvements that exist on the 1; NWX, WXNEX. SEXNEX, SX, Sec. 12;
land.
NXNWX, NWXNEX. SWXSWX, EXSEX.
Sec. 13. NX, NXSEX, SWXSEX. Section
QLcL
IT
KT
11
O
II
T
E.ich of the above described tracts will ij.
be offered "for sale sepsrstely.
NW!i KWSWtf, SW'KSVVM, Sec.. 17; Lots
rE.y4--sJ, i, 4,
sj.r.Hi, WXNEX, SEX.7
Tfie above sale of land will he subject SEX.
Sec. 18; SEXNWX.
terms and conditions, SEXSWX. Sec. 19; WXNWX. NEXNWX.
to the following
vir
Sec. 20; T. 21 N., R. 34 E., Lots 2,
SEX,
, ,,. tvl'.K'll'.
C
4. f ntm 1
iv 74.-74,
O,
I.?,
to
the
must
The successful bidder
pay
2, 4, SXNEX.
NEXSEX, Sec. 5; Lots 1, 2,
Commissioner of Public Lands or his agent J, 1,
i.
o;
tv.m..4, arc.
of the
w
, ..73.-7- . l
74
holding such ssle,
."7JOr.y,
price offered by him for the land, four NEX, WXNWX. SEXSWX, SEX. Sec. 8;
per cent interest in sdvance for the bal- NWXNWX. SXNX. SX, Sec. 9; All of Sec.
ance of such uprchsse price, fees for
16; T. 21 N., R. 35 E., All of Sections 2fi,
and appraisement and alt costs ..v;
w
74,
VV74,
f.74,
incidental to the sale herein, each and SEX. Sec. 2R;rstjvN
All of Sections 29 32 33;
alt of said amounts must be deposited in NEX, WXWX. SEXSWX. SWXSEX. EX
cash or certified exchange at the time SEX. Sec. 34; SXNWX. SWX. SXSEX, Sec.
of sate and which ssid amounts and all 35; All of Sec. 36, T. 22 N., R. 34 E.,
nf them are subject to forfeiture to the
10463.86 acres.
The improvements
State of New Mexico, if the successful consist of well, tank snd fencing, value
bidder does not execute s contract within $3305.00.
thirty days after it has been mailed to
him by the State Land Office, said conSale No. Ills
WXNEX. NWX. NEX
tract to provide that the purchaser may SWX. NWXSEX. Sec. 11; N WXSWX, Sec.
s30
T- at his option make payments of not less 12: WXWX.
23 N- - Rthan
of ninety-fivSec. 30; T. 23 N R. 31 E., SX
per cent
of the purchase price at any time after NEX, SEX, Sec. 35; T. 24 N., R. 30 E., conthe sale and prior to the expiration of taining 81XJ.00 acres.
There are no imthirty years from the date of the con- provements.
tract and to provide for the payment of
All of Sec. 9; All of Sec.
Sale No. 1170
any unpaid balance at the expiration of
thirty years from the date of the con- 16; SEXSEX. Sec. W; WXNWX, SEXNWX.
tract with interest on deferred payments Sec. 23; T. 2.1 N
R. 33 E., containing
at the rate of four per cent per annum 1440.00 acres. The improvements consist of
payable in advance on the anniversary of fencing, value $400.00.
the date of the contract, partial payments
to oc credited on tne anniversary ot tne
Lots 3, 4, SXNWX, Sec.
Sals No. 1171
date of the contract next following the 4; T. 24 N R. 32 E.. containing 192.48 acres.
date of tender.
There are no improvements.

PUBLIC LAND

-

SALE.
NOTICE OP FORECLOSURE
Sab No. UM
NX, Sec 1; NX. Sec.
R. 11 E,. EXNEX. NXSEX.
2; T. 25 N
Count oi
Sec. 20: WXWX, NEXSWX, SXSEX, Sec. In the District Court lor th
Ssnta Fe, First Judicial District, Stat
21; SXNWX. SWX, SXSEX. Sec 2?; NX,
of New Mexico.
NXSkx. 3ec 25; NX. NXSWX,
SWX.
No. 892a.
SEXSWX. SEX. Sec 26; NEX. NXNWX
34; WXWX. Msthiss J. Nagcl, Jr., snd Mathias J. NafcL
Sec. 27; SXNEX, SEX, Se
Sr., Plaintiffs vs. Anson A. Avery and
SEXNWX. EXEX. NWXSEX, Sec 35; All
Carrie M. Avery. Deiendante.
of Sec 36; T. 26 N., R. 31 E., containing
Notice ia hereby given that under and by
4097.99 acres,
There are 00 improvements.
virtue of a Decree snd Order of Sale ForeNEXSWX. NXSEX. Sec. closing a certain Mortgage made and enSale No. UM
tered into by Anson A. Avery sad hi
10; NXSX. SEXSEX, Sec. 11; NWXSWX,
Sec.
Sec 13; T. 26 wife Carrie M. Avery and given to Mathia
12;
NEXNEX.
SXSX.
N
R. 33 E
SXSWX, SWXSEX, Sec 7: J. Nagcl, Jr., aad Mathias J. Nsgsl, Sr.,
NXNX, SEXNEX. Sec. 18; NX. Sec 17: All on the 3rd day of May, 1917; Recorded
of Sec 16; SWXNEX, SEXNWX. NWX in Book P, page 191 of tbe Record of
SXSEX. Sec. 15: SXSX. Mortgages of said County, made and enSWX, NWXSEX,
Sec. 13; NXNEX. Sec. tered in said entitled Cause on the 4th
Sec. 14; SXSWX,
Sec 24; T. 26 N., R. day of May. 1918, the undersigned Special
23; NEX, NXNWX,
Master will on Thursday, August 15th,
34 E.,
All of Sec. 36: T. 27 N., R. 34 E
hour of 10 o'clock in the forecontaining 3288.72 acres. There sre bo im- 1918, atof the
aaid day, at the front door of
noon
provements.
of this Santa Fe County,
House
the Court
Sale No. 1192
NEXSEX, WXSEX. SWX, fv'ew Mexico, offer for aale and sell at
the highest snd best
Sec.
EXNEX.
to
14;
Sec. 13; SX,
NWXNEX, Sublic auction
described
for cash, the following
NEXNWX.
SWXSWX. Sec. 22: SEXNWX,
in
the ssid County ot
WX
23:
situate
Sec.
NXNWJ4t
EXSWX,
NEXNEX.
property
SEX, Sec. 24; NXNEX. NWXNWX. SX Santa t'c, and State of New Mexico, toSEX. Sec. 25; NXNEX, NWX, NWXSWX, wn :
Commencing at a point on the SecSEXSWX. Sec. 26; SWXSEX, Sec. 27; All of tion line between Sectiona 12 and 13, TownSec. 36; T. 30 N., R. 30 E., All of Sec. ship 16 N, R 9 East, NMPM, 373 feet East
Sec. 17; Lot 3, SEX of the intersection of the North and South
16; SXSWX. NXSEX,
SWX, SXSEX, Sec. 18; NEXNWX. SXNWX. half Section line of the ssid Section U,
Sec.
NWX. SEXSWX. thence South parallel with said half Sec19;
WXNEX,
EX,
Sec. 20; T. 30 N., R. 31
., containing tion line 160 Rods to the East and West
4004.46 acres.
The improvements consist half Section line of Section 13. thence East
value along said half Section line 1612.8 feet,
of well,
dam, fencing, plowing,

Aero
51,000
14.000

115.000
25,000
. 3.000
28.000
8.400
6.000
18720
229,000

Foot

Price)

Description

per acre
per acre
75 per IC.
6.000,000,000
18.00 per acre
20.00 per acre
Hardwood
25 00 per acre
White Oak
151,000.000
2000 per acre
61.000.000
Mississippi
40,000.000
Mostly Oak, Mississippi 21.00 per acre
104.000.000
Largely Oak, Louisiana 25.00 per acre
10,000,000,000
Equipped fully 130,000 ft. per
day 12 miles from Ry. large
frontage on ocean, 3 large
1.40 per m.
lumber schooners
A. S. HARPHAM
TIMBER LANDS
Mil East Elarontk St
City, Maiwili
Yellow Pine
Yellow Pine
Cash Deal
Hardwood

$21.00
$21.00

UNKNOWN HERO
WINS CITATION
French Unable to Learn Identity
of Soldier Who Gave Life
for Country.
REFUSES TO SAVE

HIMSELF

With Pipe in Mouth H Tranquilly
Picks Off German After German
Until He Falls, Riddled With
Bullets.
ri'in'li Annies. To tilt'
h French regiment of inBeveiit.v-iiiiifantry belong-- the lionoi' of llii! only
citation in llii' present will' lu "An
Solilirr."
'l lii' i'ol '!' cuerrc, which tilt' citation merited, and '.ilin li in view of the
hero's ili'iuli would ordinarily be given
iiinciit In tin' sol
by tin' 1'rcnrli
dier's nearest ii'hi vi'.s, lies unclaimed
at In' ministry of urn' ill Paris. All
Willi

In'

I

,

I

that is
ner of

kniiM.li of iIik until Is til- manhis ili'iuli nnil llii' fiu't Hint In'
Is buried win re hi' fell on tin; Ih'IkIi I m
of Saint Kpvre,
Tin' story of this "unknown soldier"
Is unquestionably tin- - story of Hums-ninl- s
of oiIht French In riH's in (In.1 ear-l- y
days of tin' war.
Tlio only difference Is Unit this "un

from their
man buck
Hut tho
nn Instant

surprise, loudly ordered the
Into ranks.
lutter, without censing for
his firing and without even
dropping his pipe from his mouth, bel- lowed hack

"Leave me nlone, I'm nn export
marksman ami I want to do something
for iny country while I have such a
tine chance to do it,"
From Die very first Instant of his up-- !
pearance on the summit of the ridge the
rifle lire of the entire regiment of Germans was centered on him. Yet for a
full five minutes he continued tranquilly to lire with sure aim Into their
ranks before he finally fell riddled
with bullets, the stock of his rifle shuttered Into splinters mid his pipe
knocked from his mouth ns he rolled
over im the (.'round.
A moment afterward, the Sovcnty-ninlleaped again to the assault mid
drove the Germans down the ridge.
That night the Seventy-nintburled
on the summit of the ridge
their l
where he hud fallen. There was nothing about his person to Indicate his
identity. His deed of heroism was signaled to the ministry of wnr. The ministry of war did everything In its power lo Identify tho soldier, but without
results. Unwilling that the sucrillce
should go unrecorded, the citation wns
granted In tho name of "An Unknown

members of the lllllllllloll hinl hllll time
veil lo got iii'iiinlnli'l wilh their new
comrades, tin. hiittnlloii was engaged
hy tin- (ii'iniiins In u violent surprise
iillnck on the heights of the furiu of
SnintKypro, near I.iini'villt'.
Aliniit tlve In the nftenionn the
line of the Initiation took hIioI-t"hack of a little ridge, which protected it from the Gcruiiins, who were
only Km yards ahead. A veritable
slonn, Im ,t 1, f rill.- nnil arilllery lire,
whistled consliintly over Ihe heads of
Hie sheltered French haltalinn.
Suddenly, from out of the ranks of
Ihe Third company, nn unknown reservist, who had Just arrived that
morning. Ii'iipi'il to the sill It of the
little ridge under which ihe hattallon
was resting.
Propping to iis knees, with a pipe
hanging from his motith, hn began
Iriniipiilly to lire shot after shot Into
'he ranks of the Hermans, just 100
yards ahead.
reigned In the ranks
of the first halliillon of Hie Seventy-ninth- .
Then, Hie otliccrs recovering Soldier."
-

h

DOUBLE THE CROP TO BE
VICTORIOUS IN THE WAR

known soldier" received n citation for
his life's mutIHcc and the others did
not. ir, is tin- story :
Food Is Now America's Most
On Auaiisl LMI. Hil l, during thi' forenoon, flu' Inst battalion of tho Sovon-tAsset and
riint It ivL'inii'iit of ti f n nt ry, which
hinl he. n decimated nt Morhiiiii. wns
Weapon.
hastily ri'fi rincil in tin- vicinity of

lacked foresight.
She had n food
problem, and she didn't meet It.
I. Ike true descendants of old Mother
Hubbard
and itip Van Winkle we

i

America
Inspiration to
King Albert

:

MEAT SUPPLY FROM POULTRY
Imperative That Productive Stock Be
Rather Largely Increased During
Current Year.
'

by the IJ til led Stutet liepart- nient of Agriculture.!
Meat can be produced from poultry

(Prepared

more quickly than from any other
source, one of Hip necessities Imposed
upon the United Sliites'by its entrance
Into the world war Is to produce more
nient than It has ever produced before. This is essential not only to meet
Its own greater needs because of being
on u war basis, but also to save the
in
connlrles with which If
the war from defeat through lack of
food.
Meat Is one of the most essential of
food products, flf such meats as can
bo cured mid kept In compart form,
larger quantities than ever before must
, S1.nt to the armies overseas, and the
proportion of these exports to the total production In the United States is
likely to Increase steadily and even
rapidly, as larger armed forces from
this country are sent to the fighting
.
front In Europe.
In order to leave available for the
n
forces overseas as large
proportion
as possible of the output of cured and
compact meals, It Is desirable that
there he a decided Increase in both the
home production and the home con-- I
sumption of white meats such ns poultry. To that end It Is Imperative that
the productive stock on general farms
and In the hack yards of the nntlon be
rat tier largely Increased during the
current year. It has always been nnd
will always be true that the great bulk
of this country's poultry Is produced
not on specialized poultry farms but
in the dooryards and farm lots of the
diversified farms. Establishments devoting their attention exclusively to
the production of poultry have been
nnd will continue lo he of nillier large
Importance, but they can hardly be
looked to or any very great part of an
emergency increuse In production sufficient to constitute a noticeable factor
In feeding the world at wnr. That demand upon the mil Ion's potential production capacity can he met, however,
by the farmers and home makers of
the country without any sort or strain
nnd with compensation in poultry
profits more than commensurate with
the outlay of money and effort.
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Belgian Ruler's
Democratic Ideas
Traced to Year's

stand asleep nt the switch, nnd apparently we will never start to take
x Nulini's
A
continfrom
action nntll the cupboard Is hare. Then
It will he too
ofc
gent of rcsiTvi'S which hull In'l'Il COM3
OUr THE IDLE MEN This your late.
we have bad heat less
rushed up.
Th.-iI'vi'niir.' hcfiirii the original
days and wbeatless days nnd meatless
days. Next year we will have eatless
iLgZyXintAJbertn
Draft the Exempted Men in an Agrl. days, hut nobody seems to he unduly
Unifo
distressed.
cultural Army Put a Million
If a German anny were landing on
7
Men at the Disposal of
AI.BF.UT
Long Island our inertia would vanish.
Belgium of the Teuton armies thruugk Belgian unlll some years afterward that their
the Farmer.
We would stop discussing what's going
celebrated
the forty-thirterritory for the Invasion of France.
authorship was revealed.
on In Hussin, and worrying about
Never one word of reproach do they
anniversary of Ids birth re
Shortly before Albert's succession to
By MARK SWAN,
who's going to pitch for the Giants
cently and many hearts went utter against him for having refused the throne he made a prolonged tour
of the Vigilantes.
we might even cut out the movies, or
out lo that little corner of with Indignation to come to an under- In Africa characterized by the same
We Americans like to consider our(he cabarets, for u night or two. We'd
Belgian territory to which standing with the kaiser ubout the simplicity nnd unobtruslveness that
selves the must
in
he withdrew with the remnants of matter, which would have averted hild marked his sojourn in the United
people
drill nnil shout and work and very
Ihe world. Hustle is our middle name,
ds gallant army close upon four years many of the evils which have fallen States. He entered the dark contitight and die.
and we glory in It. When the word Hkely
The situation confronting us Is Just
ago, converting It Into nn Impregnable to their share. They ure more proud nent at Cape Town and then made his
American is mentioned, in connection ns
serious, though not ns dramatic, as
stronghold, from which the Germans of their king than ever, and the fact way by rail, by boat nnd by caravan
with a Job, or an emergency, we con- have Nought In vain to drive him
If Hlndenliurg were advancing on Bay- that they are now quivering under the to Lake Tanganyika and thence
Mill
"P
J''e
picture of au alert shore. Hunger Is just ns deadly nn
e might hnve Joined his ministers kuiser's heel has rendered them more through the former Congo free state,'
and determined individual, with the
In the French
ns Ihe Hun.
seaport of lfuvre, where than ever devoted to the rule nnd per- now Belgium's great African dependtine frenzy of conflict llauiing in his enemy
the seat of the Belgian government son of their own sovereign.
Food is our most Important asset
ency, down the Congo river to Its
eyes, rolling up his sleeves and doing and
The only way we cun KEEP BROODING COOP CLEAN has been established since the GerNo monarch is more deserving of mouth on the Atlantic coast.
weapon.
We
revel In this conception of get food Is to
things.
mans took possession first of Brussels the admiration of the American people
Ended Abuses in the Congo.
plnnt It, cultivate It and
ourselves. It Is very complimentary harvest It. But
and then of Antwerp.
the farmer cjnims he Give Chick's Good
Or he could
linn Albert of Belgium.
Alone among
His visit to (Jongoland was of InOnce
Overhauling
There Is one can't get labor to do this work.
v,'ry comforting.
have
followed the example of King the occupants of the thrones of the calculable value to Belgium. For aside
a Week Spray Thoroughly
slight Haw lii the picture. It isn't true.
To any mind capable of comprehend-- !
Nicholas of Montenegro and taken up old world he Insisted, prior to his ac- from the encouragement which he wns
for Mites.
Naturally, when u spectacular op- - Ing the 'startling news that two and
Ids residence In I'uris, where lie Is un cession to the crown, upon
paying a able to give to lonely servants of the
port unity arises, like Hie declaration two are four, It would seem
that the (From the United Slates Department ol object of popular admiration by rea- prolonged visit to the United States, Belgian crown working for their sovof war last April, we do wake up and vital
son
Agriculture.)
of the heroic resistance which he declaring Hint without It his education ereign In spots wholly remote from civ- thing to do Is to get labor to the
'in things. We buy bonds, and enlist,
The brood coop should lie cleaned offered to the German armies when the would
farmer, nnd get It to him qulckiy so
be incomplete. He held that a lllzntlon nnd often under the most disand drill; we Join defense leagues, and he can
a week and kept free kaiser invaded
at
once
least
France via Belgium. knowledge of this country and of Its couraging circumstances he wns able
plant his crops. If he doesn't
''Hi'. "I'd iimke bandages, and nil the plant soon
mites.
in
are
from
mites
found
the
If
Bus he chose to stay witli his army.
he can't plant nt all.
people was an Indispensable equip- to rectify nnd put nn end to thousands
rest of II feverishly, sincerely tak-- ;
Now we can't do this as Individuals, coop, It should be thoroughly cleaned
The odds that confronted King Al- ment for Hie duties of rulershlp and of abuses and to Initiate all sorts of
ing great credit to ourselves, meiin-- hut we can
bert when the Germans undertook to that he would be better qualified to reforms.
get together nnd nsk the
while, for our unalloyed patriotism,
traverse Ids territory Into France were serve his privileges as their king If
to do it. Drnrt the ex-- ;
Another thing In King Albert which
and forgetting, by the way, that nil government
He bravely fuoed Ills training received an American fin appeals strongly to his people and to
empted men In nn agricultural array.
overwhelming.
the
we
are
Mr. Kmily I'uiiniiig I'.arriiiger.
things
lie
doing, nnd mean to Draft all the boys from eighteen to
them, and it wus the unexpected ob- ish.
their friends und sympathizers here In
'hi, should have been foreseen, and twenty-one- ,
fliNI of her sex to serve ns an ambustacles which the Germans encounternot subject to military
In the United States dif America has been the singularly blame-les- s
Ills
sojourn
done
long ago, quietly, thoroughly, and service. Comb out the Idle men. Put
lance surgeon, is directing the camed In Belgium, especially nt Liege, fered from that of all other royal and
nature of his private life, which
as a matter of course.
a million men at the disposal of the
paign lo raise funds for the establishthat delayed their advance sufficiently imperial visitors In that It wus In tins remnlned both prior to his
e
We Are Asleep.
ment of a chain tif hospitals and clinto give time to the French nnd
farmer. It won't hurt nny man to
deference to his own demands entire
nnd ever since untouched by any
We were wurned over and over work outdoors from March to Septem-ics In Ihe allied countries, each to he
to prepare for their reception nnd ly devoid of all fuss nnd feathers. Af breath of scandal. The Belgians had
In charge of Amerlcnii women physi- again. Hut we were asleep. Aud we're her, and If now and then we find one
to stem ihe Hun drive upon C'nlnis and ter paying his respects in due form to suffered from the shortcomings In this
cians. The purpose of the hospitals asleep now. We're facing the most tre- too proud to work, the chances are the
I'nris.
the president nt Washington he laid respect of their first king and also of
will he to cure for the women and mendous emergency that has ever con
Had it not been for the light put up aside his royal state, enveloped him- his eldest son and successor, the late
experience will do him good.
children of the
countries. fronted us, tlie bald, cold fact that the
Will we see It In time? Will the Make the Little Chick's First Home a by King Albert In the early days of the self in the strictest of Incognitos and
King Leopold II, whose Indiscretions
Comfortable One.
Many of these unfortunate people of United Suites Is not going to raise as national alarm clock go off, nnd will
war there Is no doubt that the kaiser then devoted himself to a quiet and en- were so flagrant and notorious as 'to
much food as we raised last year, that we realize that each one of us must
northern France were without mediand sprayed with kerosene oil or would have accomplished his design tirely unobtrusive tour bf the entire become a source of shame and of morcal Htteiidance for tin- three years of we lire not going to raise nearly take hold and
help or will we Join crude
From 1 to 2 Inches of reaching Paris and Calais before the Union.
tification to his subjects. King AGerman occupancy. Several hospitals enough to supply ourselves and our that lurge and Imposing bund whose of sandpetroleum.
It wns the great industrial centers lbert's life, like that of his parents,
or dry dirt or a thin layer of end of August. 1014. Under the cir
have already been estnhll'.'Jied, four in allies with food
and we're sound philosophy of life may be briefly
stray or fine hay should be epreud on cumstances It Is no exaggeration to that excited his chief Interest und In the late count and countess of FlanFrance and one on the Grecian fronasleep
summed up In the trenchant phrase, the floor of the coop.
Brood coops assert that I'uris owes her safety In which he mnde the longest stays. He ders, has been entirely above reproach
tier. The cnnipalgn is being carried
The lack of result, when the widely "Let George do It"?
should be moved weekly to fresh the present war and her immunity accorded more time und attention to nnd nn exumple to his people. He owes
on under the auspices of the war servadvertised and Justly popular Mother
If we drowse on, nest winter we
where there Is new from siege nnd possible capture to Pittsburgh than to Philadelphia, nnd to this largely to the training of his clevice conimllti
f Ihe Medical WomHubbard sought a hone for her dog, will have an excellent chance for re- ground, preferably
In King Albert, without whose reslstnnce Buffalo and Kochesrer than to New er mother, who, although a daughter
Is very essential
en's N'niioiial association, of which Is know n to all readers of juvenile his- pentance at leisure, while we dine on grass. Shade
chickens, especially during In Belgium In the beginning of August York ; to Lynn and to Worcester, Muss., of the ltomnn Catholic and nonrelgn-Inrearing
Doctor I'.arrliiL'lon Is chairman.
and
to
goes
tory,
prove that the ludy snowballs n In Busse.
warm weather; therefore, the coops there would have been no battle of than to Boston, und to Providence thnn
branch of tile house of Hohenzol- At most of the lern, had a strong strain of French
should be placed in the shade when- the Mnrne In September. That Is why to Newport, U. I.
HOUSE STANDS 300 YEARS ever possible. A cornfield makes fine the I'nrlslnns have a pnrtlculnrly warm places where he stayed the people re- blood in her veins through her grandlilack Watch made n raid on the
rouge for young chickens, as they se- place In their hearts for King Albert. mained unaware of his identity, re mother, the grand duchess of Baden.
HE CAPTURES 17 HUNS Bodies, that Sergeant Fruser became
Welcome though he would be among garding him ns a foreign engineer, for
in Dedham, Mass., cure many bugs and worms and have
His Marriage a Love Match.
Home
Fairbanks
isolated from his companions hut kept
to run on most of the them, he has preferred to remain he has n strong bent toward every kind
fresh
Is
Oldest
Frame
in
ground
King Albert's Irreproachable life Is
Building
right on going even after he dropped
In
his
of
the among
that little corner of engineering.
troops
nlso due to his wife, Queen Elizabeth.
time, due to the cutlivntlon
Country.
Per- his rifle. He had about .'10 bombs nnd
His experiences in America, extend Royal marriages as a rule are the reground, and have abundant shnde at of Belgian senconst territory where he
Sergeant.
felt well armed with them. When the
Boston. The enduring strength of the same time.
2 has mnde his home with his admiraInternationing over a period of nearly twelve sult of arrangements,
Germans ran Into u dugout he pursued wood Is evidenced In the Fairbanks
forms Remarkable Feat.
ble consort for close upon four years months, seem to have opened his eyes al policy and diplomatic negotiathem, and ns he wns about to hurl his house in Dedham, Muss., built In 1CS6,
POULTRY RAISING IS A DUTY end where the dully and nightly boom- to the advantages of Journalism. For tion. His was a love match pure and
Gets Distinguished Conduct Medal for last bomb at them, they came out of and believed to be the oldest frame
ing of the German guns alternates after his return home he commenced simple and such It has remained ever
t
Hie
with
their
hands
now
In
house
the
up,
United
crystanding
Heroic Deed at Battle of Sanctuand People in Cities Should with the thunder of the waves on to write under an assumed name for since, the trials, the sorrows, the hardFarmers
'Kamerad'
nnd
one
,
some
ing
of
mem-time
every
where,
them
States,
ngo,
the seashore.
"
ary Wood.
weekly papers and monthly publica- ships nnd the dangers which they have
surrendered. I.nter they told him they bers of the Fairbanks family gathered
Keep Enough Hens to Supply
Idolize King Despite Nation's Woe.
tions devoted to Industrial and marl- - shared In common during the last four
Table With Eggs.
were glad to he prisoners and get out for a reunion from nil oyer the coun- What the sufferings of the people time engineering.
years having served to bring them even
Chicago - Sergt. Francis T. Frnscr, of the fighting.
Is
The
house
hisn
as
open
try.
of Belgium have been since the great
by the United States DepartEventually he secured from one of more closely together.
v ho
"It was the duke of Devonshire who torlc museum, but many builders, con- (Prepared ment
captured 17 Gerof Agriculture.)
er part of their nntlve land has been these weekly newspapers a card made
The queen Is a daughter of that
mans In Sanctuary Wood where now placed the distinguished conduct medal tractors nnd lumber men have visited
If poultry is to play the part that It
there is hitter lighting, called recently on the breast of Sergeant Praser, nnd the structure and examined It for should play In feeding the nation and subject to Teuton thraldom Is known out in the name which he had taken Duke Charles Theodore of Bavaria
in see officers of the
the duke told him that he should have something more than a historic Inter- winning the wnr, not only will the de- here In the new world. Not a week as member of Its staff. In the ca- who acquired celebrity as an oculist
passes without some new story reach- pacity of Its representative and report- and who devoted his entire life to adHi'crultlng mission some of whom, in- had more than the D. C. M. for such est.
ficiency created during the past year
us of German barbarity in the in- er he thereufion visited all the princi- ministering to the poor free of cost,
cluding Lieut. S. MacDiinuhl, belongs a feat."
The onk timbers used In the old have to he made good, but there will ing
of King Albert's domini- pal shipbuilding and marine engineer- rescuing many thousands from blindvaded
to his hattallon, The I'.lnck Watch.
house were brought from England In have to be added something to the ons. regions
Bestial savagery nnd outrage, ing concerns In Great Britain, France, ness. But Queen Elizabeth, like King
Jail War Garden.
Sergeant Fruser Is one of the few who
about the yearsl535. They are still average as It stood before the 1917 de- famine
and
have lieen awarded the IJ. C. M.
Bartlesvllle, Okla. The Bartlesvllle solid nnd strong and supporting. The pletion begun. The duty and the op- Indescribable pillage, forced labor and Italy nnd Germany, traveling alone and Albert, has closed her doors forever
tortures have been t,he exciting some Interest by reason of to her German relatives and cut herself
How one of the "I.adilles from Hell." county Jail is to have a war
enme
nt
bricks
ns
time
that
ballast, portunity falls upon general farmers
garden.
of the unhappy Belgians. his possession of technical knowledge entirely adrift from them not only for
fare
dully
without n rifle utid with several bullet The Jnller, under sheriff nnd deputy Mr. nnd Mrs. Jonnthnn Fairbanks and
families in cities nnd towns And yet. In the very lowest
depths )f unusual In the ordinary newspaper the duration of the war but for all
holes through bis clothes, was able to sheriff have arranged for the garden. came from Sowerby. Yorkshire, In who upon
have enough back-yarspace
their unutterable despair, they still man, though no one seems to have sus time. For neither one nor the other
take captive IT stalwart Germans, was They will take their turns In tending 1CJ3 nnd built the house In 1G.16.
nnd that means much less space than continue to Idolize their
king and to pected him of being a prince of the of this royal couple can ever forget or
told hy one of the officers of the mis- the garden, which will furnish peas.
may be ordinarily considered necession
s
He said: "It was during the beans, radishes, onions nnd other vege
and bicycles are becom- - sary to keep enough hens to supply extol him for having sacrificed every- blood. His letters to his paper were forgive what their loyal people have
thing to the national honor of Belgium remarkable for their sound sense and suffered at German hands since July,
battles at Sanctuary Wood when The tables for the prison table.
lug popular throughout Slam.
their own tables with eggs.
by declining to permit the free passage American understanding. It was not 1914.
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Supplement Gas Mask Protection and
Add to Frightfutness, German Claim.
or
Amsterdam. To be
bearded like the pard Is the alternative
presented to the Genua n first line
troops. The reason Is to be sought In
the gas mask. Some authorities, hold
that the mask cannot he relied UMin to
protect any but
faces;
others again hold that a dense hirsute
adwithin
as
the
mask
an
acts
growth
ditional air filter. But .t must be a
reel patriarchal leur no mere seven
ir fourteen days' bristles, says an article In the Deutsche Tugeszeitung.
The writer holds that the full beard
Is a peculiarly Teutonic attribute and
should be cultivated as such. Besides,
according to ancient tradition. It adds
"frightful aspect," he naively adds.
Gaa tests at th'e front in airtight
cubicles are carried out every fortmen testify to
night and
tte additional security afforded by
their beards.
clean-shave-

clean-shave-

n

n

Trees as Service Flags.
Hast St. Louis, 111. This city In the
near future will probably have a new
kind of service flag, a tree for each
local boy In the fighting service. Plans
are now being made by the Woman's
Civic Federation and the woman's
committee of the council of national
defense lo plant these trees nenr the
homes of the enlisted men. The trees
will bear the names of the soldiers or
sailors they represent.

KEROSENE

Writes to Replace His
Dead Brother in Draft
Camp Lee, Va.

"Is there any
possible chance for me to Join
your compnny In my brother
Milton's place? If so, I will report within two weeks." The
officers of this camp are endeavoring to make it possible for the
Paul
American,
Berglson, who wrote this appeal,
to Join the division.
Young
Berglson's brother, a Pittsburgh
draftee, died here recently.
d

Patriotic Thief.
Philadelphia. William Boyer wanted to buy Liberty bonds the worst
way. That was his excuse when
charged with the theft of 00 pounds of
brass fittings from a United States
battleship.

In

FOR

SCALY

LEGS

Short Time After Dipping Scales
Will Peel Off Avoid Wetting
the Feathers.

Here Is a simple remedy for scaly
legs In fowls; as a rule, one application Is sufficient: Take a small, deep
can and fill It with kerosene. Dip the
feet and legs in it up to the feathers
but do not wet the feathers, and hold
them in it a second or two, but not
longer. In a short time the scales will
peel off and the legs will he in as good
condition as though they had never
been scaly.

Economize Hen House Space.
To economize space In the poultry
house the nests may be placed under
rethe dropping boards. It Is best tc
Granite contains nearly all
the have them darkened, as the hens prenecessary for many plants. Therefore, miners' lamps in the Bevis salt mine, fer a secluded place In which to
lay.
near this city, after the mine has been
freshly ground granite Is a good
' Raise More
operated for years In the
way.
Chicks.
The mine has been wired for electric
With the decreasing supply of Ht
The world's finest bronze statuary lights, and the drills will he replaced stock and the
increasing demand fof
is cast In sand found in France that hy electric drills. The output is ex- meat foods there
Is sure to be a good
contains about SO per cent silica and pected to be almost doubled by the market for all the
poultry meat thai
20 per rent alumina.
new
,
methods.
Can possibly be raised.
Now Use Electricity.
Lyons. Kan. Electricity will
food place the old hand drills and

old-styl- e

Good Work for Mush.
Did It ever occur to you what the

word "lady" really means? It's the
word "hlafldge," "hlaf
meaning "loaf and "dige" meaning
"kneader." So that a lady, in the original understanding of that title. Is simHow far we have
ply a
traveled in these sophisticated and still
brutal modern times from the sense
of that term ! But Just as war In Its
offensive and defensive movements re
verts to many mediaeval practices, so
In domestic particulars we are going
-"
"Grandmothers God Bless Them."
In the praise and sympathy glen so
generously to wives and mothers of
soldiers In this war, grandmothers are
not often mentioned, but still. In
France at least, the grandmother Is the
soul of the country, according to the
foreign news service of the woman's
committee of the council of national
defense. "They are the women who
gave to France the men at Verdun,
and they are now making It possible
abroad for the women to take the
en's places la factory and business.
Anglo-Saxo-

n

bread-make-

r

a

back to first principles. We used to
consider first onr Important relatives.
Now we do
good deal of thinking
about relative Importance. The big
question today Is not "Who are you 7"
but "What can yon doT Jay Cooke,
3d, the federal food administrator for
Philadelphia, says that If we're going
to shove 75,000,000 bushels of wheat
to the allies In four months we must
each of as get along with two loaves
of bread. Victory bread, a week. It's
easy enough If we turn to the substitutes we have plentifully at hand. Eat

mush but don't talk
Public Ledger.

It

Philadelphia

Explaining It.
"Do you believe In hypnotism?"
"I don't know of anything else that
could make people walk In front of
em."
Nothing of th Sort,
"Did the two men have an epls- tolary argument?"
"No pistols nsed at all. Thev took
It out In letter writln'."

--

The Limit
to be the breadwinner for the children.
"There Is only one way to Indue
It Is the women of the last generation
who are taking; care of the little chil- that man to have an attachment for
dren, caring for them while the moth- anybody but himself."
"What Is thatr
ers are at work, arranging for r su"Get htm a position In the sheriffs
perintending their education, being, at
advanced age, mothers all overagain office."
for the good of their country."
Natural Astonishment.
"This is so sadden V
"Do yya mean his proposal V
"No; the way I got the connection
as soon as I rang np."

Slow Progress.
"How yon arettin' on wid tnut
"rtthmettc, Lou?"
"Well. I done learned to add up d
oughts, but de Aggers Dodder me."
Boston Evening Transcript.

.

COMPARATIVE TEACHERS SALARIES.
GRADUATES GIVEN A
The following table shows the average monthly salaries paid teachers in
CHANCE TO HELP WIN several schools of the state. Albuquerque teachers are paid for twelve
months in the year. Silver City, Roswell, and Santa Fe are paying their
The following call for men has just teachers for ten months.
Deming teachers receive pay for 9'A months.
been received:
For ease of comparison, all have been reduced to a ten month basis.
"Call number five sixty eight upon
Grade
High School
vonr State is hereby announced as Town
High School
Supt's. Yearly
Teachers,
Teachers,
follows :
Principal.
Salary.
the entrainment for Albuquerque
"Complete
125.77
3000.00
103.94
200.00
Camp Arby, Texas, of four hundred Clovis
100.61
2100.00
73 42
15000
school
have
grammar
117.55
graduates who
200 00
83.90
2500 00
Raton
had some experience along mechani2100.00
75.76
E. Las
135.00
93.59
cal lines and some aptitude for me- Roswell Vegas
183.33
106.75
2400 00
84.43
i
'.I
i.
ii CIO i BjJ
chanical work, to report to com- Santa Fe
I till irm ..- - sawn
140.00
93.05
1801.00
72.94
:r ,
manding officer, University of Texas, Tucumcari
99.33
84.67
mm
1800.00
m
wm
i
,33.33
i .
m
i
i
on June tenth. Only white men and Dawson
2100.00
93.79
men physically qualified for General Las Cruces
1800 00
105.00
66.59
87.00
uninducted
be
Service
Military
may
2.0IW
85.00
Silver City
der this call.
- iriil IU
71.81
aiA-v- -:
80.00
1500.00
11O00
IS .erw Ur NllHIU l
Carlsbad
t m
"The men selected for this service Santa Rita
1125.00
93.57
. m
w
mm I
ii ii uvja m
will receive a course of training at
102.17
116.22
86.79
2400 00
Deming
Government expense fitting them to Alamogordo
1700 00
100.00
88.75
77.86
. ss ea.ta a urnxrrnj limp m - iuu r
lEIfflR I saj.r Jti 1IIIt
nwai
- -serve in the army positions, requir- Las Vegas
I t!l I I
g' .i-aM Il "r- - ;
1200.00
82.86
1
ai
laiiaaa
Bcl'BUll.B
r
KI.,rn il
ing knowledge of automobile repair1,
inmechanical
duties,
Blank spaces indicate that the reports are indefinite so that high school
ing and other
cident to many kinds of military ser- teachers can not be separated from grade teachers with a certainty, or that
vice both at the front and behind the in some instances there is no high school in the town.
linesThe men taking this course
will receive
throrough instruction
which will be of great personal value THE OTHER FELLOW SAYS
THE AMERICA! EAGLE
in working their way ahead both in
The American Eagle is not an altk-Hi!
is
life.
in
This
civil
and
the army
together lovely bird; it is no nightCAST PLUS SYSTEM FAILED
an exceptional opportunity for eneringale, it sings no sweet songs of
getic ambitious men. You are urged
sentiment; it is no peacock, it never
Cost plus has received a
to make this call one of State wide
struts nor spreads its tail; it is no
M.
Mr.
from
blow
Charles
interest- Qualified registrants should
iru-fiiP- M
dove although it .favors peace, whenSchwabfrom
been
called
Having
be urged to present themselves to
But the
ever peace is possible.
the
direction
of
successful
inshipbuild- American Eagle can fly higher, can
their Local Board for voluntary
duction. When registrants voluntari- ing for profit to the direction of ship" fly stronger, can fly long.-- than any
for
on
the as- other bird in the world. With its
the
building
peop'.e,
Local
the
ly present themselves,
I
K n
Boards may induct qualified men un- sumption that he knows how to get cold and calculating eye it can look
til their allotment has been filled. ships built siftly and economically, through
souls of men and
11 II 11lll
('' .
the
his
i a. n aa'
is
one
acts
at
to strike
first
of
The voluntary period will continue
the diplomacy of nations.
through
in
the
evolved
scheme
the
neat
early
After May
until May twenty-eighth- And when its strong beak and fierce
no more volunteers will War for limiting profits to contract- claws become fixed in righteous
twenty-eightors
means
fail
The
to
limit.
that
by
be accepted. If, on May twenty-nintdetermination, when it begins to flap
Tire-buyin- g
a sufficient number of volun'inriple of a fixed percentage npo-- i its wings with a majestic swing, then
to
teers has not come forth to fill the an unlimited cost wasin equivalent
all
wolves
and
buzzards
let
and
repte
a
profiteers
al'otment of the Local Board, the cultivating
iles beware for the American Eagle
conLocal Board will proceed to select in Mr. Schwab has cancelled the ComYour car must give greater service this year than ever before.
means business.
the
Submarine
of
Boat
tracts
Class one, to fill its allotment, deNew
which
at
Newark,
pany,
Jersey,
It speeds up your work increases your working power.
the voluntary inductions.
RED CROSS WORK
ducting
to build 160 steel ships on that LEARNING
Mrsof
Only white men who have completed was
liurrows
Roswell,
Jennie
The highest car economy lies in utmost service.
Recognizing! the fact that met with the Boaz Red Cross
at least a grammar school education basissociety
and have had some experience along prices have inceased since the origiSue
instructions
last
gave
The most economical tires are those which will give yoo
connal
estimates were made, a new
mechanical lines and some aptitude
making hospital garments for the
tract at a flat rate has been substi- - on
greatest use of your car.
f.ir mechanical work should be
is
soldierswork
The
progressing
tuted, allowing a profit of $50000
Kenne
this
at
place.
That's just what United States Tires will do for you.
at very nicely
Each man must carry with him at tier ship on a cost now forecast
that to be a fair
least tivo suits of underwear, one IW.OOO. Assuming of
You can depend on them for continuous service,
50(10
tons to
suit of outer clothing in good con- outlay for vessels
GOOD WHEAT PROSPECTS
Mr.
has
Schwab
that
it
appears
day,
a
of
stout
most mileage at lowest mileage cost.
a
pair
dition,
sweater,
Wheat is now coming to the front
saved $o,560,(XX) in this single case
siloes, three pairs of socks, and two bv
arc
farmers
and
the
beginning
nicely
"cost
the
discarding
plus" princiEquip with United States Tires.
hath towels, as he will be kept in
to wear that smile that is guaranteed
civilian clothing during the first three ple. Mining and Scientific Press.
not to fade. Although some wheat
nearest Sales and Service Depot dealer will be glad to
Our
weeks until he can be supplied w'th
was lost the remaining acreage proChain Tread'
Sebastopol has fallen into the mises
assist
a uniform and other clothing
you in selection.
record
a
to
breaking
produce
the Germans without firing
"The number of men railed for ahands ofSixty-threSunMosquero
crop.
e
shot.
years ago it fell
under this call in must be actually
to after a year's siege bv the combined
You are authorized
entrained.
TWO NEW WAR BULLETINS
of
England. France. Sardinia
as will arnves
allot this call in such
Two new members of the ever- Turkey when its KttsMan defenproduce the required number of qua- and
growing family of State Defense
lified men with the least disturbance ders had withdrawn in good order. 'Council
have registered
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of
of
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The
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that
siege
.ill,!::
story
and agricultural conof industrial
since our last issue- The "Iowa War
in
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chapters
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Hulletin" and "Tuc Council of Defense
history of Russia. Now it is smear- Chronicle" of Kansas arc splendid
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number
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letter,
news
of
official
purveyors
intriotic Russians should welcome
that vou desire allotted to your coun- tervention
in Siberia so that they in jr war activities of their respective
war councils. Minnesota in the War.
Do not entrain any men until may have a rallying point from which
of
to
for
their
the
fight
redemption
schedules reach you from this office.
MORA PROUD OF RECORD
entrain country. Surely, the glorious memoUnder no circumstances
The Wogon Mound Sentinel gives
ICat-iNUr will lutrr
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first
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disgraceful fall last week will aend of Mora
to June tenth.
County which totals
rouse a once great people to a realiR- C. REID.
zation of their present degredation. 21.400,00 and rejoices over its Service
They have a paper peace and a war Flag.
No Unions For Soldiers
Mora county's full quota for the
New
of
and enslavement.
American soldiers now in training Yorkpillage
Third Liberty Loan was $29,600 and
Commercial.
had best get accustomed to workthe amount subscribed in full was
?5,3O0. Roy Spanish American.
ing long hours. There are no unions
German
account
to
the
According
Sixteen hours' work
in the trenches.
the Zeebrugge raid was a failure,
is a short day "Over There." Trench
The' State Record will accept one
but it is worth noting that the Genand Camp.
eral commanding at that important War Savings Stamp which costs only
and will be worth $5.00
post has not been awarded the $4.16 now,
Iron Cross for preventing it from January 1, 1923, in full payment of
from now to that
R .
II .
K I) 1 1" K I)
BY
being a success he has been sum- your subscription seven months.
date, four years
HAVE ROSY CHEEKS
marily detached. Providence
Record is $1.50 per year, but
this sacrifice is being made to inAND FEEL FRESH AS
It must be cheering news to the duce its readers to help a "bit" more
war by buying5 more
A DAISY TRY THIS!
boys who are at the front doing their to win the
best to hold the line to know that stamps.
here in Detroit the street car men
of
hot water with
pool rooms
are crippling the city's munitions A draft on the
8y glas ofbefore
cities ought to round up many
breakfast
phosphate
plants and all war production for a the
could
time
week 10.000 ranchmen, cattle men, slirep men, wool men and farmers sat down
whose
few cents a day more wages. De- a good marksman
waahea out poisons.
be better employed in projecting
their New Mexico Ruralisl. I'erhaps th
troit Free Press.
thfir
"easy chair" and read and
lead halls than in rolling the ivory.
News-Waarliclc they read was about you: something you had done on your
intercstinff
Magdalena
ana ft,a tlntra nt honlthv hlnnm
Society Note The boys in Camp
in your face, to see your 'skin get Devens
ranch that was done differently and hotter than thoy had been doing it. ff it wera
were out in force last week,
We cannot
calls for sacrificeclearer and clearer, to wake up withnew
their
uniforms,
Spring
not
about
ride to victory on flowery beds of
you it pcrtuined to your everyday business. Every line in last week's paper wu
out a headache, backache, coated parading of denim
jumpers and
consisting
of interest In them for each line was devoted to rural New Mexico.
tongue or a nasty breath, in fact to trousers to match. Laurence Lock-ne- y ease. It's up to the individual to
on a war basis. That's what puts
feel your best, day In and day out, just
in Camp Devens Trench ami get
the strength into Uncle Sam's punch
every morning for
try
'
Camp.
.
Girls
There
Silver City Enterprise.
one week.
.
Before breakfast each day, drink a
"A shell fired by the German long
Honest, Injun, now, how many
glass of real hot water with a tcaspoon-fu- l
The latest styles, illustrated, but best .f all, arlieles of what other women are doing in difof limestone phosphate in it as a times have you seen a real genuine range gun has struck a foundling
ferent parts'of New Mexico. You women will like thin page. It is edited by Anna Wilds
harmless means of washing from the Socialist at a,ny loyalty meeting' asylum in Paris." And yet some
the monster weapon can't
stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels the Count 'em up, count 'em up. Cotsay
Strumquist, of Albuquerque. I'erhaps you know her, and we are certain she knows you.
waste. tonwood County, Minn., Citizen.
Savannah News.
previous day's indigestible
be fired accurately
And Mrs. Strumquist told us to ask you if you would not help edit this page. If yon have
Four bile and toxins; thus cleansing,
sweetening and purifying the 'entire
The Prussian Minister who said
A noted actress is billed to appear
an exceptionally good recipe send it to Mrs. Strumquist. If you are getting more eggs than
alimentary canal before putting more in "A Pair of Silk Stockings." (josh! Americans could neither fly nor swim
food into the stomach. The action of
any one else ui your neighborhood, if you are having better success with your chickens,
may observe that they can cross the
hot water and limestone phosphate on That ought to draw a house.
Philain German steamers
ocean
write and tell us how you do it. Feel free to use this page, for you are writing to friends and
innn empty stomach is wonderfully
Record
delphia
sour
the
all
out
United
States
the
idea
The
of
cleans
for friends 1o read.
vigorating. It
and government it that every square foot
fermentations, gases and aciditybreak-faba
and
a
church
struck
Having
of unoccupied fertile land in the
gives one a spluBdid appetite for
the German long-- ;
News
7
United States be put to use. Join foundling-asyluphos-..,gun will now presumably be;
range
limestone
of
A quarter pound
Plant something.
the Garden ArmyIn.. ill met vnrv little, nt the drug
decorated with an iron cross
A good Short Story each week.
I.ordsburg Liberal.
Timely topics of state news written by men who have bad
dianapolis News.
store hut is sutneient to demonstrate
know
affairs for twenty years. It is a paper for the entire
of
state
a close, personal
ledge
that ust as soap anu noi wair The farmers around these parts
Russia's Heart is still With The A
- in no seii-t- cleanses, sweetens and freshens the are ignoring the eight-hou- r
loeal.
wide.
but
state
slatesystem lies Unfortunately, it's her supples
skin, so hot water and limestone phos and
appear to be working it three that arc with Germany. Philadelphia
orphate act on the Diooa ana internal
Stockman.
a
times
day. Springer
North American.
gans. Those who are subject to constipation, bilious attacks, acid stomach,
whose
those
So far our air program seems to
rheumatic twinges, also
have been of the hot variety. Brook
skin is sallow and complexion pallid,g
arc assured that one week of
LLOo
lyn tagie.
will have them both looking
nnd feeling better in every way.
The Kaiser is the only German
ISSUED KVKUV SATURDAY
has six living sons in the Army.
IF BACK HURTS who
New V'ork Morning Telegraph.
$2.00
The country is hearing less about
the German offensive on
Address all communications to the
Take a glass Of Salts to flash Kidney! sin front. Boston Herald.
;
;
if Bladder bothers yon Drink
"he man who has not bought at
i
Want waier.
lMst one bon(J .s jn a cUs$ by hjm
self. Fort Sumner Review.
,
meat
pro-N. M.
eventually
Eating
regularly
Are you putting that conserved
duces kidney trouble in some form or
for
use
hour
to
country?!
your
good
other, says a
authority,
New Mexico Ruralist is published by The Central Printing Company, publishers of The Albuthe uric acid in meat excitea the Get busy.
,
querque Evening Herald
become
overworked; pet
kidneys, they
Money talks, but it seldom enters
sluggish; clog up and cause all sorts of into
Trench
conversation.
an
army
distress, particularly backache and
in the kidney region; rheumatic twin- - and Camp.
res, severe headaches, acid stomach, endWe seem to be getting fewer paciatipation, torpid liver, sleeplessness, fists
Inand more
bladder and urinary irritation.
Gigantic U. S. Flag
The moment your back hurts or kid- dianapolis News.
What is said to be the hipgest
neys aren't acting right, or if bladder
American flag ever made was reMAGAZINE
bothers you, pet about four ounce ot
cently exhibited in Brooklyn, N. Y.
ric'LlS 360lLi!u5T(IATI0N5
Jad Salts from any good pharmacy;
It is 250 feet long and 156 feet high.
take a tablespoonful in a glasa of water
Each of the red and white stripes
before breakfast for a few days and your
BRAND
fC&
0IAMOND
in it is twelve feet wide and
kidneys will then act fine. This famous
are six feet in diameter
Mr. Wm. W. Everly. 3325 North
aalts is made from the acid of grapes
Trench and Camp.
Hancock Street, Philadelphia. Pa
and lemon juice, combined with lithia,
to
used
tuid has been
for generations
writes:
If the loan is subscribed twice over
flush clogged kidneys and stimulate them
"I have been troubled with stomach
the spirit of our fighting men will be
I
to normal activity; also to neutralize Use
disorders since childhood, but after
CntRKA-TRS
for
A
ts
doubled. E. H. 'Southern.
acids in the urine ao it ao longer irri- DIAMOND
.,.M
taking six bottle of your Peruna, I
baiAND PILLS is KI D and
At Yossr NatrsjsJaafar
now enjoy the best
health. I also
wills BlueKOI
tates, thus ending bladder slisordera.
Cold ssetallic boxen,
is
now
Poor
democratic
TO
Germany
Jad Salts cannot injure anyone; Ribbon, III!SWfe oists. SarsTVMS V
bad catarrh In the head, which pracVaarfy Subscription $l.SO
V
mi
for
BrairM
lithia-watautocratic
herself
effervescent
car
makes
mne
a delightful
against
Send for omr
fm
tically has disappeared, thanks to
BEAK .S ril.l.d, for tsrrnty tve defending
HI
Finland. Wall Street Journal.
Safer t. Always Reliable.
drink which millions of mea and
rs
the Peruna Co. for their good work."
mlog of mechanical toe
Use
to
then
now
and
sromea
take
keep
BY ALL DRUGGISTS
SOLD
MMhatiica MagarlfM
Those who object to liquid modi
Every miser helps the Kaiser.
kidneys and urinary organs elmm, tkas
EVERYWHERE
&
New York Timet.
cinos can procure Parana Tablet.
avoiding serious kidney aisesaa,
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(Continued from pase four.)
have been in search of deposits in
this country. The discovery in this
state of potassium may solve the problem for this country.
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Shipped Car of Jersey Cow
Johnson Pence of Albuquerque was
here recently having shipped in a car
of Jersey cows, which he disposed
of to farmers in this vicinity. The
price rancrtd from about $75.00 to
Monntainair Independent.
$125.00.
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Secure Desireable Property
A deal was closed last week whereby G. T. McCulloh and A. C. Parker secured the relinquishments of J.
M. Cooper and Oscar V. Cooper to
This section is
stetson 25. 3. 8.
well improved and is a desirable
The purchasers made
property.
homestead filings on the land and
cvpect to make their homes there.
M oimtainair
$2.000.
Consideration
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County School News
The Conntv T.mrd of Education at
its rortihir mrctinrr apnroved estimates f"r school pvrrnf in the
districts of the rmmtv for the
ensuine school vear the tntnl amount
heinir $1.17.510.00. Thi incbides
for all rural school nnd the
three municipal dir!rt cf Folsom.
Drs Moines, and Clayton.
The Hoard decided to comnlv with
Dr. fiarfield's rermmcnditinn that
the fuel be purchased durinor the
summer months, and will, in the near
future, ask for bids from the coal
dealers of Union minify to sitp-dcoal in carload lots for August deliveries to the followijie
points:
Cm-tonMt. Dora, Or- - villc. Dc
Cit'7- Moines and Folsoni

I

il

h

Economy

rsti-nat-

-
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Gi'l Ures Commtinily Organization
Petitrn'nf.' from the state convention of delegates from each Count--tin
the Council of FWense
rerentlv. Joseph Gill,
the local cnunc il. brought
a message to the neonle of Clavto.i,
which he delivered at a meetinc .at
e
the Citv TTall last week. The
forther a"
was one
p'1
core romt.lcte orirvM'on nf war
oomnimrlv forces enframed in
work, and was presented by Mr. (,
in a few well chosen words that w'll
undoubtedly have the desired effect.
Clayton News.
SANTA CRUZ SCHOOL
GRADUATED TWO PUPILS
1n--

ines-sar-

ilFliiliil

the
Following program rendered atCruz
Santa
graduating exercises19that two
of the
last Sunday May
Miss Sofia
pupils having graduated.
The
Lopez and Filibcrto Maestas.

THE NEW MEXICO

of the
program was under directionAnava.
D.
principal. Miss FrancesSchool.
Chorus
Welcome Day of Joy,

Salutatory,
SwBpVih
I Want To Go Tomorrow.
(Wh Chorus
Liberty Bell,
Where Chequia Waters Flow, Leonor

RURALIST

Maez
The Engineers Story, Grace Atencio
Little Girb
Fan Drill and Song,
"Eose Dreams", G. Atencio, S. Aland
and Chorus
Ll.tt,.G,r,R
The Miller,
Little Girls Chorus
Old Glory,
GT
Sifter Drill.
Corcmio Aland
Our Banner,
Lili" Dialogue,
j!rjs
Little
"Sing"
Girls
Little
When Vacation Begins,
Go On My Boy Your Country Needs
Gir,s Chorus
You,
The Flag is Passing P.y, Stella Maes-

HENINU

Tlh-Stat-

A Livestock Paper A Ranch Paper A Farm Paper
An
Newspaper
"At-Home"Pape-

nAST

tas

Girls
Loyalty To The U. S. A.,
Chorus
Atencio
Grace
Aunt Silvy,
Battle Sontr of Liberty, Girls Chor-iLittle Girls
I'.ltie.
The Red White and
Girls Chorus
Santa Cruz,
Filiherto Maestas
Valedirtory.
Presentation of Certificates,
Hon. Geo. W. Arnnjo
Address To Graduates,
Hon. Benjamin Read
A large number of local people
and visitors from Santa Fe were
present to hear and take part in the
exercises.
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Try Grandmother's Old Favorite
Recipe of Sage Tea and
Sulphur.
Almost everyone knows that Sage
Tea and Sulphur, properly compounded, brings back the natural color and
lustre to the hair when faded, streaked
or gray. Years ago the only way to
it at
get this mixture was to maketroublehomo, which Is mussy and
some. Nowadays, by asking at any
Sage and Suldrug store for "Wyeth'swill
you old get a large
phur Compound,"
recipe, imbottle of this famous
proved by the addition of other ingredients, at a small cost
Don't stay gray! Try It! No one
can possibly tell that you darkened
Jour hair, as It does it so naturally
and evenly. Tou dampen a Fponge or
this
soft brush with it and draw
through your hair, taking one small
the
gray
at
a
strand
time; by morning
hair disappears, and after another apbecomes
plication or two, your hairattractive.
beautifully dark, glossy and
Wyeth'a Bage and Sulphur Compound is a delightful toilet requisite
and a
for those who desire dark hair
It Is not inyouthful appearance.
tended for the cure. miUsatloa or
of disease.
pre-Tentl-

d

Is a Whole Page for Mother and the

And Then

Big Columns of State, National and International

.,

GRAY HAIR DARK
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First of All a Livestock and Ranch Paper
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"We have

THIRD EPISODE.

III-
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rin-a- ,

i

knew

nf Ills rii'h

siiL'hily lis
(Tuny
Till' oilier, Willi WHS Joling,
g
ugly well dressed, mid s:i
IIS (il llll lllll.list
piilUI'osipIC,
liml mli' nlivi' fi'itturi'S which seemed
vaguely fiiiniliiir In Chrislo ln'i1. .Inst
tlii'ii II, c linly wlin wns lenving tin'
I ii t
r in fi'nnt nf liis ciinl ri vi'd In disii

11

x

engage herself from lii'i1 importunate
hostess, mid Christopher saw tier luce.
'I liis mil' wns lii'iiuiiful ; lull it was
not only Iht ln'imly whirli Chrism::
us it
arresting, imi'
topher
tin1 fuel Unit ski' wns
in tin- wry
piTlYi t ly dressed, though In1 knew
tin1 ililli ri'in r between ii woman wlin
wns
nil dressed mid nin' wlin wns
not.
As hi1 tnlkrd nil, from tin' luil of
Iii' wulrlii'd tiii' progress nf
Ills
ilic
y . Shi- liml I n i:n't in tintoorway by the pict uri'siiiii' young
limn, mi, I thi'.v wi'i'i' speaking together
nnw with a kind nf suppressed rap-rI

-

vi

ii'
I;i

-

llt'SS.

"Well, tn, til. Next th'K1 I write
nlil .latin'1 I'll ti'll him liis nephew's

prosperous," said llir major,
mid sidled oil' without a backward
Iiefore
glance. As lie did
mill, K"l I'1 Si'lll'let KllliUlT
away, the picturesque young taati had
left Ihi! Kill standing in the door liml
hurried forward.
"I beg ynur pardon, but may 1 speak
to you?" lie explained.
Christopher imuseil.
' What I want is to ask if ynu will
lunch with us," the stranger rushed
I

'

ii - k

i

one nf our best mice suddenly failed

i

Chris-tuilii-

tr

fhris-tnplle-

s.--

r

I

mi.

"Lunch with yuii V" eel d Christopher, Hslnliishe I. "You mistake me
for someone else "
"Ma.lnr
"No, no," said the nther.
nii urn has tnld tne everything. Volt
like adveiitiires? Ynu lire invited to
arrange nne."
That caught ('htistnpl'.er, as il was
ii.eant to. "Very well, I'm wilh you."
said he. Ami perhaps lie thought of
the lady, Imping to lie with lief lis
well.
"Vow I will Introduce ynu In Miss
hauvray. Then I'll in! roluoe myself,
.My mime is I'onsiuiiy Fitzgerald :"
The young
1'oiiMiiiliy Fitzgerald
man's handsome face and figure
upon Its own background now.
He hail written a queer novel, which
made a sensation on the .strength of
its queerness; and nut of the novel
he had woven n play which owed Its
success to the same quality.
"We're in n dilemma. Miss Dauvrny
liml 1," I'lmgi'iald went on, "and we
want yotl to help us nut of It."
They went in to luncheon. "And now
f ir business.
Miss Iuuvray and I
have tin important Job nn fot the last
!

:0Q

He Had Caught Her Cheating.
day of March ir rather. It will be
the lirst of April liy the time It's
found out ; wherein will He the joke.
And we're going to propose that you
shall he the t'o.' In our partnership."
"I'M to be a sleei ing partner?"
asked Christopher, wishing himself
elsewhere, though his iuterest was
entangled.
"Od the contrary, you're to he very
wide awake. But I'll tell you all ahout
IL Of course you've heard of the
Van Bouten bull next weeki"
MORGAN'S

CIGARS COST

$1.25

The Kaiser, Who la Supplied by Same
Cuban Factory, Paya Ninety
Cent Apiece.
They found among the effects left by
Pierpont Morgan $8,000 worth of
cigars. I held in my hand a few days
ago two boxes of his favorite trends.
smokes cost $1.25
His after-dinneach.
A representative cf Uie Cuban factory which makes beu tells me that
er

scheme fur the night

of Hie hall which will lie the sensation of the century, If we can only
cany it nut," I'ilzgorald went on. "It
falls nn the hist nf March, as 1 said;
so that at mi dnighl we shall have the
tirst of April or Ail Pools' Day, you
know. I'.ul that, gives you mi hint of
'ill- brilliant idea
though It did give
us our inspiration.
We hud reason
In I'clii'vi
up to Inst night, Unit the
plan was in the best working order;
ill
the Niiii'Mcs nf mice nui Mien!

The Masked Ball.
ChriMoi'li'T drew up Scarlet Itun-ne- r
beli n- tin- (lour of the new
Atiicnaciiiii Kolaiirnnt, and beckoned
n lull poricr. ill In ik green unit gold
l:i. .'. In take ii note which In' lit'lil up.
liVlTil'l gilll.t Wollld have
Kill IIS t
obeyed, number ruoii.r drew u; in
II
i
front of (iirismpher's.
iiii'I :is mi'' was getting ""I
two
tin' porter's services were diii'.
resigned himself In wait in ill
s ut i'i' said, iiii'I lis ii wiiii"!
I4 n
w ho
Ini w.i
whs ciiiisiiniis tli.-i:
d .oi'nny,
were talking in
liim in1 liis car.
Mm' id' tin' men Miiji r N"ilnii'ii. In'

a

everybody wants to get They'll expect us to shulllo them up
I

shi' was offered three times what she
paid by the American millionaire,
,11m
who fancies
himself to be an offshoot of the real
Scropes. She wouldn't sell it; what
was twelve thousand pounds to Milly?
Hut it's something to us; and If we
get the prize, as we shall, our idea
s
and
is lo sell to
among our assistants the biggest portion for ourselves, as is only
fair, since we're the originators of the
idea. There'll be five in it, Including
yourself now, and two men who are
friends ot mine. Whatever happens,
you're sure of adventure and whatever you like lo charge for your car
and your services. If we get the diamond, your share will be five hundred pounds. How does that strike
you?"
"As most generous too generous
for me to accept," said Christopher.
"We'll force you to accept. Hut
never mind that part now, I told
vnii that a friend with u motor had
failed us, A motor is necessary
when we've mailt! our sensation, we I'Hist be able to (lush away,
as
highwnymen should,
lint, oh, perhaps I forgot to mention
Hint we're to be highwaymen V" And
be laughed out boyishly.
"Ton did forget that part." Christopher laughed too. "And Miss Dauvrny" he could not resist bringing her
in "is she to be u highway woman?"
"She's to bo an abbess," Fitzgerald
answered for the girl, without giving
her time to speak, "We're all to be
monks at first, we four men. At the
right moment we're to throw off our
cowls, but she's to remain an abbess.
She's to be out of It then, except that
she's coming awuy with us, lest they
should tease the secret from her,
and eventually she's to restore all the
stolen jewels to their owners."
"The stolen Jewels!" echoed Christopher, bewildered.
"I don't wonder you're growing
I never could explain anywoolly.
thing lucidly, except on paper. I can
do it all right there. In fact, I'm a
nailer at It. Hut therein lies the sen- Scrope-Saunder-

Scrope-Saunder-

fa

l3lfe

COPYRIGHT,

"Naturally,

that diamond, which Milly van Hou- like numbers in u hat. and offer them
leu bought at Christie's on purpose to round again, or something of tho sort.
offer In this way. Milly got the dia- Hut tills Is w here he real surprise
mond at a bargain, and the day after comes In. We won't do anything so

ii
inllui'ti.ii or something obvious.
The wheels wouldn't go round without
him literally ; because he's a motor1
was upset ; bill 1 nilectei,
ist.
'When In doubt, always consult nn
American girl,' so 1 called Miss Inuv-ra'Vo chaperon,'
into consultation.
I
said; ii ii 1, having the courage of her
convictions, she consented to a lunch
at the nil
Athenaeum.
While I waited for her I saw you
and your cur. 'What a beauty!' I
said to myself. 'Vow, if only we had
a uioliii- like that to do our trick!'
".lust then came along Major
In six words he told me your
Ycur audacity and
car's history.
irik'iiialily captivated my imagination
I felt you were Hie
on the instant.
man for us, if we could secure you.
And I lost no time in trying to secure
y

-

Nor-bur-

you, did 1?"
"Hut I must hear the scheme before

pledging myself." replied Clirislophcr.
Hint's Just what
'i'lit'oiiuniilcly,
You sec, it's to lie a
you can't do.
great Joke. We trust you, of course;
one knows one's man instantly in
some cases.
Hut still well, we're
pledged not to let nut the secret to
aii.Miue unless he is lirst. enlisted ns
oi"' of us. This much I can say,
We want you to take us
oii;:h.
Miss Unuvray, myself, and several
friends lo St. Hunan's Mount: for
he ball in your ripping motor-car- .
We d.in't mean In stay late; in fact,
we call promise that you'll he back in
town before most nf the guests have
stopped dancing. Now, what do you
say, when, in addition to 'short hours,'
you'll be in for a splendid adventure
- just the sort of thing to appeal to
you?"
"It's rather odd," said Christopher,
"bill my errand here this morning was
to leave a note for Lord Arrowdale,
making an appointment for a talk
about motoring a putty of bis friends
to St. Honnu's for the hull."
Miss liauvray looked up suddenly,
and was nobly beautiful wilh the
ivory curve of her cheeks stained a
Still she did not
deep
speak.
"Is Lord Arrowdale lunching here?"
inquired Fitzgerald, .glancing about.
t
"At
two, I believe so said
the friend who asked me, by Lord
Arrowdale's request, to leave a note
t
for .'dm here. It's not yet
one. Hut even if he were here I
shouldn't know It, for I've never seen
him."
"Well, then, ns you're strangers to
ench other, and you and 1 have known
each other, man and boy, for at least
half an hour, I do think you might
give me the preference over Arrow-dalYou aren't pledged to him in
any wny yet?"
"Vo." Christopher admitted.
"When you keep that appointment
couldn't you tell him you are engaged,
but could rccommen ! him Homo ordinary chauffeur with a line car,
which would suit his purpose just as
well?
such a
"What If I rccory.r.icnded
chauffeur and such a car to you?"
chauffeur
"Ah, but an ordinary
wouldn't suit our purpose at all. We
must have a gentleman, Mr. Knee."
"In that case," he said, "I am at your
orders."
"It's settled you're one of us!" exclaimed Fitzgerald.
"Yes," sail Christopher.
"Then you shall hear the whole
Ihirig. Well, as you've heard all about
the ball, you know that Milly van
Houleu or her aunt, who poses ns
hostess has offered the Scrnpe blue
diamond as a prize for the greatest
sensalion of Hie evening."
costhe handsomest
"Meaning
tume?"
"Not exactly that, for It can even
lie won by a party.
Indeed, I think
What
it will be won by my party.
she means is to give the diamond to
the person or group of persons whose
appearance and manner of entrance
creates the greatest sensation. That's
why she's having It masked; it can
be so much more sensational, louse
so much more fun and speculation,
than even the best fancy dress dance."
"I should hnve thought It rather
risky to let masked guests into such
a house, and among such jewels as
are sure to be worn," said Christopher.
"Of course, that danger was discussed," returned Fitzgerald, "and it
was arranged for the general safety
that a 'society detective' sort of person should see the face cf at least
one member of each party as that
party entered. Also, everyone must
show bis card of invitation.

tame."
"What will you do?"
"We'll ninka off with the whole
hoodie as fast as we can In your

"All this will happen just before
supper. There's to bo a grand
supper, and unmasking. I'eople
will bo in the most awful quandary.
Then after midnight will appear a
great dish a pie with u wonderful
cover. It will be net down by a servant (he'll be in our pay ; not Miss van
Kouten's, by the bye) on the principal table, with a request for Miss
van Houte.'i herself to cut it. She
will do so; and in that pie will be
all the stolen Jewels, with our visit
s
on top, and a sort of round
robin dated All Fools' Day and claiming the prize for ourselves. Every
one will vote us the prize or be voted without a sense of humor. Now,
there's an adventure for you."
adven"It's a regular
ture nothing grown-uabout It,"
and
snid
surprised
Christopher,
amused at the childishness of the
"great game."
"That's the charm," retorted Fitzadmitted
and Christopher
gerald;
that perhaps he was right.
Iu any event, he was committed to
the affair now, and ho was so eager
to find out whether the beautiful
Miss Dauvray were bored with It all,
or vexed with him for being In It,
that he would not have backed out
even if he could. When they had finished luncheon and It was only a
two he volunteered to
quarter-pas- t
scribble another note to await Lord
Arrowdale's coining. In It he said that,
since writing the first, he had been
obliged to change his plans, but he
would recommend a good chauffeur,
wilh a good car. And thereupon he
added name and address.
This little matter was finished in
live minutes, and then the
and restless Fitzgerald hurried him off to the garage for a "good
look" at Scarlet Runner, Miss .Dauvray having bidden them both farewell
from the window of a hansom call.
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"Hands Up or

I

Fire!"

satlon our hope of winning the prize.
Everybody will have racked his and
her brains for eccentric and magnificent costumes; people will be walking ubout crusted with jewels. We
can't rival the millionaires on their
own ground, but we can make our
own effect, which we warrant will
beat theirs and get off the best of
Jokes on them at the same time. We
shall walk in as Miss Dauvray's
party; she will be responsible for the
four of us; she will lift her veil and
show her face to the man at the door
who's taking stock of features. She's
pretty well known, and, besides, she's
nn old school friend of Milly van
Houten's, and could have been included in the house-partif she
hadn't chosen to help us instead. As
I said, she'll be an abbess, dressed In
the dark blue and white of the Sister House which used to exist within
a stoue's-turoof St. Rcnan's Monastery, in the good old days before
Henry VIII was king. Weil be In
the St. Ronan garb, of course, which
will ut once excite interest, as there's
a terrible ghost story still extant at
St. Ronau's which concerns four
monks who were found walled up in
the oldest part of the house, when
a room was added, and who haunt
the place to this day usually accompanied, for some reason, by the
figure of an abbess from the Sister
House, who weeps and sobs and
wrings her hands."
Miss Dauvray shivered faintly, and
said the words over again In her low,
vibrant voice, as if they had im"Weeps
pressed her fancy grimly;
and sobs and wrings her hands." But
Fitzgerald hurried on, and did not
seem to hear the murmured repetition.
"Then, when we've made our effect," said he gaily, "we suddenly
throw off our monkish robes and apbelted
pear as masked,
highwayman from the Wild West of
America. We shall be bristling with
bowie knives and big revolvers (not
really loaded, of course), and while
two of us you, perhaps, and one
other guard the exits, the other two
will hold up the crowd and make 'em
hand over their valuables iu the most
realistic manner just about midnight.
y

Morgan ordered usually 5,000 or 6,000 out 112 years ago that Is, the oldest
which is in existence today. I underclip.
"There are only two men In Cuba stand that. In face of the British batwho can make that cigar, and nearly tleships, the kaiser is still able to get
all of them are produced by one man," all the cigars he wants. Philadelphia
said this Cuban producer. "We pay him Public Ledger.
40 cents to make each cigar and he can
roll about 25 of them In one day."
Explained.
The king of Wall street smoked a bit
"Why is it that truth will rise again
Wilbetter cigar than does Emperor
when crushed to the earth I"
liam of Germany. The kaiser's cigar,
"Because of Its elasticity, of course.
made by the same factory in Cuba, Is Don't yon know how easy it Is to
stretch the truth T Boston Evening
wor,th 90 cents.
The oldest brand of cigars was put Transcript.
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"We're here at exactly the right
time," said Fitzgerald.
"Every soul
but ourselves has come and is in the
ballroom. We .shall make our sensalion I Now, Mr. Race, can you turn
your car round, ready to get away on
the instant? That's it. There's our
door."
Ten minutes later a procession of
five dark figures was flitting on foot
round a short cut to the front door.
They were admitted by footmen, and
vestibule a civil
in the
gentleman In evening dress asked to
see their Invitation cards.
"I have one for myself und party of
four friends," said Miss Dauvray, lifting for an instant, as required, her
abbess' veil, and also showing an
illuminated square of pasteboard.
The last guests were ushered into
ti fine hull, where the two hostesses
had stood to receive their friends
earlier In the evening. Now they had
gone into the ballroom, and the bull
was empty.
"There's the door," said Fitzgerald.
"There's only that one, and the glass
door at the far end, through which
we go when all's ready.
M'Clellan,
you must keep this door. I wunt
Race at the other, ns he's chauffeur
and should be out first to start the
car for us. You all three remember
the signal for throwing off our robes?
when I say "Pax voblscum" to Miss
vnn Houten, who'll be Undine, In pale
green, with showers of diamonds und
as we know for certain,
pearls
thanks to Miss Dauvray."
A moment after they were inside
the ballroom in a blaze of light, Christopher's eyes were duzzled by a scene
of enchantment.
One monk lingered by the door. The
other three and the abbess wound
through the brilliant crowd towards
the gold curtains at the far end of
the room. Christopher went on, answering jests that were tossed to him
as he passed ; and he reached the glass
door and turned just In time to see
accost Undine. She, a
Fitzgerald
charming girlish figure, shook her
head and pointed to a Louis XIV,
gorgeous as a
"Pax voblscum !" cried the discard'
ed monk raising aloft his rosary. And
with that there were suddenly four
and
belted,
highwaymen masked,
slouch-hattewhere four reverend
friars had stood.
,
Now was Fitzgerald's great chance,
and with all that was in him of dramatic talent he made the most of It.
He had but one assistant In the blithe
game of holding up the company, for
M'Clellan kept one door and Race the
other; but Jack Sheppard himself
could not have cut a braver dash than
gay Fitzgerald.
case anything should go
"In
wrong!" If Miss Dauvray had meant
this meant him to guess, meant to
give hint something by which, if his
wits were quick and his courage high,
he could stop the game I
Suddenly his head was clear as a
bell. If he did the thing which had
sprang Into his brain he would not
spoil Fitzgerald's chance of the prize.
In case the play were a genuine frolic
after all. But If It were earnest he
might save the situation for Miss van
Bouten, save the jewels, and unless
Fitzgerald were a fool no one need
ever know the truth.
He decided to act, and the
had come.
Fitzgerald had finished. He and his
assistant were beginning their dash
toward the glass doors. But instead
of unlocking it, as Christopher had
been told to do, he tried It quickly,
fouud it fastened, and slipped the key
into his pocket Then, with his back
to the gold curtains, he fired one barrel of Eloise Dauvray's revolver at
the celling.
This was to let Fitzgerald know
that he was formidable that he car- oak-line- d
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"I'll just take a peep under her
bonnet and make sure that everything's ns It ought to be before we
get off," he said ; and then, with Fitzgerald safely In his seat, and the bonnet us a screen, he contrived to slide
out of his sleeve, a Smith and Wesson revolver. A folded bit of white
paper was kept in place on the barrel by means of an Innocent little red
rubber band. As he slipped tho revolver from his hand into a deep
pocket of his motor-coa- t
Christopher
pulled off and unfolded the paper. On
one side a few words were written,
which he absorbed in a secoLd iu tiie
eye of Scarlet Runner's blazing lamp.
"To use Instead of your unloaded
one, In case anything should go wrong,"
were the lnstructinnsllashed into his
mind before he crumpled up the paper
into a ball and dropped it into his
pocket after the revolver.
"In case anything should go wrong."
What could she mean?
St. Ri man's Mount a "mount" only
In name lies near the Thames and
not far from Clivenden, now, as Scarlet Runner brought them swiftly near
the place, Fitzgerald repeated each
detail of the program.
Having passed through the entrance gutes, the car was to hear to
the light instead of to the left, in (he
direction of the front door. It was
to be driven along nn avenue which
circled round beneath the ballroom
windows and stopped under a big
glass door at the end of the room.
This door would be curtained and, no
doubt, fastened, but the key would
he in the lock ; and after the trick
had been played, the four "highwaymen," accompanied by the fair abbess,
were to escape through this door, run
down a short flight of stone steps and
find themselves close to their waiting
motorcar.
The young moon had gone to sleep
ago when Scarlet Runner
long
wheeled through the open gates at
St. Ronan's Mount, past the smiling
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He Shouted.

Thus all three were away before Lord
Arrowdale appeared upon the scene.
When the great night came Christopher could have laughed at himself
for the boyish excitement which ran
through his veins.
He arrived early at the rendezvous,
but not early enough to be the first
on the scene. There was a garden
with rather a high wall, and as Scarlet Runner teufteufed round the corner of the quiet street the gate
opened, and Fitzgerald looked out
from under a dim, hanging light.
Stopping the car, Christopher saw
that there were two other men with
him, both already wearing motor goggles, which disguised them enough
even for an appearance at the masked
ball.
"We've oil been dining here," said
Fitzgerald, "and are so impatient to
be on we've been ready for the last ten
minutes. Mrs. Dauvray, our friend's
grandmother, can't bear the smell
of smoke, so we've had a cigarette
apiece in the garden,
expecting
you. I'll call Miss Dauvray. Oh, here
she comes now. She must have heard
the car."
The opening door threw out a
stream of light, and the cloaked figure of a tall girl appeared, attended
by a maid.
Fitzgerald would have helped her
Into the tor.neau of the car, but somehow she slipped past him, and Christopher had an odd yet strong conviction that she wished him to put her In.
Without an instant's hesitation he
held out bis arm as a support for
her hand, and she laid her fingers
lightly upon It. At the same time,
with her other hand, hidden under a
loose cloak, she thrust something as
far as she could up the young man's
sleeve.
It was
thing that felt large and
singularly cold, but, surprised as he
was at the girl's act, Christopher kept
his countenance perfectly. Fitzgerald,
suspecting nothing. Introduced "Mr.
Rawdon; Mr. M'Clellan," and suggested to his two friends the honor
of sharing the tonneau with Miss
Dauvray. "I'll sit with you In front,"
he said ; and Christopher agreed, making a feint fit trying to start the car
In vain.
BUNYAN AND HIS GREAT WORK
"Pilgrim's Progress" Was First Printed
About a Decade Before the
Author's Death.

The first edition of "The Pilgrim's
Progress" was printed in 1678, just a
decade before the death of the author,
John Bucyan, who breathed his last In
the home of London grocer 228 years
ago. The first edition was "Printed for
N'ath. Ponder, at the Peacock In the
Poultry, 1673," and a secoud edition

sun-go-

d

was necessary the came year.
Tea
editions were printed before Banyan
died, and the book enjoyed a huge
popularity among the lowly and bumble of England and Scotland, but was
sneered at by the educated classes.
Bunyan was very proud of the fact
that his work was greatly admired by
New Englanders and by the French
Huguenots. For more than a century
"Pilgrim's Progress" bad no standing
In literary circles. "All the numerous
editions," said Macaulay, "were evidently meant for the cottage and the

rled no harmless toy at his belt; n
the effect was overpowering. All the
women screamed and even Fitzgerald
and his followers were taken aback
for an Instant.
It was but for an Instant, though.
Then they sprang forward ; but Christopher stopped them with his leveled
revolver, before they could touch the
triggers of theirs.
"Hands up, or I fire!" he shouted.
Their weopons hud dealh In them,
too he was sure of that but his
could speak first, and If it spoke there
would be an end of one man. The danger was that he could not be sure of
covering two ut a time, and the third
TAR AND GRAVEL APPARATUS

rnah
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"You Hypnotized Me Perhaps."
was not far off now; hut that was the
risk he had been ready to run, and on
the Instant he was called upon to face
It. From behind Fitzgerald the other
man would have taken the chance and
fired, but someone knocked up his urm
(no one but Christopher saw that It
was a veiled abbess), and Lord Arrow-dale- ,
as Louis XIV, alert und grave
enough now, took advantage of the fellow's brief confusion to seize the revolver from behind.
With that Fitzgerald burst into a
loud laugh and tucked bis weapon in
his belt. "Don't be frightened, anybody, and spoil sport," he cried, his
voice ringiug with laughter.
Then,
snatching olT his mask and looking
handsome and gallant iu his slouch
hut, he run and knelt at Undine's feet,
culling his comrades to follow.
"Our leather pouches and all that in
them is," he exclaimed, "In exchange
for the prize, fair lady."
And Miss van Bouten took off her
musk also, sailing and beautiful,
though a little pale.
"Shall lie have the prize, my
friends?" she cried aloud.
And the company, unmasking, answered with many voices that the prize
must belong to the highwayman.
"It's to be put to the vote, you know,
at supper," she said.
Fitzgerald and his friend, having
given up their bags of spoil to their
hostess, rose from their knees.
Then Fitzgerald came to where Race
still stood by the door. Everyone
was listening, but all he had to say
was to thank Christopher for his
"dramatic conception of his part."
"Your one slight mistake," he finished, "has proved a blessing In disguise, for it enables rae also to change
I and
my mind at the last minute.
my friends will stay to supper and
hear our fate in the matter of the
blue diamond. You are free to do as
you choose."
"I must be getting back to town."
"With your car? Very well ; we will
meet later."
Fitzgerald wns the hero of the occasion; and one of the young men of
Miss Dnuvray's party presently slipped
away unnoticed. Perhaps two others
did the same Christopher did not
know. But when he reached Scarlet
Runner, to his Intense surprise there
sut Miss Dauvray in the seat next the
driver's.
"Will you take me home?" she asked.
"With pleasure," he said.
"And quickly?"
"If you wish."
They started, and for a few moments neither spoke. Then Christopher
asked:. "Did I do the thing you wanted?"
"I thought you
"Yes," she said.
would do It."
"You hypnotized me, perhaps.
But
was It a game,
.
"Oh, a game, If you like. But a terrible game. I would have given my
You've
life to stop it, or yours.
saved both. I can live now, I think. If
he wins the prize he'll let me alone for
awhile. But if he'd succeeded tonight
I couldn't have borne it What would
there have been for me? Only to disappear, as he meant to do, or disappear in another way, a quieter way. I
should have chosen that. I'm so very
tired, you see."
"Tired of what?" Christopher questioned her almost fiercely.'
"Of playing cat's-pato him. I'm a
coward. I'm horribly afraid of him.
He could ruin me. I've helped him several times in country houses where
I've been staying."
"Why?"
"Oh, It all began with the most aW-flosses at bridge, and a hundred outside debts to drive me half mad. Once
I was mad then, I think I cheated.
Fits saw, and saved me, for this kind
of thing. He's in awful straits too.
But the blue diamond will save him. If
he gets it For your sake I hope he
will, as for mine."
(END OF THIRD EPISODE.)

or"

servants' hall, as the paper, the printing and the plates were of the meanest description," In his youth Bunyan
was a tinker, and far from pious. It
is recorded that a woman, whose character was such ss to make her an authority oa profanity, declared that he
was "the nngodliest fellow for swearing she had ever heard in all her life,
and that It made her tremble to hear
him." Exchange.
More than 90,000 Japanese make
their home in HawalL '

Device Invented by New Jersey Manufacturer for Heating Materials
for Pavements.
Emulating the famous hunter of ths
olden days who killed two birds with
one stone, a New Jersey manufacturer
has recently brought out a combination tar and gravel heater that heats
these two dissimilar materials quite Independently but with one operation.
The device, which Is shown in the accompanying Illustration, Is particularly
fitted for street paving where block
pavements with tar juints are laid.
The apparatus consists of two main
parts, n rectangular tar kettle and a
gravel bin, with a furnace
extending beneath both parts, from
one end to the other. The furnace 11
fired from the gravel end of the device.
The smoke and gases escape
through an ordinary stove pipe in the
kettle end. The inside of the gravel
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Combination Tar and Gravel Heating
Device In Operation.
S)
while
the
heater Is triangular shaped
outside Is made up In steps consisting
of perforated metal plates. The
top acts as a reservoir bin and
the gravel feeds down the steps and
out nt the bottom. The perforations
In the step plates allow tho moisture
In the gravel to escape readily as It Is
turned Into steam by the heat of the
Are, thereby making it possible to heat
both tar and gravel. Popular Science
Monthly.

BENEFIT

OF

SHADE

TREES

In Wisconsin Owner Is Given Annual
Bounty of Three Cents for Each
Rod of Highway.

The Wisconsin law provides that
financial consideration may be given
by the stiile to people who plant and
cultivate trees by the roadside. Every person nlong or through whose
lands a highway passes may plant and
cultivate on one or both sides of the
road where he shall own land, trees
of such varieties as commonly grow at
least 40 feet high. These must be
set two rods or less apart and In a
row within eight feet of the outer line
of the highway.
When such trees reach 12 feet In
height the superintendent of highways
shall give the owner upon request a
certificate accepting the trees as public shade trees. Thereafter they
to the public and are protected as
public property, but the title to them
or to the fruit they bear belongs to
the owner as long as he maintains
the trees and replaces such as die.
The owner shall receive an annual
bounty of three cents for each rod of
highway along which such trees are
planted on one side and six cents If
planted on both sides, to be credited
on his highway taxes.
be-lo-

BENEFIT OF IMPROVED ROADS
From Standpoint of Almighty Dollar
d
It Paya Handsome Yearly
to Farmer.
Dlvl-den-

Let everybody awaken to the Importance of Improving the public road,
for Improved roads will bring:
Better schools and greater attendance.
Better health and quicker medical
"
attention.
Better farms and more cultivated
land.
Better crops and better transportation.

Better social conditions and less Isolation.
Better churches and better homes.
Better men and a better nation.
Improved roads have a money value
as well as a social value.
Looking at an Improved road from
the standpoint of the almighty dollar, It Is found to pay a handsome
dividend each year.
Maintenance of Oravel Roads.
a gravel
surface would be entirely unsatisfactory, but we must not overlook the
fact that on roads carrying comparatively light traffic the annual Interest
cost of a more substantial pavement
may exceed the maintenance cost of
gravel.
On many trunk highways,

Durable Roads.
durable roads are now
as Important as quick-firinguns, and
It Is high time to speed up construction In order to quicken food delivery.
Time-savin-
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Sorghum Used for Hay.
Sweet sorghum to be used for hay
should be drilled or broadcasted using
from one to one and a half bushels of
seed to the acre.
Cover Carrot Seed Lightly.
Carrot seed should be only lightly
covered and early thinning of the
young plants is of greatest Importance.
Soil for Carrots and Parsnips.
Neither carrots aor parsnips should
be sown In soil containing fresh
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HOW TO TELL WHEN VEGETABLES
ARE READY FOR USE ON TABLE

LESSON FOR
JESUS
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SILENCES HIS
SARIES.

LESSON TKXT Mark 12:1-4to Caesar the.
GOLDEN TKXT-Ken- der
things that are Caesar's, and to God th
things that are God's. Mark 12:17.
DEVOTIONAL READING Mark
FOR
ADDITION A I.
MATERIAL,
22:1-4TEACHERS Matthew 2I:'J3-2and the widPRIMARY TOl'IC-Jes- us
12:41-4ow's irlft.-M- ark
JUNIOR TOPIC The two great
12:28-3Luke 10:1V37.
SENIOR AND ADULT TOPIC-Rellg- lon
ana cmzenxnip.
ALflMllUAAIj Al A 1 Vill n H ,,inmio
I Timothy 2:1, 2.
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The Parable of the Husbandman

(vv.

CABINET
Blessed Ih he w ho Is such a friend
to humanity that he
Kuod in
every man, fur Ills own spirit shall be
enriched
Christ
the
by
fplr- constantly
COMPANY

placed in a dish, and onion, hacon fat
and vinegar left from spiced pickles
heated hoi and poured over the potatoes nmkes a very tasty salad.

GOOD THINGS.

These days we do not make frosted
fakes except for state occasions and
even plain cakes vhoultl
be used sparingly to suve
our sugar.
Lightning Cake. Beat
half a cupful of butter
substitute to ii cream,
add half a cupful of
sugar, the yolks of four
eggs beaten light, three
talilespoonfuls of milk and one cupful
of corn Hour sifted with a tenspoon-fu- l
of baking powder.
Spread the
mixture hi a shallow pan, bent the
whites of the eggs, add gradually
of a cupful of sugar,
then fold in a half cupful of blanched
and shredded n tin mils. Spread this
meringue over the cuke mixture,
dredge the lop with sugar and cinnamon and linke thirty minutes. Cut In
strips for serving.
Small sponge cakes baked in gem
pans nnd when cold rut open and
filled with sweetened and llavored
whipped cream make a most delicious
cake for nice occasions.
Dog Biscuit. Roll thin a
baking
ponder biscuit dough, using barley
Hour Instead of wheal, cut out the
biscuit and place u slice of bologna
sausage on one then cover with anoth- er pressing the edges together. Pake
as usual. This is a most appetizing
dish enjoyed by people who do Dot
The
ordinarily care for bologna.
name Is the only drawback to this
biscuit.
Pineapple and Cream Cheese Salad.
Wash and dry the leaves of head
lettuce; cut canned sliced pineapple
Into straws, keeping the straws as
long as the slices will allow. Roll
cream cheese Into balls or egg shapes.
Dispose the pineapple straws In the
heurt leaves of the lettuce nnd set
three eggs in ench nest, dock each
egg with paprika. Serve plain French
dressing In a bowl. Allow two
of oil, and one of lemon
Juice with a few grains of salt nnd
pepper for each nest.
Banana Parfait. Peel and scrape
two or three bananas, then press the
pulp through a rlcer or sieve, scald
of u cupful
the pulp with
of sugar and the Juice of half a lemon
boiled together, chill, then fold In
one cupful of cream whipped and
of a cupful of candled cherries,
rut fine and soaked In orange Juice
over night.
Rico Muffins. Take a pint of
rice, a cupful of sweet milk or
sour, using soda if sour milk Is used,
two
eggs, a lablespoonful
of fat, and a half teaspoonful of salt.
Add corn flour sifted with baking powder to make a batter thick enough to
drop. Drop In g in pans and bake in
a hot oven.
-

The happiness or unhnpplneg of men
depends no less upon their dispositions
than their fortunes. Rochefoucauld.
MORE GOOD SAVING

DISHES.

As potatoes are plentiful this season
ns well ns cheap, we limy use more In
our bread, adding to Its

moisture and keeping
quality us well as maklouf.
ing u palatable
Where a large proportion of mushed potato is
used it is necessary to
add the Hour gradually
or it w ill not work In and
if not enough Hour is lidded the
lii'ead will be undesirable.
Scalloped Potatoes and Hominy.
Put six medium-sizepotatoes through
a rlcer. liutler a baking dish and put
a layer of potato in the bottom of the
dish, thru u layer of cooked hominy,
seasoning well and cover with a layer
of grated cheese. Repent until a cupful of hominy, a cupful of grated
cheese and the potatoes are all used.
Cover wiih a cupful of milk and finish
with a fourth of a cupful of dried
crumbs well buttered. Rake in a moderate oven twenty minutes.
Slice luiu tins and brown in n little
hot tat, sprinkle with lemon Juice und
a few grains of sugur.
Serve with
meat as as vegetable.
Oatmeal Macaroons. Take one and
a half cupfuls of outmcnl, parch It un
til Is It light brown, then put it through
i
i nc
Kriiiuvr, unless it is me si
cut outmcul, that does not need grading. Add a hnlf cupful of coconut, a
half cupful of sugar, creamed with a
tiiblespoonful of fat, one
egg nnd mix all together. Drop by
spoonfuls on a buttered sheet and bake
until brown. This recipe makes two
dozen macaroons.
Banana Bread Pudding. Place
of buttered brend and sliced bananas in a baking dish, bent two eggs,
add u fourth of u cupful of sugar and
two and a half cupfuls of milk with a
pinch of salt, pour this over the bananas and hake until the custard Is
set. Tart jelly may be used Instead
of the lemon Juice If desired.
Bananas With Strawberries. Peel
und mash four ripe hannnns; mix thor
oughly with n hulf cupful of crushed
strawberries that have been sweetened
to taste.
Add whipped cream and
serve In sherbet cups with whipped
cream und a sliced berry on top.
A slice of ham spread with peanut
butter and cooked In a little mix makes
n change from the ordlnury wuy of
serving.

Having put the scribes, chief priests
and elders to confusion by a skillful
when they demanded
his authority, Jesus, by means of n lit- tie story, lays before them his claim
of divine authority, and charges them
with betrayal of trust and plotting to
murder the very Sun of Ood, Ills
teaching in this parable cut them to
the quick, and they sought to lay
hands upon him. but desisted for fear
of the people. This parable is simple,
yet very comprehensive.
1. The vineyard (v. 1) represented
Israel (see Psalms Si) anil Isaiah f).
2. The husbandman
(v. 1) repreVegetablct Like These, Grown in the Summer and Stored Until Needed, Vary
Winter Diet.
sented the rulers who were charged
of the spiritual In
with
Such vegetable a loaf lettuce, kule,
Endive should he used lis scmn as terestsresponsibility
of the people.
blanched. Blanching may he accomspfnnch, vajrfcy, chord, turnip,
3. The messengers (vv.
repreand nny other used as a green or plished by tying the leaves together
whom Ood sent
sented
(lie
prophets
salad may he gathered as goon an as soon us the plants are well grown. to
Isrnel, even Including John the
Kohl-rnh- l
targe enougli to pay for the gathering,
must be used while ten- Baptist.
(t is nn excellent plan to make a prac- der. This may easily he determined
4. The
Son (vv.
represented
tice of thinning these crops and using by cutting the thickened Rtem which
Jesus himself.
the plants removed as greens or for constitutes the edible
If
B. The
portion.
Judgment of the lord of the
other purposes. Chard must be used tough and stringy, It is too old.
(v. 0). This represented
vineyard
while young as it soon passes Its best
Muskmelons. Color, size and gener- the time when the Jews shall be
sta'ge. Kale should be used while rel- al appearance serve as
guides In tell- brought to account for their treatment
atively young, as when young It Is of ing when they are ready to pick. They of the servants of (lod and Jesus himmuch better quality than when allowed should not he allowed to remain on
self.
to become large. It Is a far better the vines until dead
II. The Tribute Money (vv.
ripe, as they are
plan to make frequent successive past their prime when fully ripened.
They already would have gladly takplantings of the foliage crops so as to
Watermelons. Ripeness Is deter- en him by violence and killed him,
have a supply of tender, succulent mined
by sound, and by the general but they feared the people. In order
greens or salad material continually appearance. A
ripe melon when struck to destroy him, they seek to discredit
available.
with the hand gives a dull sound, him nmong the people. To this end
Globe artichokes are ready for use which Is
after a they send the representatives of both
as soon as tha, bur Is formed and must few trials. readily recognized
fnctlons "certain of the Pharisees
be gathered before the blossoms apOkra should be gntliered while the and of the Herodlnns to catch him in
pear. The bur is the bud of the flower pods are very
tender and his words" (v. 13).
and Is used In the saiuo way as turnips while the seeds young and
are still soft.
III. The Resurrection of the Dead
or kohl rabi.
Onions may be pulled and used as (vv.
Jerusalem artichokes are used In the bunch onions
when the bulbs are from
The Pharisees and Herodlnns being
same wny as potatoes. They are ready a
to a half Inch in diameter. silenced, the Sadducees came with a
for use in the autumn and may remain If quarter
for boiled onions the bulbs may be question which Involved not only the
in the ground until needed.
any size.
Immortality but the resurrection of the
soon
is
use
as
for
Asparagus
ready
are not used until late In body. The Sadducees were the ration
as tlie young siioots are three or four theParsnips
nutumn when the ground is froz- alists of their day. They denied the
Inches long. If allowed to grow too en. Freezing
Improves their flavor; In reality of the resurrection, nnd bewill
the
shoots
become
and
long
tough
fact, It Is not considered ndvisahlo to lieved not In angel nor spirit (Acts
woody.
use them as a summer vegetable. Size
Beans (snap) are ready for use as Is of small Importance, hut those from 23:8).
1. The case proposed (vv.
soon as the bean is about half formed. 1 to 2 Inches In diameter are considYuu do surely bar the door upon
The law of Moses made It not only
In the strlnglcss varieties the pods ered best.
your own liberty If you deny your
In the case
but
binding
legal
morally
griefs to your friends. Shakeapear.
may be allowed to remain on the plant
Peas are ready for picking as soon of n man dying without children for
a little longer (ban the other sorts, but as the pods are well filled
and while his brother to take bis wife (Dent.
SEASONABLE
DISHES.
in every case they should be gathered the pons are still green,
yet before ei- 2'2'Si), They propose the case of a
while young and tender. Lima beans ther the peas become hard or the
.miw mat lettuce, even the head vn
pods woman married successively to seven
should be gathered as soon as the pods whitish or yellowish.
I'eas should
rlety, Is reasonable In price ft should
are well filled out, but before the pods not be gathered when loo young, nnd brothers. They ask whose wife she
that sict nnd Barred
Friendship
be used freely.
In the
This
shall he In the resurrection.
relation which is kind nf absolute tmil
begin to furn yellow. They should be If too old will be of poor quality.
green leaves of plants Is
which leaven the
of love suswas doubtless n hypothetical case.
gathered while the beans themselves
a substance which pro
picious and common, sn much In this
Peppers may be gathered at any This Is the way the successors of the
still have a fresh, green appearance. time until
purer, and nothing Is so much divine.
motes growth and Is In
they begin to turn red. For Sadducees do today. They deal largeEmerson.
After the beans become white they some purposes
dispensable as food for
they are allowed to ri- ly In hypotheses.
are past their prime.
children. A simple salad
pen, but usually are picked green.
2. Jesus' reply (vv.
MORE POTATO DISHES.
Beets should be used while young
which all will like nni
potatoes may he used at nny
n quotation from the Mosaic law
Early
By
tender.
beets
and
The
may be thinned time during their growth.
one which is wholesome
A simple dish and one easy to preAn
(Ex. 3:0) he proves the resurrection
as soon as they are two or three inches
rule is to begin digging them
and good for the little
a variety in serving poextall and the ones that are removed can when they have renclied the size of a of the dead, and their continued be- pare making
tatoes Is :
people Is head lettuce dressed with
ns human
istence
dead
the
beyond
In
be used
greens. The entire crop hen's egg. It Is advisable to begin usSpanish Potatoes. sprinkling of chopped onion; the mild
should be used before they are more ing them when they have reached this ings. The ImmortalIs spirit I clothed with
( 'ook
He
a
bis
potatoes ns green or the southern onion Is best
deathless
body
bought.
than two inches in diameter. Succes- size, digging the
supply from day to shows that marriage Is only for this
usual, after peeling, Add a tcaspoiinful of peanut butter
sive plantings at Intervals of two day as needed, allowing the bulk of
ill
boiling salted to the French dressing which Is made
present life does, not belong to the
weeks are advisable so that, a supply the crop to grow until needed or until resurrection
water. Drain well, by using three tablespoonfuls of oil
Some of the funclife.
of tender beets will always be avail- they mature.
Late potntoes should tions of the body will cease with this
then turn Inlo a to one of lemon Juice or mild vinegar,
able.
be allowed to grow until the vines die life. Since there will he no death afhot vegetable dish a few dashes of salt and cayenne, all
Brussels sprouts are ready for use or are killed by frost.
whirl contains a well mixed with the peanut butter
the resurrection, (here will he no
ter
as soon as the heads are well formed
Sweet potatoes are of poor quality necessity for births. In this respect
generous port ion of and poured over the lettuce. Chopped
and begin to crowd each other.
to
unless allowed
reach maturity. The humnnklnd will be as the angels In butter, three tuhlcspooufuls of finely peanuts may be used for the older
Cabbage Is ready for use as soon as simplest test is to break one of the po- the resurrection life. He
nut scraped or choppid onion, nnd salt people who will promise to mastithe heads are well formed and well tatoes. If drops of water collect on to them tbilt their great errorpoints
was due and pepper (cayenne) to taste. Turn cate the nuts well.
In
blanched
the Interior.
In the potatoes and chop coarsely with
the broken surface the crop Is not ma- to two things :
Barley Pudding Wash n half cup
This crop grows until frost
Chinese cabbage is ready for use as ture.
1. Ignorance of the Scripture
(v. a silver knife, mixing them well with fill of barley and put Into a puddlnfc
kills the vines, but it Is permissible to 24). In the very Scriptures which the seasoning. Then serve with cold dish with four cupfuls of milk, a third
Boon as well blanched.
of a cupful of honey, u half teaspoon
Carrots may be used as soon as they use them quite a while before the they professed to believe was positive meat
ftil of salt, a half teaspoonful of cin
reach a size to Justify pulling them. end of the growing season.
Scalloped Potatoes. Out raw
proof of the resurrection (Ex. 3:6).
Radishes may be used as soon as Rationalism nnd infidelity
Into eighth-incslices and arrange namon nnd a tablespoonftil of fat. Stti
Many gardeners follow the practice of
a
today,
A common practice Is
thinning the carrots and using those large enough.
then, are due to Ignorance of nod's In a baking dish putting In a layer of often during the first hour of cooking
removed as vegetables or In soups. to begin thinning them as soon as large Word.
potatoes, then salt und pepper, a dash to keep the barley from settling.
enough. They should all be used while
2. Ignorance of the power of Ood of flour and a few small hit of butter
They may be grown as an
Barley Fifteen Minutes Pudding.
crop or as a late crop following some- young and tender.
(v. 24). Ood Is able to provide a life or cheese then repeat until the pota Take a cupful of barley flour sifted
Salsify Is grown nnd handled In the where there Is no denth, no birth or toes are all used. Kill he dish to i.n well with n teasMioiiful and a half ol
thing else. Size is not Important, but
In heaven, life will be Inch from the top, then cover with baking powder, a hulf teaspoonful ol
very large ones are Inclined to be same wny as parsnips and the same marriages.
rules may be followed In its use.
on a plane Infinitely higher than the milk and bake In a hot oven.
tough and pithy.
Keep salt and mix with a half cupful ol
Summer squashes are ready for use most blessed
Butter small cups and
Cauliflower is ready for use as soon
of Ibis life. covered the first IT) minutes. Rake un- rich milk.
relationships
s soon as large enough. They, how- Our chief concern Is to find out what til the potatoes are tender.
as the bleached heads are well filled
put Into each a spoonful of the mix
Russian Salad. Mix one cupful each ture, add a tiiblespoonful or two ol
out with the masses of globular mate- ever, should not be picked when very Is written, and then believe that Ood
rial which If allowed to develop would small, as when young they are watery I able to 'accomplish that which he of cold cooked carrot rube and pota- any Juicy fruit, like cherries, strawto cubes with a cupful ench of cold berries or any canned fruit desired.
form seed. It Is Important that It be and of poor quality. As toon as the has promised.
shell hnrdens they are too old for tacut before the heads become old.
IV. The Great Commandment of the cooked pea and beans; marinate with Cover with a spoonful of the batter
ble use.
French dressing fir two hours, ar- set the cups In a pun of boiling wa
Law (vv.
Celery Is ready for use as soon as It
Winter squashes should be allowed
ter. not enough to boll up Into the
reaches a good size and Is blanched.
The code of morals among the Jews range on lettuce leaves In four
to
until
the
or
vines
until
grow
die,
keeping each vegetable by Itself. cup, cover with a tight cover unt
was very complex. The question a to
It may be used green for stews, soups,
kills
but
frost
the
them,
squashes which of God's commandments was Oamlah two sections with smoked fish boll fifteen minutes. Turn out of ths
etc.
Collards may be used as soon as the should be stored before being frosted. first was frequently debated. Christ's snd one with hard cooked egg white cups anil serve with cream and sugai
Tomatoes
should
be
fulwhen
picked
answer show marvelous Insight. He chopped, the other with the yolks put or with a sauce made of the fruit
rosette ol leaves which forms the head
ly ripe, but should not be allowed to sums
Juice.
Is developed and blanched.
up man's whole duty In one word through a rlcer.
remain on the vines until soft It Is
Oook small-sizePotato Salad.
love, love to Ood and love to man.
Curry of Beef Heart Pour a pint
Sweet corn should not be pulled un- not a
to
them
while The first and
good practice
pick
commandment Is potatoes In their Jackets until ten- of boiling water over a beef heart and
til the ears are well filled out. This
great
as
Is
the
flavor
partly ripe,
Injured by supreme and undivided love to Ood. der, peel and cut In cubes; while hot let It stand ten minute, drain nnc
Is about the time the silk begins to this
practice.
The second Is like unto it In that love add a few tablespoonfuls of French trim. Chop an onion nnd brown In
die. When the milk becomes doughy
for
greens may be used as Is Its center, but love Is for our
Turnips
dressing, with one small onion finely two tablespoonfuls of the fat, thee
the corn Is too old for table use.
neighsoon as the foliage Is large enough to
or
Cucumbers are ready for use when- Justify picking; If for the roots, when bor In the measure that we love our- chopped alLthree small green onion, the heart cut In bits and rolled In
Let stand for a half seasoned flour. Add a half cupful of
ever large enough, and before they the roots are from 1 to 2 Inches In selves. Love for God Is to be supreme. tops snd
He Is worthy of all our affections. boor after adding salt and paprika. water and replenish as It bolls away.
have begun to turn yellow.
diameter.
When planted as a late Love Is the
actuating power behind all Just before serving add a cupful of When cooked add a tablespoonful oi
Eggplants may be used at any time summer crop for roots for storage,
diced celery to fonr cupful of potatoes curry powder and salt and
service. Having put his questionpepper tc
after the fruit Is large enough to Jus- they should be allowed to grow until our
ers to silence, Jesus now puts to them and one small cucumber cut In cube. season.
not
should
be
It
allowed
hard
tify picking:
freezing occurs. Those from 2 to a
Mix
or
add
boiled
well,
mayonnaise
question which Involve the central
to remain on the bushes too long or 3 Inches in diameter are best. Larger
doctrine of the Christian faith the dressing, and serve. For a hot naiad the
ones may be used for stock feed.
decay will set In,
be
taken
while hot
may
potatoes
person of Christ (vv. 35:40).
Is he human or divine, or both?
Whose Son Is he? Is the supreme test
Drained Soil Is Best
Despite the competition of electriMUCH IN LITTLE
Eggplant and Watermelon.
man's orthodoxy.
of
city, the coal gas business Is steadllj
Egg plants and watermelons In parMuskmelons, watermelons, squash.
V. The Widow's Mite (vv.
Chile's tillable soil Is held by 7 per Increasing In England.
ticular require a warm,
pumpkins, lima beans, tomatoes, eggIn striking contrast
This is a
There was a record production ol
cent of the population.
but rich soil. These two crops can en- plant peppers, sweet potatoes and with that ofpicture
the Pharisees and Saddudure much drouth when well estab- sweet corn do best on a better drained cees. This
Only a third of South America's pop- sulphuric add In the United States
woman wa doing ulation
poor
last year, exceeding the previous yeat
is of pure white blood.
soil.
lished.
that which In the sight of the world
Japan was second to the Cnlted by at least 600.000 ton.
was Insignificant but In the sight of
There were 399.816 gallons of cream
of copper last
States In the
the Lord was of great moment The year, and wasproduction
Planting Brussels Sprouts.
Plant. Beets Early.
followed by Chile snd vslued st $364,186, Invoiced at thf
Lord
of
words
discover
the
unto
Brussels sprouts should be planted
us Mexico.
Beets can be planted comparatively
American consular agency at Beebf
and grown like late cabbage.
The early In the season. It Is not neces- the fact that In God's sight a gift Is
In 1086 New Tor City, then New Junction, Quebec Canada, for th
the
measured
heart
miniature beads or large buds, which sary to wait until the ground has beby
motive, and not Amsterdam and ruled by the Dutch, United State during 1917, as com
form in the axils of the leaves, art the come warm, if the danger of frost is by Its amount The widow's mite was had 1.000 inhabitants, 120 houses aad pared with 471.896 gallons, valued al
all
she
had.
Our
gifts are not mites IT
parts eaten.
past.
$414273 for 19- 'unless they are our entire possessions.
counter-questio-
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Sometimes we see n suit or dress bust and waistline Is managed cleverWhich has been presented by Its design- ly. It Is n formal suit to be developed
er without any attempt to depart from In either silk or wool jersey with silk
good, accepted standards of style In Its having certain advuntiiges. The skirt,,
construction. The charm of such a de- - worn
with u pretty
blouse of
sign lies In other things than original georgette crepe hi the same color,
ity or startling novelty. It is embodied makes a semldress costume equal to
In the best use of all the means at nny requirement, In war times, and the
hand to make a perfect garment of Its coat will do service with any frock In
kl(. A lovely example of this con- - place of a handsome sweater coat. Its
servallve und elegant designing is collar is partly white, in the fashion
shown In the suit of embroidered Jer-so- y of smart new sweaters and sweater
made for wear In midsummer
coats, and its color makes it look well
pictured here. It is in French gray with any frock.
with embroidery In white and will
For patriotic reasons many women
will not buy wool. In this suit silk is
please every discerning woman.
There Is nothing to say of its design not offered as a substitute for wool,
that is not told by the picture. The hut as a more appropriate mnlerlul
skirt and coat are both cut on the for the character of the suit. A gay
simplest Hues ami embellished with n piirnsol, made of flowered chiffon, Is in
wide hand of embroidery. The belt, keeping with It nnd correspondingly
of the material, is narrower than Is dressy footwear Is provided for It la ,
usual In this season's suits and finished black kid pumps und gray silk stock- -'
with a small, prim how at the front lugs. No other nmterlul would do just
jind the fastening of the coat at the as well us Jersey for this suit.

Girl's

of Voile

Jacket-Dres- s

well-beate- n

old-tim- e

pota-toe-

s

h

I

d

).

One set of ingredients that have been
used with great success for children's
summer frocks Includes voile, wnsh
satin, colored embroidery silks for
fancy stitching, and little crochet buttons. They have been put together In
many ways In frocks for little girls
from three to eleven or twelve years
old. Distribute a set to each of a
designers, or designing mothers,
nnd the result will be another
fetching little dresses, each
worked out according to the uge of the
little one who is to wear it and the
fancy of Its maker. A coatee, or Jacket effect. Is likely to make its appearance among them.
Anywhere, from the time she steps
beyond the limit of babyhood until she
is about to enter the flapper stage,
contee dresses are among the prized
possessions of the little girl. Here ts
one of them for a little miss of eleven,
made of the
set of
Ingredients. If nny one Is able to combine them in better proportion, to better or as good effect, let her send In
her recipe for the benefit of a waiting
multitude of mothers.
This little frock Is of white voile
with fancy stitching and smocking in
blue. Blue wash satin Is used for the
half-doze- n

hnlf-doze- n

collar and cuffs und for the narrow
belt, und tiny white crochet buttons
finish them off. Smocking takes care
of the fullness of the frock nt the
front and provides, nt the same time,
a decoration Hint outlines the jacket.
Feather stitching appears at the top
of the hem and at the neck and across
the smocked front of the dress. The
r
sleeves nre
length. For
a tiny girl of four to six or seven years
the blue satin may be left out and
voile used for belt, collar and cuffs
outlined with leuther stitching Id
blue.
White lisle stockings and low black
slippers are appropriately worn with
Ibis attractive little dress. It Is durable nnd Inexpensive nnd It Is not al
nil difficult to make. All these are
good points that will recommend It to
sensible mothers.
three-quarte-

before-mentione- d

Children's Bonnets.
In the dressier types of children's
hat the tiny -- oke Is enjoying Its
usual success. In Its newest forms
the edges of the brim nt the sides are
folded hack about an inch, while the
portion that extends over the face has
something of a visor appearance.

Brightening Sweaters.
silk sweaters are lr
many Instances brightened by grouped
stripes of gay and pleasantly contrast
Ing colors.
Dark-colore- d

Among the New Satins.
The new satins are extremely adaptable for drapery, although it is hard
to see how the satins already In as
could be Improved upon.
Paulettt
satin. Ninette and Georgette an
ones.
new
the
among

Looking Backward.
Sleeveless Sports Coat
"I see this egg has 'Isabella' writtel
Bright . colors in sports suits and on It."
sweaters are reproduced in the para"Well, sir?"
"Am I to Infer that the date U
sols to go with them. Sleeveless mod1492
els are a feature of sports coats.
Louisville Courier-Journa-

r
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MERE GENERAL MORE
Ernest Landolfi and party front
John F. Young, of Cuba, is In the
TOLERANT THAN SOME
city on business with the Council of Albuquerque, passed through the city
SECOND LIEUTENANTS
Defense.
Saturday afternoon enroute to the
Pecos country.
A
story Is being told about a little
State Treasurer H. L. Hall returnincident which happened at Camp
J. H. Wagner, state school supered this week from a business trip
General Pann was
Custer lately.
intendent, J. V. Conway, assistant
to Chama.
pussing directly in front of a recruit
superintendent, George Lougee, chief
whose education had not to far
clerk of the department of educaJudKc W. R. McGill, of Fort Sumquarter people are devoting their progressed that he considered it a
Mrs. Elma Ketring, is here for a ner, was a bussiness visitor here tion, and E. D. Smith, of the voca- It's Net Always Easy
Pete Walsh is in town from I.atny.
of
in
work
the
time
breach of military regulations to
assisting the
'short stay.
tional educational department, have .To apologize.
Monday.
leaders. This year, as never before, sit unconcernedly on an empty box
returned to the city from various To save money.
1. O. Miller arrived from Las Cru-- 1
the children are coming to the rescue and pull at a cigarette while an
deTo begin over.
W. H. Cox of Las Cruces is amons
cci Tuesday.
Judge N. B. LauRhlin, who spent towns in the state where they
of Uncle Sam. At least 150 children officer was passing by. It il a wed
address- - To take advice.
this week's arrivals in Santa Fe.
a few days in Taos on business has livered the commencement
of Clovis have signified their inten- known fact that the general is a
To be unselfish.
W. R. Muller of Vaughn was In
returned home.
tion of doing something worthy in "real man," and as usual he did not
To admit error.
State senator J. A. Gordon i in
the city this week.
the great cause for freedom. Chil- "bawl out" the recruit. The general
XfrK
flinr1f.fi
Miss Esther Wynn, stenographer To face a sneer.
nifst Hrrman and
the city from Gallup, on private bus-Edren not yet members are urged to went a few paces ahead and then
Mcchem it a visitor in the iness .
Waldo Spies, of I.as VeRas, were in Attorney General Patton's office To be charitable.
join a garden club, pigi club, sewing returned to where the recruit was
has returned from Coleman, Texas, To be considerate.
in the city Sunday.
visitors
ciiy from Alainoijonlo.
.
club, or any of the various clubs sitting, and in a tone of friendly inwhere she had been called by the To avoid mistakes.
R. C. Ilrice of Roswcll is a b"-now possible to join. No pupil may terest inquired:
silver
the
lining.
serious
To
was
for
who
of
her
illness
recognize
sister
left
V. B. Van Nest prominent f as incis sojourner in the capital city
Whittier
Wednesday
John
"My boy, do you know you're supjoin after May 31.
I. os Alamos Kinch where Will Rose ly injured in a tank explosion which To endure success.
itiriii the present week.
arrived here Thursday.
to stand at attention and
A boy or girl who does not work posed
lias hern since May 1st. Both boys orcured in a drug store. It is thought To keep trying.
at something useful this summer is salute officers who passed by?"
Leo Maon and wife and Lu ('.
I'ay your hack subscription if yo" iwpcct to he employed there durinn that she will recover but has un- To forgive and forget.
The boy replied that he did, but
just as much a slacker, as the lad hadn't
are in arrears, to the State Record the summer,
are here froin Alhiupienifp
fortunately lost the sight of one To profit by mistakes.
noticed any officers.
who refuses to join the colors and
Then send in one
To fhink and then act.
in Thrift Stamps.
eye.
said General Penn, " I ant
"Well,"
in
the
trenches.
of
rut.
same
cover
the
out
Monto
fight
wife
To
in
and
mitir War Savings Stamp
the city
keep
F. G. Morrison
B. F. I'ankey was
but a mere general, my boy,
nothing)
best
little.
of
show
1923.
from
make
the
To
week
1,
minstrel
this
fashioned
old
Fe
An
lirr.Mftti
to
Santa
to
td
Jan.
leaving
day morning preparatory
but one of these days some second
No Tim To Mother Dogs
Los An gel ci
for Arizona where he has p'ir' hased is being planned by the Elks for some To shoulder deserved blame.
is going to come along
T subdue an unusual temper.
The instruction acompanying
the lieutenant
In a hotly contested ball ame
s
of cattle, which he time in the future. Assistant travelseveral
here and reprimand you severely for
standard.
a
r.t
was
maintain
brush
who
Hall
To
the
tooth
that
St. Michael's Ctd'eite team v I'
Auditor
Paul
near
high
his
ranch
to
folowing
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. ManMin o'
up
ing
shipped
lack of obsevation." Pittsburg
Airdale dog recently shipped from your
one time associated with Billy Prim- To Hooverize
Sunday afternoon I .amy .
Lis 'ei;as recistered at the He Var-.'- a and the
Chronicle-Telegrapthe east to a party at Las Cruces,
rose and other stars of the carboniz- But it pays.
this week.
the tormer carried on me u oi oi
directing that it should be used daily NEW MEXICO GIVES
Surveyor Ceneral i.ncius Hills will ed cork, has been selected to organize
ly a Icorc of 17 to 11.
ck The Ksiser Club
on the docs teeth is absolutely dis- vtst his h nic in knswell the coming the show. He has secured the latest
Among army people to arrive here
7,000 ' BOOKS TO
M.t-for
e
Y.
snrvevor
active
and
has
week
an
of
(
u
k
and
olio
Last
t'
campaign
hits,
minstrel
li'Hiui
P.
ts
v eek where he has arranged to
'.mi
Harrington,
gnsting and beneath the dignity of
.ipi.tin
Guy
patter
SOLDIERS' LIBRARIES
ne
tl
j
a
to
is.aiser
t
for
members
local
will
returned
material
office
the
American
lick
Wednesday by automobile. His daughter
prof
Keiieral's
tf (!oI'irnljus.
join
citizenship.
of
the
in
enterdistricts
all
the
should
Club
who
woman
the
The
county
Mrs.
class
noon from an extended trip to southhim.
and
rn w'th
performance,
and
Pennslyvanian
possibly
Books collected for soldiers
V. L. Ritch and Frank Lloyd of ern Colorado 'iid San Juan county iD;Hs also.
tainment committee say go ahead began. The Carlsbad branch appoint - formerly owned the dog and who sailors during the intensive book
Some other form of entertainment ed L. C. J.eflwieh as chairman of the shipped it and the tooth brush with camnaien of the American Library
are to participate in (it- returning via Cuba by auto.
lnhro-er .' court matters.
A. J, Papen, for many years con-- ! possibly a childtens show has been committee making the canvass and this implicit instruction, or any other Association now number one million
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All Kinds

Swastika Coal, Cerrillos

Anthracite
Steam Coal; Madrid, N.
Cord and
Madrid
Coal,
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Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
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GOOD THINGS TO EAT

today

Bakery Goods

Coffee Cake
Raisin Bread

Apple Pie
Raisin Pie

Oranges
Apples

WE HAVE THEM ALL

KAUNE'S

Phone

at your

President, Albuquerque,

25-l- b.

wash-cloth-

Sweet Potatoes

and

wash-cloth-

Fruit

Bananas
Grapes

information about the
in a summer's
opportunities
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